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Rainfall is a natural occurring phenomenon, and is usually a welcome event, nourishing the 
earth and with it the fauna and flora. When the runoff is high, flooding occurs, leading to 
damage to the environment, property and even to loss of life. Flooding is becoming more 
common. The reasons for this are complex, and include social expansion, urbanization and 
may also result from global warming. These flooding events have significant implications to 
the engineering profession and the affected communities. 
The estimation of peak design floods is necessary for the planning and design of civil 
engineering projects. Over the past century standard methods for flood peak estimation have 
been developed for most countries, and are usually categorized in the literature as direct 
statistical analyses, regional statistical analyses, empirical methods and deterministic 
methods. Some of these methods are easy to apply, while others require an in-depth analysis 
of the catchment and other parameters. Each method has its limitations. In rural gauged 
catchments, design engineers in the workplace typically use statistical methods while in rural 
un-gauged catchments, they use empirical or deterministic methods, even although the 
reliability of these methods to estimate the design flood peak have never been verified in 
South Africa. The objective of this study was to identify the most reliable statistical, 
deterministic and empirical method(s) of flood peak determination in the rural catchments of 
the Eastern Cape, South Africa. 
In this investigation the recorded annual peak runoff from 18 river flow gauging 
stations in the Eastern Cape were statistically analysed using the statistical distributions 
commonly used in South Africa. These statistical analyses were used to establish a benchmark 
for evaluating the deterministic and empirical methods. The catchments of all the stations 
were then analysed using the deterministic and empirical methods. Finally, the empirical and 
deterministic methods were compared against the best-fit statistical method. This highlighted 
which empirical and deterministic method(s) under- and over-estimated peak floods when 
compared with the statistical analyses of recorded annual peak runoff. 
The finding from the statistical analyses was that the Log Pearson Type 3 (LP3) 
distribution performed the best, generally fitting the recorded data well. In the comparison of 
deterministic methods it was found that the Standard Design Flood (SDF) method was the 
most conservative deterministic method at the higher Recurrence Intervals (RIs) while the 
Rational Method-Alternative was the most conservative at the lower RIs. In the final 
comparison between the LP 3 distribution and the empirical and deterministic methods, it was 
found that in the higher RI range, the SDF estimated runoff values similar to that estimated by 
the LP3 distribution, while in the lower RI range, the Rational Method-Alternative variation 
proved to be the most consistent. The other deterministic methods generally under-estimated 
runoff values when compared to the LP3 distribution. Generally, the Regional Maximum 
Flood method appeared to have a RI about 1000 years, although it was as low as 1 :200 years 
in some of the smaller sized catchments. 
In rural catchments of all sizes in the Eastern Cape of SA, design engineers in the 
workplace should analyse a catchment using all of the statistical, deterministic and empirical 
methods available and then select the most conservative result. 
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Rainfall is a naturally occurring phenomenon, and is usually a welcome event, nourishing the 
earth and with it the fauna and flora. When the runoff is excessive however, flooding occurs, 
leading to damage to the environment, property and even to loss of life. The estimation of 
peak design floods is necessary for the planning and design of engineering projects. Standard 
methods for flood estimation have been developed for most countries, and according to 
Alexander (2001) and Smithers & Schulze (2003) are usually categorized in the literature, as; 
direct statistical analysis, regional statistical analysis, empirical and deterministic methods. 
Some of these methods are easy to apply, while others require an in-depth analysis of the 
catchment and other parameters. Each method has its limitations. According to 
Alexander (2001), in rural gauged catchments, design engineers in the workplace typically 
use statistical methods while in rural un-gauged catchments, they use empirical and 
deterministic methods, even though the reliability of these methods to estimate the design 
flood peak have never been verified in South Africa (SA). 
The objective of this study was to identify the most reliable statistical, deterministic 
and empirical method(s) of flood peak determination in small (area < 100km2) and medium 
(100 < area < 1000km2) sized rural catchments of the Eastern Cape, South Africa, typically 
required for the sizing of culverts or small bridges carrying rural roads. The statistical 
analyses were used to establish a benchmark for evaluating the deterministic and empirical 
methods. 
In this investigation the recorded annual flood peak from 18 selected rural gauged sites 
in the drainage regions K to T as defined by the Hydrological Research Unit (HRU) (1981) 
were statistically analysed. These catchments fall predominantly within the provincial 
boundary of the Eastern Cape. These stations were statistically analysed using the statistical 
distributions commonly used in SA (Alexander 2001), namely Log-normal, Log Pearson 
Type 3, Log General Extreme Value, Extreme Value Type 1 and General Extreme Value. 
These statistical analyses were used to establish a benchmark for evaluating the deterministic 
and empirical methods. The empirical and deterministic methods selected for these 
investigations were; the Rational, SCS, Unit hydrograph (UH), Standard Design Flood (SDF) 
and the Regional Maximum Flood (RMF). Finally, the empirical and deterministic methods 
were compared against the best-fit statistical method. This highlighted which empirical and 
deterministic method(s) under- and over-estimated peak floods when compared with the 
statistical analyses of recorded annual flood peak. 
The results of this investigation indicated the range in performance of the various 
statistical, empirical and deterministic methods for each catchment and indicated which 
method(s) gave the most consistent performance for rural catchments in the Eastern Cape. 
This investigation win assist the design engineer to make an informed decision on which 
method(s) to use in the workplace. 
During July 1 August 2006 the coastal regions from Mossel Bay to Port Elizabeth 
experienced severe rainfall and flooding, which was reflected in the rainfall and flood peak 
records of six of the selected stations. As all the statistical analyses in this investigation were 
based on recorded annual flood peak to the end of the 2004/2005 hydrological year, this flood 
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event provided an opportunity to test the range of Return Intervals (RIs) that the statistical 
distributions and detenninistic methods would have predicted for this flood. 
The various chapters in the report deal with the following aspects: 
Chapter 2 contains a review of the literature on the development of empirical and 
deterministic flood prediction methods recommended for use by design engineers in the 
workplace. Next the literature on the statistical distributions recommended for predicting 
flood peaks is reviewed. The uncertainties inherent in all these methods are then investigated. 
Finally the findings are summarised and conclusions drawn from the literature study are 
reflected. 
Chapter 3 describes the research methodology that was adopted. In this chapter the 
criteria for selecting flood peak data predominately in the Eastern Cape and the sites that have 
been selected for analysis are listed. The statistical distributions used to estimate the RI of 
recorded annual peak in these selected catchments and the most commonly used empirical and 
deterministic methods selected for the calculation of flood peak in these catchments are listed. 
The methods used to resolve errors in the statistical data are discussed. The format in which 
the flood peak calculated from these deterministic methods is compared with the best-fit 
statistical distribution is then presented. Finally, the procedure to test the range of RIs that the 
statistical and deterministic methods would have predicted for the severe flooding 
experienced during July I August 2006 along the coastal regions from Mossel Bay to Port 
Elizabeth is detailed. 
In Chapter 4, the summarised findings are presented and discussed, specifically 
highlighting trends observed during the investigation. The findings concentrate on the results 
in the 1 :200 year RI or smaller range, as this is the typical working range required for the 
sizing of culverts or small bridges carrying rural roads. 
A summary of the findings and the conclusions arising from this investigation are 
presented in Chapter 5, while the recommendations are presented in Chapter 6. 
A comprehensive list of references is included at the end of the main body of the 
thesis. 
Appendix A contains a list of all the Department of Water Affairs and Forestry 
(DWAF) river flow gauges in the selected drainage catchments, highlighting why some 
stations were not selected for this investigation. The gauged sites that have been selected for 
this study are listed in Appendix B and the various plots for each station, together with a table 
of text results, are given in Appendix C. 
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2. Literature Review 
This chapter firstly considers the debate on global warming and then reviews the literature on 
the development of current empirical and deterministic flood prediction methods 
recommended for use by design engineers in the workplace. Next the literature on the 
statistical distributions recommended for predicting flood peaks is reviewed. The uncertainty 
inherent in all these methods is then investigated. Finally the fmdings are swnmarized and the 
conclusions drawn from the literature study are reflected. 
2.1 Debate on global warming 
Rainfall is a natural occurring phenomenon, and is usually a welcome event, nourishing the 
fauna and flora of the earth. When the runoff is excessive, then flooding occurs, leading to 
damage to the environment, property and even to loss of life. The British Institution of Civil 
Engineers (ICE) (2001), defined a flood as "a great flow of water, causing overflow and 
inundation". They note that flooding is a natural phenomenon and cannot be prevented, 
however its impacts can be minimized through flood protection and flood forecasting. 
Mankind must learn to live with rivers, and aim to protect life and property from the 
devastating impacts of flooding. Feruand Hydrot Consulting Engineers (2006) state that 
flooding is becoming more common. They note that the reasons for this are complex, and 
include social expansion, urbanization and may also result from global warming. 
The estimation of peak design floods is necessary for the planning and design of 
engineering projects. Standard methods for flood peak estimation have been developed for 
most countries, and according to Alexander (2001) and Smithers & Schulze (2003) are 
usually categorized in the literature, as; direct statistical analysis, regional statistical analysis, 
empirical and deterministic methods. All these methods are to a greater or lesser extent based 
on past events. The statistical methods use past recorded events to estimate future events. 
Aspects of the deterministic methods are calibrated on empirical data, while the empirical 
methods are based purely on the analysis of past records. In other words, all of the standard 
flood estimation methods rely on stationarity, i.e. the rainfall producing events and the runoff 
characteristics of a catchment remain constant with time. 
There is currently much debate about global warming, and the related effect on rainfall 
producing events. This win ultimately be reflected in the runoff records, and could affect the 
assumed stationarity of the statistical and empirical methods. It will also have an effect on the 
deterministic methods through the determination of the rainfall intensity, which is in tum 
based on the statistical analysis of the past rainfall records. The changes in the catchment 
characteristics as a result of social expansion and urbanization can not be accounted for in the 
statistical and empirical methods, but can be accommodated for in the deterministic methods. 
Alexander (2006) studied a database of more than 11 000 annual values from 183 sites 
around SA to determine the effects of global warming in SA. His findings were: 
• Rainfall: The mean annual rainfall for SA as a whole has increased by 9% durin~ the 
past 78 years. This is in line with the findings recorded in the United States of 
America (USA), where the average rainfall has increased by about 10% since 1910. 
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Open water surface evaporation: There has been a systematic increase in open water 
surface evaporation during the period of study, indicating that there has been a 
naturally occurring warming since the start of data collection. 
River Flow: In contrast to the increased rainfall, the river flow decreased noticeably 
during the study period in most but not all of the stations. The reason given by 
Alexander for this decrease in river flow is the increased evaporation, as discussed 
above. However, the reasons may be more complex than that, and could include: the 
spread of alien vegetation into river beds throughout SA, as wen as the accelerated 
development of numerous small farm dams in the upper reaches of the river 
catchments. 
Alexander (2006) concluded by stating that there was no evidence in the analysis to support 
the views that climate change will result in a meaningful increase in the frequency or severity 
of floods or droughts within the next 50 years. He maintains that it is not the floods that are 
becoming more extreme, but the socio-economic conditions of the poor communities that live 
in the river flood plains. 
In contrast, Hewitson (2006) noted that the Global Climate Model computer 
simulations predicted potential changes to the South African climate over the next 50 years 
including: 
.. A warming of between 1°C and 3°C, with the maximum in arid areas and the 
minimum along the coastal regions. 
A potential broad reduction of approximately 5 to 10% of current rainfall, (but more 
specifically with an increased summer rainfall in the northeast and the southwest, a 
reduction of the duration of the summer rains in the northeast and a nominal increases 
in rainfall in the northeast during the winter season). 
.. For the southwest region, a 10% increase in early winter frontal and orographic 
rainfall with a nominal later winter decrease. 
.. An increased incidence of floods and droughts. 
Hewitson does not directly comment in his analysis on past records but bases his predictions 
on computer simulations. 
Vogel (2004) using a Global circulation computer model, predicted the following 
potential changes to the South African climate: 
.. Overall fewer rain-days. 
.. Increased rainfall intensity (implying greater flood peak?). 
.. Increased rainfall in summer rainfall areas with more intense events. 
.. More convective activity in winter rainfall areas. 
.. The seasonality of rainfall was unlikely to change. 
.. The mean annual totals should only vary slightly. 
Mc Guinnes (2003) studied the impact of global warming on two catchments. He found that 
the mean rainfall increased slightly in the Summer Rainfall Region (SRR) catchment, while in 
the Winter Rainfall region (WRR) there was a clear increase in the variance in the rainfall. 
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The trends in flood peak however are the complete opposite to that found for the rainfall. The 
WRR catchment showed a clear decrease in the variance and maximum monthly river flow 
over the past 80 years, while the SRR catchment showed the exact opposite. Mc Guinnes did 
not give any reasons for this decrease in river flow in the WRR, but once again it may be a 
result of the spread of alien vegetation into the river bed and the increased upstream use of 
water rather than the effects of global warming. 
Schulze & Perks (2000) used the Agricultural Catchment Research Uni~ (ACRU) 
method to analyse records from catchments in Kwa-Zulu Natal, SA for the effeqts of global 
warming and climate change. Their findings were: "Although predictions regarding the 
magnitude and direction of changes in climate remain uncertain, the potential impacts of 
climate change on the hydrological system may be profOUnd Therefore, tools need to be 
continually developed to assist in climate impact assessments to provide policy makers with 
the necessary tools to develop strategies to review possible adaptation methodologies in 
response to potential changes in climate. " 
Over the centuries and especially with the industrial revolution, the population in 
towns has increased. As populations have grown, towns have expanded, leading to expansion 
onto the natural flood plains or into part of the natural channel of the river, as this land was 
perceived to be more desirable than the more remote upland areas. Of concern is the 
accelerated development in the last half century, which has seen the construction of large 
areas of new housing and commercial development together with the expansion of 
infrastructure such as roads, water supply and sewage reticulation, sited on the flood plains of 
rivers. Flooding in these affected areas has become a common occurrence leading to the 
perception that extreme flooding, with the resulting damage to property, is occurring more 
frequently, when it may not be so. This was highlighted in the well-documented case of the 
recent severe widespread flooding in the Northern provinces of SA and Mozambique in 
January to April 2000, (Alexander, 2001). After these floods a very successful conference on 
these floods was held at the University of Pretoria on 11 - 12 May 2000. The findings at this 
conference included: 
.. Although the flooding was severe. they were not the worst in living memory, and were 
a repeat of past flood events. 
.. The Limpopo River at Beit Bridge has had at least four similar events since 1893. 
.. The Letaba River within the Kruger National Park has had four similar events since 
1937, as has the Olifants River since 1909 and the Sabie River at Skukuza since 1893. 
.. The Crocodile River near Nelspruit has had six similar events since 1909. 
.. On the other hand, the flood in the Komati River at the Mozambique border was the 
highest on record. 
The estimated RIs of the floods in this region were mostly in the range of 20 to 100 years. 
Indications were that the 1893 floods were higher than the recent 2000 floods. This perception 
of larger floods occurring may therefore be a result of "living memory", in other words, 
statistically short records and expansion onto the natural flood plains combined with the 
effects of urbanization rather than the effects of global warming. 
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It is clear that either it is statistically too early to pick up changes and trends resulting 
from global warming in the historic runoff records in SA or that the causes of the changes are 
not identifiable. Whatever the reason, the effects of global warming could pose a serious 
threat to the current methods of estimating flood peaks. Researchers in the hydrology field 
should re-examine past records and amend the various methods where necessary. 
2.2 Empirical and Deterministic flood peak methods 
2.2.1 Rational Method 
The most widely known deterministic method for determining flood peaks iB the Rational 
Method. According to Marsalek (2000) the development of the present day Jlational Method 
is attributed to Mulvaney in Ireland in 1851, Kuichling in the United States in 1889, and 
Lloyd-Davies in Great Britain in 1906. All wrote on the practice of I1l.Q.Off calculations and 
stormwater sewer pipe sizing and contributed concepts such as the time of concentration that 
eventually evolved into the present day Rational Method. The contributio s by Kuichling and 
Lloyd-Davies are generally not recognised in South African hydrology literature, where only 
Mulvaney is credited with deVeloping the Rational formula. 











peak flow (m3/s) 
run-off coefficient ( dimensionless) 
average rainfall intensity over catchment (mm/h) 
effective area of catchment (km2) 
conversion factor 
(2.1) 
The method dominated engineering drainage practice until the late 1960s, and is still widely 
used in some parts of the world and for certain applications. However, despite its apparent 
dominance of the modem hydrology field, the Rational Method was not immediately accepted 
by the engineering community. According to Pitt (2005), "Well into the 1900s, the older 
empirical formulae and methods ...... were still being utilized Only after a slow transition in 
the early part of the 1900s did the rational method become the dominant technique for 
drainage design in the US. and worldwide. " 
The main strength of the Rational Method is its ease of use. Even an inexperienced 
hydrologist can use this method and obtain a reasonable estimate of the flood peak. On the 
other hand, the main weakness of this method is that it is largely empirical and does not 
describe the complex hydrological activities that occur in the catchment. According to 
Smithers & Schulze (2003) the Rational Method is an approximate deterministic method, 
sensitive to the judgement required to determine the approximate runoff coefficient and the 
experience of the user. 
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The assumptions I limitations of this method are wen documented in the literature, 
(HRU 1172, Alexander 2001, SANRAL 2006), and include: 
• Rainfall has a unifonn spatial distribution across the catchment. 
• Peak discharge occurs at the end of the critical stonn duration, assumed as the Time of 
Concentration, T c. 
• Rainfall has a unifonn time distribution during the time of concentration. 
• The Return Interval (RI) of the peak flow is the same as that of the rainfall intensity. 
• The run-off coefficient remains constant throughout the duration of the stonn and from 
event to event. 
• This method is only recommended for areas smaller than 15km2• 
Rainfall intensity is an important input into the calculation, and because a unifonn area and 
time distribution of rainfall have to be assumed, this method is nonnally only recommended 
for catchments smaller than about 15km2 (HRU 1972). Alexander (1990) stated that this 
method can, however, be 'used with caution for catchment areas up to 100km2, while for 
catchment areas between 100 and 500km2, the method can be used in conjunction with other 
methods. According to Pienaar & Visser (1994), in some cases it can be used by experienced 
engineers for these larger sized catchments and the authors quote personal communication 
with Prof Alexander, "that this method can and has been used for catchment areas up to 
4000km2'''. A larger catchment size is also used by Pegram & Parak (2004) where they give 
the size limit for the Rational Method as < 100km2• 
The Rational Method assumes the runoff event has the same RI of the rainfall event. 
As the rainfall records in SA are significantly longer than the runoff records, this is a very 
useful assumption, but is it valid? In reality, the RI of the runoff is rarely the same as the 
rainfall and the two events can not be directly linked. It is acknowledged that the antecedence 
moisture status in the catchment immediately before a rainfall event has a major effect on 
flood peak. A frequent criticism of the Rational Method is that it makes no allowance for this 
antecedence moisture status. This criticism is however also true for most of the other 
detenninistic methods, except for the SCS method which utilises estimates of the antecedence 
moisture status. In large catchments, this deficiency can be compounded by long duration 
widespread rainfalL This was highlighted in the well documented case of the widespread 
flooding in the Northern SA provinces and Mozambique in January to April 2000 (Alexander, 
2001) where the RI of the flood peak was significantly higher than the RI of the rainfall event. 
The debate on the effects of the antecedence moisture status was further complicated by the 
fact that just prior to the widespread rainfall in the 2000 flooding, the rivers were already 
flowing strongly due to previous rainfall events. In other words, this event was "a flood on top 
of a flood". In fairness to the discussion on the Rational Method, it should be noted that 
neither the event based direct statistical analysis methods nor any of the other event based 
detenninistic methods could have reliably predicted this combination of events leading to this 
severe flooding. A continuous simulation method would have solved this problem. 
The determination of the catchment response time, or the time of concentration T c, is 
one of the most widely discussed aspects of the Rational Method. As the rainfall intensity 
determined as input to the Rational Method is dependant on the time of concentration, it plays 
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a critical role in determining the flood peak. There are many methods for estimating T e and 
many hydrologists have their preferred method. Most of the methods are empirical, and are 
generally not based on theoretical fluid mechanics. The total T e in a rural catchment with a 
defined watercourse is the sum of the T e for overland flow and for a defined watercourse. 
Some of the recommended methods for determining the Te for overland flow include the US 
Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) and the Kirpich and Kerby equations, all 
recommended by Time of Concentration Calculator (2006) and the Bransby-Williams formula 
recommended by Alexander (2001). SANRAL (2006) recommends using the Kerby equation. 
According to Pitt (2005) in his survey of hydrology in the USA "Time of concentration 
formulas (such as the Kirpich, Izzard, or TR-55 equations) were used to determine the times 
of concentration by 65% of those responding to the survey". For determining the Tc for a 
defined watercourse, the US Geological Survey method using the 1085 slope method was 
recommended by Alexander (2001), ahead of the US Soil Conservation Service or the Taylor-
Schwarz methods of determining slope. SANRAL (2006) recommends both the US Geological 
Survey and the US Soil Conservation Service methods. Time of concentration website (2006) 
discussed other Tc equations not generally found in SA literature. To date there has been no 
resolution to this time of concentration debate. 
The more commonly used Tc equations are listed in Table 2.1 below. The table also lists 
the Example T c detennined by each equation for the rural catchment of the Kruis River in the 
Eastern Cape, South Africa This example clearly illustrates the variation in the T c determined by 
the different equations. The Kruis River (catchment area 26km2 to river gauge station 
K8H001, see Photograph 2.1) rises in the steep coastal Tsitsikamma Mountain range before 
cutting deeply into the coastal plateau. The vegetation cover is predominantly dense fynbos or 
pasture and forest, which can be seen in Photograph 2.2. In this catchment, the longest 
overland flow path to the defined river course is lkm over a corresponding drop of 400m in 
elevation. Details of the main tributary of this river are given in Appendix C5. 
In this example, the T c determined for all the overland flow equations given in 
Table 2.1 varied between 5 minutes and 36 minutes for the Kirpich and Kerby equations 
respectively. The Bransby-Williams formula, recommended by Alexander (2001), calculated 
the time of concentration to be 13 minutes. In the defmed water course equations listed in 
Table 2.1, the equations are all the same and only the method for determining the average 
slope varies. In the example, the US Geological Survey and US Conservation service slope 
equations both calculated a Tc of 91 minutes, while the Taylor-Schwarz slope equation 
calculated aTe of approximately half of that, 47 minutes. The total T c for the catchment is the 
sum of the overland and channel flow Te. For this example it can be seen that, depending on 
the combination of equations chosen, the shortest total T e could be 52 minutes, while the 
longest Te (combination recommended by SANRAL (2006)) is more than double at 127 
minutes. 
The rainfall intensity is inversely proportional to the Te. If all the other variables 
remain constant, then the shorter the duration, the higher the rainfall intensity and ultimately 
the higher the flood peak determined in the Rational Method formula. The effect of this 
variation in Tc on flood peak is discussed further below. 
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In SA, the rainfall intensity is gCllcrally obtained using the Intensity-Uuration-Frequency 
(Iur) relationship derived for a specific area, or the HRU 1/72 or HRlJ 2nS Depth-Duration-
Frequency (OOr) diagram for point rainfall (Midgley & Pitman 1978). The stilrm duration is 
set ~qual to T, and peak dischargc occurs at the end of this critical storm duration. 
Alexander (2(1(11), mwcvcr, reeonunended using the modified Hcrsbfield equation, milizing the 
2-year RI daily rainfhll from Adam>Ol1 (1981) to determine the rainfall intensity. Smithers & 
Schulze (2003) developed a pnxedlJre to ~,timate th~ design rainfall in SA. using a regional 
awroach and the scak invarianc~ properties 01" ntinlidl. Trn:y termed this the RLMA&SI 
procedure. In their v~rilkation proc~,s th::y compar~d the I day design rainfall estimates nf 
this procedure with those ~stimated by Adamson (1981). This comparison found that for Ris 
les, than 50 years, the di i"ference between the two methods was less than 20"10 at the majority 
of" the ,tations, (although th~y gave no indication w> to which mcthod predicted the higher 
valu~). For Rls gr~ater than 50 years, the diflerence wa, bigger, with Adamson's design 
values ~xceeding th~ RLMA&SI values. They aUribute these dillerenees til: 
• Different design approach"",, where Adamson (1981) med a single site approach and a 
censored LN distribmion, while the RLMA&Sl procedure used a regional approach 
and adopted the GEV distribution. 
• I.onger record lengths u,ed in the regional approach. 
• Stringcnt data quality control procedures. 
• The L-moment~ used to fit the GEV distribution are less inllu~nc~d by outli~rs. 
Smith~rs & Schulze (2003) also compared their RLMA&SI procedure for short dUl'..ttion 
design r..tinlhll with th~ modifi~d Hmhlield equation"" proposed by Alexander (2001), the 
equations developed by Adamson (1981) and Midgley & Pitman (1978) in HRlJ 2n8. Their 
lindings were that the modified Hershlield equation and Adamson's algoritlmlS overestimate 
dc:sign nlinlall, with the maximum overestimation occurring at dW"atiolls of approximately 
I hour, while the HRU 2n8 procedures generally estimated values similar to the RLMA&Si 
procedure. They concluded that the RLMA&SI procedures generally resulted in I"l:w>onablc 
e,timate, of" design ntinfall, which were frequently mon: consistent than other methods of" 
estimatiolL 
Pitt et al. (1999) stated that in an early SlINey of hydrology method, in the USA by 
res~areh~rs at the Univcrsity of Wisconsin in 1%7, it was found that while "p,-acti~al1y all" 
dties responding to the surv~y used the Rational Method, there were problems reportcd in il~ 
U'le. Most cities using this procedure were not using it correctly: either the runoff cOl:fficicnt 
or the rainfall intensity was incorrectly determined. The most significant problem wa, th~ m~ 
01" th~ 24-m av~rage rain intensity in,tead 01" the rain int~ru;ity associated with the catchment 
T,. This error can cause gross under-design 01" th~ flood peak. This probkm would be 
overcome by using Alexander's rcconuncndcd modified Hcrshfic1d equation. 
_._._ .. __ .-. -
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r~ m()dili~d H~rshlidd equation is given as: 









precipitation d~pth for a duratioll or I minutes and a RioI' T 
y~ars 
duration in minutes 
return intt'rYai 
2-yeW" R! daily rainfall. from Adamson (1981) 
averag~ number of days OIl which thunder was heard, from 
Weath~r Dm~au, (J 992) 
Continuing the earlier example of the Kmis River, the rainlall int~l1sity is determin~d in 
Table 2.2 for the variation in the T •. Three scenarios were considered, namely the IIRU DDI' 
curves, the modified Hershfie!d equation ll~ing Adamson's 2-year RI daily rainfall and the 
modified Hershfield equation using the RLMA&SI procedure of Smithers & Schulz~ (2003). 
[( can be seen from Table 2,2, that the longer To, lJa,st,d on the equations recommended by 
SANRAI, (2006), give rise 10 nrinfall intensiti~s 50 \060"10 of that determined using the shorter 
Te. As there is a linear relationship between rainlhll inkl1sfty and flood peak. this could result in 
a serious under-es1:i1l1ation or flood peak when using the Rational Method. I'urther detailed 
examination of this a~pect ol'the Rational Method did not 1'0l1l1 part of this investigation, and this 
maHer may require more seriOll~ research in SA. 
Tahle 2.2 ComJlari~on or '~linl;lll intensity f"r variati"n in T, 
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Another criticism of (he Rational Method is th~ simplisti<: manner in which the runoff 
coefficient is determined. This coefficient is empirically derived and, whik ~asy to determine 
from given tabks, it ",lies on th~ ~n~,'incering judgenlent of the user. Titmur;h. Cordery & 
De, ign flo>od peal delem,,,,alioo i" (he rural caIChm<nl, "f th< E"stern Cope, Sou.th Africa 












Pilgrim (1995) derived the runoff coefficient for 105 small agricultural catchments in and 
around south east Queensland, Australia, using a frequency analyses of rainfall and flood data 
and found the calibrated values to be considerably different from the conventional 
recommended values. This finding flows from of the research and development of the 
Probabilistic Rational Method by Pilgrim (1987) which is discussed below. 
Despite the findings of researchers such as Titmarsh, Cordery & Pilgrim (1995), the 
Rational Method is stin widely used. In a national survey conducted in America by 
Pitt et al. (1999), most of the respondents in the survey quoted the Rational method (40,7%) 
as their overall design method most often used in drainage design, followed by the SCS 
method (14%), while 31,4% used both methods together. In SA, the Rational Method was 
recommended for use in small catchments «15km2) by HRU 1172, National Transport 
Commission (1983), Alexander (1990), Alexander (2001) and SANRAL (2006). 
Many modern researchers have adapted and modified the Rational Method over the 
years, such as the research by South African researchers Alexander (2002b), SANRAL (2006) 
and Pegram & Parak (2004), and internationally, the "Temez method" in Spain as detailed by 
Universidal Politecnica de Valencia (2000), the Probabilistic Rational Method developed in 
Australia by Pilgrim (1987) and "La Methode Rationnelle Generalisee" by Bennis (2005). 
The work of Alexander (2002b), Pilgrim (1987), SANRAL (2006) and Pegram & 
Parak (2004) are discussed in some detail here, while the other two internationally referenced 
modifications seem to have been calibrated on local European conditions only, and as they 
would not be applicable to SA conditions, have not been discussed here. 
Alexander's (2002b) modification to the Rational Method is called the Standard 
Design Flood (SDF) method, and is reviewed in detail in Section 2.2.5 below. 
Pilgrim (1987) proposed a modification of the traditionally deterministic Rational 
Method, which was called the Probabilistic Rational Method, as detailed in the Australian 
Rainfall and Runoff Book IV. As already discussed, the amount of runoff in a particular 
rainfall-runoff event depends very much on the antecedent wetness of the catchment. 
Consequently, the runoff coefficient varies widely from event to event. In an attempt to 
address this, the Probabilistic Rational Method· was developed where the statistical or 
probability runoff coefficient for the average Rl was derived. From analysis of flood 
frequencies in rivers in Australia, the peak flows for a range of probabilities were determined. 
The Rational Method was then applied to compute the probability runoff coefficient. These 
coefficients were then plotted on maps and contours of regional probability runoff coefficients 
were drawn. This regional approach provides a statistical basis for determining the runoff 
coefficient A further modification in this method was that the rainfall intensity did not 
depend on the Tc but rather used a representative rainfall duration, similarly derived as for the 
probability runoff coefficient. The SDF method of Alexander (2002b) has a similar basis in 
that it also uses a statistically derived runoff coefficient. 
Pegram & Parak (2004) propose a modification to the Rational Method, which they 
called the Modified Rational Formula (MRF). The reason they gave for modifYing the 
Rational formula is that the traditional formula did not take into account the areal reduction 
factor (ARF) when used with point design rainfall intensity. They stated that their modified 
MRF is still in a preliminary stage of development, but may in the future be a useful candidate 
for predicting design floods. This research seems to be in contrast to the established 
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recommendations proposed by the HRU, where the ARF should routinely be applied to larger 
sized catchments. Their work has therefore not been discussed in more detail here. 
SANRAL (2006) listed the Alternative Rational Method, which is an adaptation of the 
traditional Rational Method, as a recommended design method. The main difference between 
this method and the traditional Rational Method was in the procedure for determining point 
precipitation. The traditional SA Rational Method used the DDF diagram formulated by the 
HRU, while the Alternative method used the modified recalibrated Hershfield equation as 
proposed by Alexander (2001) for durations up to 6 hours as well as the rainfall report of 
Adamson (1981). Alexander (2002b) uses this same equation for point rainfall in his SDF 
method, so this Alternative Rational Method appears to be a hybrid between the SDF and the 
traditional Rational Method. 
2.2.2 Unit Hydograph Method 
Another well known deterministic method is the Unit Hydrograph (UB) method developed 
by Sherman in 1932 as described in HRU (1172), Alexander (2001) and SANRAL (2006). 
Sherman developed the concept of the UH for gauged catchments. The UH method directly 
relates the rainfall hyetegraph to the catchment runoff and it was one of the first attempts to 
predict an entire hydro graph instead of just the peak flow rate and time to peak. This method 
is based on two important principles; the principle of linearity and the principle of 
supposition. 
The unit hydrograph method is very easy to use in a gauged catchment and has been 
adopted and used worldwide for many years. Once a unit hydrograph of specified duration has 
been derived for a catchment, the UH for any other time period can be obtained using the S-
curve method. The derivation of a UH and the associated S-curve is widely covered in the 
literature (HRU 1172, Alexander 2001, SANRAL 2006). 
The Unit Hydrograph method is described by the following equations, which are used 
to dimensionalise the dimensionless Ih UH derived by HRU (1172): 
where: 
and 




unit hydrograph peak discharge (m3/s) 
generalized catchment coefficient (dimensionless) 
catchment area (km2) 
lag time (hours) 
(2.17) 
T,=C (~J lJS 
(2.18) 
where: L hydraulic length of catchment (km) 
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distance between outlet and centroid of catchment area (km) 
average slope of stream as for Rational Method (rnJm) 
generalized lag coefficient (dimensionless) 
According to Kilgore (1997) the assumptions I limitations of this method are also well 
documented in the literature, and include: 
• The excess rainfall has a constant intensity within the effective duration. 
• The excess rainfall is uniformly distributed throughout the entire drainage area This 
assumption may pose difficulties for larger watersheds, because for watersheds above 
a certain size, the assumption of uniform rainfall is not valid. The Rational method is 
also subjected to this limitation, and it is therefore generally recommended for use 
only in catchments smaller than 15km2. The UH method is not generally subjected to 
this small size limitation, although there is much debate in the literature on the 
catchment size for which the UH method is valid. According to Kilgore (1997), 
"Sherman (1932) used the unit hydrograph theory on watersheds ranging from 
1 300km2 to 8 OOOkm2• Linsley et al. (1975) recommended that the unit hydrograph 
only be used on watersheds less than 5 OOOkm2, while Ponce (1989) suggested that it 
should only be applied on midsize catchments between 2,5km2 and 250km2 because the 
unit hydrograph model assumes that rainfall is uniform over an entire area, it is not 
applicable to large watersheds. Small catchments tend to reflect variations in the 
rainfall excess more than larger watersheds, because they have less channel storage 
than larger watersheds, thus the small catchments are less appropriate for unit 
hydrograph analysis (Huggins and Burney, 1982) ". In SA, the UH method is 
recommended for use in intermediate (15 - 5 000km2) catchments (HRU 1972, 
National Transport Commission 1983, SANRAL 2006). For catchment areas greater 
than 5 000km2, HRU (1972) stated that the area should be subdivided into convenient 
sub-catchments, each smaller than 5000km2, and separate UHs determined for each 
catchment. These separate UHs must then be lag-routed in correct sequence to the 
catchment outlet. Meanwhile, Smithers & Schulze (2003) stated that because of the 
characteristic linear response from a catchment, this method may not be accurate for 
estimating large floods, but with careful use can provide reasonable flood estimates. 
The base time of the direct runoff hydrograph is constant, based on a given duration of 
rainfall. This assumption implies that the unit hydro graph model cannot account for 
differences in the watershed response to different rainfall intensities. 
The ordinates of all direct runoff hydrographs with the same base time are 
proportional to the total amount of direct runoff represented by each hydrograph. 
• The hydrograph resulting from excess rainfall reflects the unique characteristics of the 
watershed. The unit hydrograph model cannot reflect variations in the watershed 
response due to changes in the season, land use or channel characteristics. 
The question was then asked by hydrologists, "What about runoff in un-gauged catchments?" 
as most hydrological problems are in un-gauged catchments. As reliable rainfall-runoff data 
was rarely available during the early 1900s, it was difficult for designers to develop unit 
\ 
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hydrographs for the many un-gauged catchments. To solve this problem, researchers 
developed methods to utilize the UH principles on these un-gauged catchments by generating 
synthetic unit hydrographs. 
According to Kilgore (1997), it is generally accepted in the USA that there are three 
major types of synthetic unit hydrographs. They are: 
.. Snyder's Synthetic Unit Hydrograph. 
.. Soil Conservation Service (SCS) Dimensionless Hydrograph. 
.. Clarks contribution. 
Researchers in SA found that the synthetic hydrographs proposed for use in the USA were not 
applicable in SA. Pullen (1969) developed synthetic hydrographs for 92 representative 
catchments throughout SA rather than relying on the above-mentioned USA derived synthetic 
hydrographs. These 92 catchments were grouped regionally into nine different veld types, 
based on surface features such as relief, soils, rainfall and veld type. These SA synthetic 
hydro graphs were recommended for use by HRU (1972), National Transport Commission 
(1983), Alexander (1990), Alexander (2001) and SANRAL (2006). Bauer and Midgley 
(1974) took this process a step further by using the Nash-Muskingum method of routing 
excess rain through a single reservoir type storage to synthesize direct runoff hydrographs for 
these 92 catchments, which then allowed the designer to dispense with the intermediate UH 
steps as discussed in HRU (1972). One of the main reason for introducing the Nash-
Muskingum routing was to save computation time and effort required by the conventional UH 
method, and the advent of computers overcame this problem. Alexander (2001) no longer 
recommends this Nash-Muskingum enhanced method. 
According to Bauer and Midgley (1974), a disadvantage of this method of analysing 
the historical data regionally to develop synthetic UHs is that the natural variability in the 
hydrological occurrences was lost through the broad regional boundaries giving rise to the 
average hydrograph. On the other hand, an advantage of this method was that it is 
independent of subjective judgement, such as selecting the runoff coefficient as used in the 
Rational Method. According to Pienaar and Visser (1994), the results from this method are 
reliable. 
Kilgore (1997) goes on to say, "in the years following Sherman's UH concept, 
numerous researchers have attempted to improve on the UH method by using increasingly 
complex models to develop the hydrograph shape. In Todini's (1988) assessment, the 
techniques produced mathematically correct hydrographs; however, they lost their 
connections with the "real world" and increasingly became "mathematical games played by 
algebraists ". This is indeed a risk that researchers face, especially in the modem computer-
dominated research environment. 
The UH model, which is based on the principle of linearity, has been used for more 
than 70 years. It is wen known that hydrological response to rainfall, especially in streams and 
rivers, is non-linear. Despite this limitation and the others listed above, the UH method is still 
used world-wide today, and is the basis of many hydrological computer programmes currently 
in use world-wide. 
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2.2.3 SCS Method 
In 1972, the Soil Conservation Services (SCS) of the US Department of Agriculture, 
published the "National Engineers Handbook - Hydrology", in which they proposed a method 
called the SCS method, to detennine flood peaks, runoff volumes and hydrographs for small 
catchments. This method was initially developed for assessing abstractions for agricultural 
purposes in the USA. However, as this method takes into account most of the factors that 
affect runoff, such as quantity, time distribution and duration of rainfall, land use, soil type, 
antecedent soil moisture conditions, size and characteristics of the catchment, it became 
widely used by hydrologists owing to the readily available data on soil characteristics in the 
form of tables and charts. The basic method required a significant amount of calculation, but 
this was simplified by using nomograms. 
Schulze & Arnold (1979) adapted the basic SCS method to South African conditions, 
once again providing a set of nomograms and graphs for areas up to 25km2 to simplifY the 
calculations. According to Smithers & Schulze (2003), the ACRU computer model was used 
to make this adaptation. The ACRU model is a continuous simulation model, balancing the 
rainfall-runoff process over a long period of record. It takes into account infiltration and 
evaporation. This type of modelling is used for synthetic streamflow generation. 
The 1979 publication was updated by Schmidt & Schulze (1987) when they produced 
a pUblication in the form of a User's Manual for use by State Departments, consulting 
engineers and other organisations responsible for designing hydraulic structures. According 
to Smithers & Schulze (2003), the SCS method had seen widespread use since its publication 
as it is simple to use as a result of the computerized solutions to the calculation steps and 
performed well enough to be recommended for design on a wide range of catchment size and 
land use. The National Transport Commission (1983) recommended that the SCS method be 
used in rural and suburban catchments smaller than 10km2 • However the updated 
SANRAL (2006) no longer recommended designers to use this method in their updated Road 
Drainage Manual. They do not give any reason for this exclusion. 
The SA-SCS method is defmed by the following equations: 
where: 
~ _ 0,2083MQ 
qp - m/2+L 
~qp = peak discharge of unit hydrograph (m3/s) 
A = catchment area (km2) 
~Q = incremental runoff depth (mm) 
~D = unit duration of time (h) 
(2.19) 
L = catchment lag time (h), an index of catchment response time 
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catchment area (km2) 
mean annual precipitation (mm) 
average catchment slope (%) 
2 year RI 30 minute rainfall intensity (mrn/h) 
(2.20) 






Q runoff depth (mm) 
P design storm rainfall (mm) 
S potential maximum soil water retention under expected soil 
and land use conditions during design period (mm) 
Ia initial abstraction (mm) = cS 
c a coefficient, accounting for initial losses prior to runoff 
occurring and which comprise depression storage, 
interception and initial infiltration. In the SA-SCS method 
this was assumed equal to 0,1. 
S = 25400 _ 254 
CN (2.22) 
CN = runoff curve number 
The assumptions I limitations of this method include: 
41 Rainfall has a uniform spacial distribution across the catchment. 
41 Runoff is caused by rainfall that exceeds the cumulative infiltration of the soil. 
41 The 24 hour rainfall data for different RIs is used instead of rainfall intensity, and the 
daily rainfall is distributed in time according to synthetic rainfall distributions into 
shorter durations. In SA, four synthetic distributions have been determined. 
The Curve Number (CN), which is a function of the soil and land use and by 
implication remains constant throughout the duration of the storm. 
Antecedent soil moisture status has a major effect on flood peak and volume. 
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This method is only recommended for areas smaller than 8km2 and slopes less than 
30%. 
The SCS method, like the Rational and UH methods, is subject to a number of the same 
assumptions/limitations, such as a uniform spatial distribution of rainfall have to be assumed. 
This leads to the SCS method only being recommended for use in small catchments. 
According to Schmidt & Schulze (1981) this method is only applicable to rural or urban 
catchments up to 10knr in area although the graphical solutions provided are available for 
areas up to 28km2• 
Like the Rational Method, under median conditions the SCS method assumes that the 
flood peak event has the same Rl as the rainfall event, which as already discussed, is in reality 
rarely true, partly as a result of the antecedence soil moisture content. It is acknowledged that 
the antecedence moisture status in the catchment immediately before a rainfall event has a 
major effect on runoff and flood peak. The SCS method attempts to make allowance for the 
antecedence soil moisture content by providing for the adjustment of the catchment CN. 
Schmidt & Schulze (1981) referenced a study where, when the ACRU model was used to 
model the soil moisture, the SCS method provided close agreement with the observed annual 
maximum daily runoff series. When an average antecedent moisture status was assumed, then 
the method showed poorer agreement with the observed flood peak series. Unless an 
extensive and expensive study is conducted on the antecedence moisture status in the 
catchment using the ACRU model for instance, the average designer of a once--off single site 
analysis would in all likelihood assume the average antecedent moisture status, ultimately 
estimating a flood peak with a poorer correlation with recorded flood peak data. Schmidt & 
Schulze (1981) also stated that the infiltration equations used by the SCS method do not 
conform entirely to recognised infiltration theory. 
The proponents of the SCS method claim that this method is less subjective and takes 
into account many more factors that affect runoff, including the antecedent moisture 
condition, than the other deterministic methods, in particular the Rational Method. However, 
in reality, the selection of the factors that determine the Curve Number (CN) are as broad and 
as subjective as those used in determining the coefficient of runoff in the Rational method, 
although the determination is somewhat more complex. In a sense, the CN could be classified 
as a more complexly derived runoff coefficient. Like with the Rational Method coefficients, 
these CN coefficients were empirically determined, first in the USA and then adapted for SA 
conditions. 
According to Pilgrim & Cordery (1993) "The SCS method/or design flood estimation 
is widely used and has, in the USA, replaced the Rational Method" This seems to be in 
contrast with the findings of Pitt et al. (1999), where most of the respondents in the national 
survey in the USA quoted the Rational Method (40,1%) as their overall design method most 
often used in drainage design, followed by the SCS method (14%), while 31,4% used both 
methods together. 
Smithers & Schultze (2003) further reviewed some of the negative findings of the SCS 
method by Pilgrim & Cordery in their 1993 publication. Their findings included: 
• The SCS model performed poorly in simulating actual peak discharge from runoff 
plots in the USA. 
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• The assumed antecedent moisture condition had a major effect on the results. 
• The model performed better in sparsely vegetated catchments. 
This led Pilgim & Cordery (1993) to doubt the accuracy of the SCS method, and they 
recommended that the SCS method should be checked against observed data. According to 
Smithers & Schulze (2003), Cordery & Pilgrim (2000) expressed the opinion that the SCS 
method was vaguely intuitive and thus could not be expected to provide reliable design 
estimates. On the other hand, research by Haan & Schulze (1987) concluded that the 
traditional SCS method resulted in reasonable estimates of flood peaks and runoff. Smithers 
& Schulze (2003) concluded their review of the SCS method by stating that the South African 
adaptations of the standard SCS method by Schmidt & Schulze (1987) "performed well 
enough to be recommended for design on a considerable range of land use and catchment 
size categories". 
Titmarsh et al (1989) compared the SCS method to recorded data in 139 catchments in 
two areas in Australia. Catchment sizes ranged from 0,01 to 500km2, much bigger than the 
recommended size limit of IOkm2• They found that the Curve Number (CN) depends on storm 
duration (Tc) and RI rather than simply on catchment characteristics as suggested by the 
conventional US - SCS method. They found only a few catchment characteristics had a 
significant effect on their derived CN values, particularly the the percentage of the catchment 
that is cultivated. Catchment area did not have a major effect on the CN value. 
Some years later, as with the Rational Method, Titmarsh, et al (1995) derived the 
curve number for 105 small agricultural catchments in and around south east Queensland, 
Australia, using a frequency analyses of rainfall and flood data. Again, they reversed the way 
the SCS is conventionally used in design flood estimation. As with their analysis of the 
Rational Method, they found the derived values of the Curve Number to be considerably 
different from the conventional recommended values. 
Smithers & Schulze (2003) quote Campbell et al (1986) and National Transport 
Commision (1983) (SANRA (1986» as recommending the SCS method for use in both rural 
and urban catchments for areas less than 10km2• SANRAL (2006) no longer recommends the 
SCSmethod. 
There is indeed as much contradicting evidence on the reliability of the SCS method 
as there is with the Rational Method. Again, despite these fmdings, the SCS method is still 
widely used in the USA and worldwide and is the basis of many of the computer programmes 
currently used in the USA. 
Schulze, et al (2005) of the School of Bioresources Engineering and Environmental 
Hydrology, University of KwaZulu-Natal have produced a computer programme called 
Visual SCS-SA which allows users to determine the flood peak using the SCS method in SA. 
This programme automates the manual version of the SA-SCS method, based on Schmidt & 
Schulze (1987) results. The maximum size of catchment area that this programme can analyse 
is 30km2, similar to the nomograms prepared by Schmidt & Schulze (1987). The success of 
this program has not been documented in SA literature. 
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2.2.4 Regional Maximum Flood 
Empirical methods recommended for use in SA included the Creager method as described in 
HRU 1172 and the Francou-Rodier method as adapted by Kovacs (1988). Kovacs (1988) tried 
to identify what he called the Regional Maximum Flood (RMF). This is the largest flood 
that could be expected at any given site in Southern Africa, based on the largest recorded 
record. SANRAL (2006) recommends that empirical methods only be used in medium to 
large sized catchments and then only as an order of magnitude check of other methods. 
Alexander (1990) stated that the Kovacs (1988) RMF envelopes appear to be reliable in 
medium sized catchments. 
The Francou-Rodier equation, on which the RMF method was adapted for SA 
conditions by Kovacs (1988), is defined by: 




flood peak (m3/s) 
catchment area (km2) 
regional coefficient (dimensionless) 
The principle of this empirical method is that after a long period of observations, when 
maximum flood peaks recorded in a hydrologically homogeneous region are plotted against 
catchment area, an envelope line may be plotted to the data. In the 'flood zone', whose lower 
limit is about 100km2, peak discharge depends on both storm rainfall and catchment 
characteristics. In areas smaller than this limit, called the 'transition zone', the peak discharge 
tends to depend more on maximum rainfall intensity rather than the catchment characteristics. 
Kovacs (1988) analysed SA flood peak data up to 1988 to determine eight regional 
envelope curves. In delimiting the regional boundaries, consideration was given to the 
following items: 
• Individual K values. 
• The number and accuracy of the data in a particular area. 
• Existing hydrological homogeneous boundaries. 
• Maximum recorded 3-day storm rainfall depths. 
• Topography. 
• Catchment orientation with respect of dominant storm generating weather systems. 
• General soil permeability. 
• Main drainage network, and 
.. Very large dams situated upstreams. 
In areas with sparse or lacking information, the boundaries were shown in dashed lines, 
highlighting the uncertainty of their positions. 
The RMF method equations and their areal range of application are listed in Table 2.3: 
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Table 2.3 RMF equations for the eight maximum n"",1 peak regions in Southern Africa, 
from Kovacs (1988) 
, J"rao,;tiol. ZOM ''"''-r;".,~ror I 
II.c~",. 
t\(l<xl. I A",a ru~,' RMF(no'I,) ,",ro ••• nrc- RMF( .... /'I 
, (1,111'1 Q~,-aA' (~Rl') Q_ .. - aA' 
. .. . - .. .. . .--. 
.1.6 25 , · 11111 lOOA""" 11~1·11I1~)u lIl2A" " 
.1.4 " , '00 looA"" 100-20000 2I)9A~'" 
<.2 .. , ,00 100A"'''"' 100-30000 145Ao,"" 
5,0 1.1.1 , · 11)(1 l00A~'" 100-100000 100A~'"' 
'" 
.. , '00 100,\'" )(XI _ 100 (XXI 47.9A'·" 
4,11 2~ , · .'00 lOA',,", 300 - 300 000 15,9A'" 
:\.4 I: , ,110 5IIA'''''' 300 - 500 000 5,25Ao,,," 
2.8 , " , · ',)0 lOA~2to:l 500 - 5IXI 000 1.74A'·" 
The equations given in Table 2.3 provide an easy determination of the RMf' if the geographic 
position of the sile and its catchment area arc known. Kovacs (1988) suggests this method 
will give the besl resuhs in the 300 to 20 OOOkm' sized catchments. 
Lyons & Gorgens (2006) estimaled thatlhe median RI of the RMF is in the order of a 
1 :3000 year Jlood where lhe lower 95 percemiie Rl is about the 1 :200 year flood, while 
Pegram & Par"k's (20(14) recent research indicted the RI of the RMF to be in the order of the 
1:200 year flood. 
For peak floods (Or), of RI t. where T is less than the RMT. Kovacs (1988) and 
SANJV,.L (20()6) lisl a table giving the ratio of QTIRMf' for RIs of 1:50,1:100 and 1:200 
years for !he different regions. which is given ~s Table 2.4 below. 
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Table 2.4 QT/RMF Ratios for different catchmt"nt al"f'as in South Africa, Lesotho and 
Swaziland, from Kovacs (1988) 
lIel"'''1 ! Effed;"e .. 1<._111 A, .. , A, (k..') 
Il'g"''' 
1",,,,..1 I , 
, 
'" I ~ • ''" J(l<1 ,- - '"~ 31 000 I<KKKIl ]O .. KII ,,,·",,1 ! 
" 
, 
O,~37 O,lOll 0.474 0,503 O,~37 o,no 0.607 
l.(, 11 K) i 0,668 0,643 0,617 o.~ 0,668 0,b\l5 ,n, , 
ZIKI , 0, 803 0,788 ~769 0,7&4 0,803 0,&21 O,S38 , 
" , 0,447 0,416 0,380 o,m 0,447 O,4~2 0,323 1.4 '"' , (1,~56 0,525 ,.m 0,323 0,~56 ~5SS ,"' 200 0,661 0,63~ 0,607 0,633 0,661 0,687 0,716 , , 
• (1,447 0,416 ,.W 0,411 0,447 OAS2 0,52b ".- ! , . IIKI II,~~ O,l28 0,494 O,~14 O,~~6 O,lSl! 0,626 o,~ 
:Nil (1,676 0,650 0,614 0,630 0,676 0,701 0,733 0,7~8 
, 
I ( .. copt 
, 11,447 0,416 ~380 0,411 0,447 0,482 ~l23 0,567 0.61 , i 11K) 0,350 O,l21 0,48S O,~ 17 0,3l0 O,lS2 0,61Q 0,6'57 '.-in ~\\. 
I (1,661 O,b.16 O,6IlR 0,631 0,661 O,N!7 ~71S 0,743 ~780 21 KI 
,~) , -
'., 11,'131 0,j02 '.~ OA97 O,lll '." • (SW '00 OM4 0,629 ,~ O,6l.l IJM4 0._
Cope) '00 11,777 0,7l8 O,73R 0,7~7 (1,77' 0,79'1 
, 
~II 1I,416 11,.183 'M 0,.181 0,416 0,4,3 ,,,,", 0,.541 O,~91 
<,' '00 O,32~ 0,495 ~462 0,491 O,~24 O,~l8 O.l97 0,636 O,b79 
'00 1I,62~ , 0,,,0.1 0,'176 '.~ 0,629 0." ~b\l2 0,724 O,7l8 --
• (1,41" 0,416 0,426' 0,390 0,416 0,%3 ""' O,~43 0.W2 UJ,~I , '"' lI,l62 O,~62 O,~2' 0,~19 O,~62 O,~9~ 0,631 O.~ 0,7111 11,749 ZOO 11,692 0,bIl2 O,6'}1' 11,661 0,692 0,7)8 ~74j 0,771 O,SIl4 O,S]I 
--
• (1,317 0,317 0,317' 0,281 0,317 0,3'13 (~198 ".~ O.~ O,~60 <.4" ml 1I,42~ 0,418 o.42N' 0,.191 0,41~ 0,%3 ,~ O,~49 O,l96 0,6'11 
)0' 0..570 OSlO ~S7II' O,~36 0,570 O.~ 0,638 0,672 0,710 0,7,3 
, . Guesst'd mhos 
** Ratios of this region may be used also in region 2,8. 
Table 2,4 allows the designer to adjusllhe RMF value 10 detennine the flood peak for the 
1 :50, 1 :100 and 1 :200 year RI floods. Genemlly Kovacs mho for Q200fRMF lies in the 0,55 to 
0,8 range, indicating that he believes the RMF has a Rl somewhal higher than the 1 :200 year 
flood suggested by Pegram & Parak (2004). 
Kovacs (1988) compared lhe QuO) peak derived from the abovementioned table in 
eight RMF regions and five geographic zones in SA with the mean value from thre~ to four 
"other methods", '1ne "oth~r methods" selected were the Log,Norrnal or Log-Pearson 3 
distributions of annual maximum 11000 peak records (probabilistic), Ih~ Rational and Unit 
Hydrograph methods (deterministic) aM the regional empirlca1/probabili~1ic method 
developed by Pitman & Midgley (I %7), Kovacs concluded this comparison by inft.rring that 
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the "other methods" may result in scriously lmderestimating too Q5<J to 0200 peaks in regions 
of high extreme peaks_ such as RMr regions 5,4 and 5,6. 
Kovacs (1988) eoneluded his publication with a warning that in general all scientific 
methods that attempt to approximate nature are empirical to some degree and may need 
periodic revision. He conceded that his method and the po~itions of the regional boundarie~ 
will need a higher degree of re~ision than the ~oiher methom". To date. the work or Kovacs 
has not been updated. 
2.2.5 Standard Design Flood 
The Standa rd Design Flood (SDY) method was proposed by Alexander (2002b). This new 
method is in e~sence a regionalized, calibrated form of the Rational Method. As his basis he 
used the Rational Method. the DWAF publication ··Cataloglltl of hydrological catchment 
param..,1tm;" publi~hed in 1987 and the rninfall of Adamson (1981). He used 29 broad 
drainage basins in SA. To calculate the rainfall intensity he proposed using the modified 
Htrrshlield equation or a llnear interpolation of values of the r"'Pre~enlative station from 
Adamson (1981). In hi~ final verification studies he determined a variation of recorded values 
between 50% and 200"/0, and stated that this level of variation is accepU!ble for all design 
nood estimation melhods. He also admitted to subjectively increasing the runoff coefficient 
for some catchmenl'> to produce a more conservative flood peak. but did not comment (m the 
cxtent of the adjustments. He gave a very ~trong "aming that this method should not be 
directly compared with the re>eonled nood peak from a ~pecific sitc as it is a regional method. 
Also the method should not be compared with any other deterministic or statistical Wlillysis 
for the samc reason. finally he warned that the de~igner ~hould not usc his calihrated runon' 
coefficients in thc normal Rational Method. Comidering that this is an untried detenninistic 
method, his argumcnts arc not likely to convince design engineers in the work placc to lL~e 
this method in preference to the other well known mcthods. 
iJcspite the limitations givcn abovc, according to Alexander the ildvantages of this 
method are: 
• It is relatively easy to u~. 
• It has no ~iz.e limitation. 
• It can be used anywhere in SA. 
• It will j!:ive consistent nood peak e~imates, 
The SDF method Ulili>'es the iollowing equation: 
where: 




- peak now for the required R1 (m' /s) 
calibrated runoff coclficient (djmen~i(mle~s) 
(2.24\ 
I, rainfall intensity over eatdunent for the required RI, obtained 
trom the Hrilleld equation (PI,T), multiplied by the area 
reduction factor (0/0) (mmlh) 
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effective area of catchment (kru') 
conversion factor 
2-25 
This equation is very similar to that of the Rational Method, except that the calibrated nmoff 
coefficient is significlllltly different from the traditionally used coefficient The SDI-' uses 
statistically calibrated runoff coefficients C2 (2 year RI) llIld CIOO (100 year Rl) for each 
drainage busin instead of detennining the usual runoff coefficient from the catchment 
chrn:ucteristics such us RI, slope, vegetation cover and soil penneability, TI,is implies the 
calibrated runoff coefficient is a function of location rather than catchment characteristics, 
Once the busin coefficienls C2 and ClOO have been dl.-1emrined, the calibrated runoff 
coel1icient Cr is obtained with the aid oflbe fol lowing table and equation, 
Table 2,5 SDF Return Inien'al fa ctors 
T , 10 20 50 100 :WO _ .. 





calibrated runoff coefficient for 1:2 year RT 
calibrated mnolT coefficient for 1:100 year RI 
return interval (years) 
return interval factor 
The accuracy of this new method has not been tested in practice. According to 
Gorgens (2002), thi~ method has not been subject to a peer review, and it lS not yet kncl\\'n 
how accurately this new method predkts the flood peak. 
Smithers & Schulze (2003) updated Adamson's (1981) tables with a regionalised 
method, as previously discussed. Although this work was published in Murch 2003, frequent 
reference i~ still made in current literature to Adamsons' 19M I report rather than thi~ updated 
analysis. This highlights the reluctunce of researchers to move away from tried and tested 
methods llIld reports. Smithers & Schul:re (2003) btieny reviey,-ed the SDF method, 
highlighting the subjective adjustments made in the formulation of the method. a~ well as the 
conservative perfonnance of the estimates. They concluded their chapter by stating that 
despite some misgivings, the SDF melhod is a probabilistic-bused approach which has the 
ingredient~ to overcome some of the deficiencies evident in current design nood estimates in 
SA. 11 remains to be seen if the designers in practice and educators at Higher Education 
instituti()l1s wil l adopt this new method in preference to the lime-tested traditional Rational 
Method. 
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Alexander, assisted by colleagues and students, has developed a suit of computer software 
called UPFlood - Flood Analysis programmes that allow users to determine the anticipated 
flood pe~ using both deterministic and statistical methods (see also Section 2.3). The 
package was designed and developed at the Department of Civil & Biosystems Engineering, 
University of Pretoria (2005). The recommended deterministic methods are: 
• Probable maximum flood (PMF). 
• Rational Method - HRU (which uses the DDF chart from HRU to determine the 
rainfall intensity). 
• Rational Method - Alternative (which uses the modified Hershfield equation, utilizing 
the 2-year RI daily rainfall from Adamson (1981) to determine the rainfall intensity). 
Unit hydrograph method- HRU, which once again uses the HRU DDF chart for 
determining rainfall intensity. 
• UH method - Alternative, which once again uses the modified Hershfield equation for 
determining rainfall intensity. 
• RMF. 
• SDF analysis. 
UPFlood is not a deterministic method but is listed here as this suit of programmes automates 
all, except the SCS method, the previously mentioned manual deterministic and empirical 
methods. To date there has been no published reviews on this software. Some Consulting 
Engineering firms in SA are listed on the internet as using this programme. 
2.3 Statistical methods 
"He uses statistics ru a drunken man uses lamp-posts ... for support rather than illumination. " 
--Andrew Lang (1844-1912) 
Statistics involves collecting, classifying, summarizing, orgamzmg, analyzing, and 
interpreting data. In other words, statistics are essentially a science of data. Therefore it is 
essential to have adequate data ~{ sufficient observations before the concept of probability and 
statistics to determine the o~urrence of a hydrological event can be used. World-wide, 
rainfall and flood peak recordS ~ becoming statistically meaningful with the collection of 
sufficient observations. Direct statistical analysis methods have been available to hydrologists 
from the beginning of the 20 th century. The theoretical background of statistical analyses is 
well documented in the literature (A:damson 1978, Alexander 1990, Alexander 2001). 
Statistics are a means to give an overall picture of the characteristics of a data sample 
(either big or small), by determining parameters such as its mean, (which is a measure of 
location), standard deviation or variance, (which is a measure of spread), and symmetry or 
skewness, (which is a measure of shape). For statistical purposes these calculable properties, 
are defined as the conventional moments or the Method of Moments (MM). These three 
parameters are detailed below. 
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where: mean or sample average 
Xi observed value 
N total number of observations 
Standard deviation: A statistic used as a measure of the variation in a distribution, or the 





where: s standard deviation 
X observed value 
X mean or sample average 
N total number of observations 




(N -lXN -2) S3 (2.28) 
where: g skewness coefficient 
s standard deviation 
x observed value 
x mean or sample average 
N = total number of observations 
The effect in the variation of these three parameters is seen in Figure 2.1 below. 
The prediction of flood peaks is uncertain, and is therefore classified as a random 
variable or random parameter. Statistically such variables can be treated as either discrete 
(having discrete values in a specified range, eg; 1, 2, 3 ... ) or continuous (the value can be 
anywhere in the range 0 to infinity). Most hydrological data are classified as continuous 
random variables and are statistically analysed with a probability density function (Pdf), 
denoted asf(x}, and a cumulative density function (cdt), denoted as F(x}. The pdf is expressed 
in terms of the mean, standard deviation and coefficient of skewness, and approximates the 
distribution of the recorded data. Figure 2.2 below, illustrates the fit of the Log-normal 
distribution to recorded data. 
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Of particular importance to engineers is to defme the frequency that a peak flood of 
magnitude x will be equalled or exceeded. By integrating the pdf, the cdf is obtained as well 
as the probability Pr(X < x), where X is a random variable and x is a particular value of X If T 
is defined as the average period of time between events of magnitude x, (the RI of event x), 




TWO PDF'S EQUAL IN SKEW 
AND VARIANCE BUT WITH 
DIFFERENT MEANS 
TWO PDF'S EQJAl IN MEAN 
AND SKEW BUT WITH DIFFERENT 
VARIANCES. 
TWO PDF'S EQUAL IN MEAN 
AND \MIACE 9JT Wlnt DIFFERENT 
SKEWS. 
Figure 2.1 Qualitive relationship between mean, standard deviation (variance) and skew 
of probability density functions, from Adamson (1978). 
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Figure 2.2 Comparison between recorded data and the pdf of the Log-normal 2 
parameter (a) and the Log-normal 3 parameter (b), from Adamson (1978)~ 
2-29 
According to Alexander (2001), when using the MM, the mean and the standard deviation are 
raised to the power 2 and 3 respectively when defining the pdf. This makes the method 
sensitive to both high and low values in the data, weighting them disproportionately high. To 
overcome this sensitivity, the probability weighted moments (PWM) method was developed. 
The three conventional moments are scaled by dividing them by the sample mean and the 
three additional PWM moments are derived from ranking the data from the smallest to the 
largest value. The claimed advantage of using the PWM procedure instead of the conventional 
MM is that all the moments are linearly related to the data, i.e. they weight all the values the 
same. This makes the PWMs less susceptible to the effects of outliers in the data. The 
disadvantage however is that the outliers could be given too little weighting thereby losing 
important information. Alexander (2001) states that the PWM method is an iterative method, 
which is not easy to apply and not always successful. 
According to Bobee & Rasmussen (1995), Hosking (1990) developed the theory of 
Linear estimation of Moments, (L-moments), which parallels the theory of conventional 
moments or MM, in that it can be defined for any random variable whose mean exists. The 
general theory covers the summarization and description of theoretical pdfs and observed 
data, and the estimation of moments as a linear function of the data. The main advantage of L-
moments over the conventional MM is, like the PWM method, all the moments are linearly 
related to the data, making the method less sensitive to extremely high or low outliers in the 
data, and is considered more robust than conventional moments. Again, like with the PWM 
method, the disadvantage is that the outliers could be given too little weighting thereby losing 
important information. 
Records of flood peak can be analysed either as an annual or partial flood series. In the 
annual series, the highest flood peak in each year is selected for the record, even if two or 
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more large floods were recorded in the same year. In the partial flood series, all flood peaks 
above a selected value will be included in the record. In other words, the partial series record 
may include several flood peaks recorded in one particular wet year or none from a dry year. 
The partial series gives rise to higher flood peak values than the annual series. Schulz (1974) 
records that the partial series analysis is more often applied to rainfall data, while the annual 
series is usually applied to flood frequency analyses. AU flood peak statistical analyses 
assume the events are independent (excludes two flood peaks that are the result of the same 
rainfall event) and stationary, (there are no changes in the rainfall or catchment characteristics 
producing the flood peaks with time). As previously discussed, the effects of global warming, 
urbanization and social expansion may make these assumptions invalid. 
Of the many theoretical probability distributions that may be used, according to 
Alexander (2001), presently the distributions most commonly used in flood frequency studies 
are: 
.. Log-normal (LNIMM). 
.. Log Pearson Type 3 (LP3IMM.) 
.. Extreme Value Type 1 (EVIIMM). 
.. General Extreme Value (GEV/MM). 
.. General Extreme Value (GEVIPWM). 
.. Wakeby (W AK/PWM). 
These distributions are firstly generally discussed (Adamson 1978, Alexander 1990, 
Alexander 2001, Wildpedia 2006, Mathworld 2006, Engineering statistics handbook 2006), 
the defining equations are listed in Table 2.6 below and then the various plotting positions are 
discussed: 
Log-normal distribution: The normal distribution, also called the Gaussian 
distribution was one of the earliest distributions used in hydrology. It is a family of 
continuous distributions (has a probability density function) of the same general form, 
differing in their defining parameters. This two-parameter probability distribution is defined 
by the conventional moments, the mean J.1 (location) and variance 0'2 (equivalently, standard 
deviation 0') (scale), (the skewness is zero). When the mean is zero and the standard deviation 
is one, the distribution plots as the "standard" Normal distribution. In the Log-normal 
distribution, the logarithms of the data are assumed to be normally distributed. Therefore the 
first step in using this distribution is to transform the observed data into their logarithms, and 
thereafter to carry out the statistical analysis using the normal distribution. The effect of 
variation of the two parameters on the pdf for both the normal and Log-normal distributions 
can be seen in Figure 2.3 below. The distributions are applicable to many kinds of data sets 
where the majority (more than half) of the values are less then the mean but values greater 
than the mean can be extreme, such as river flow data. For the log-normal distribution, the 
equation to estimate the magnitude of an event for a given RI T, QT (exceedance probability 
prediction equation) plots as a straight line on log-probability scale, as it has only two 
parameters. 
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Figure 2.3 Plot of probability density function for tbe Normal and Log-normal 
distribution~ for variation ~ ill "and 0", from Wikipcdia " 'I"bsite (2006). 
Log Pearson Type 3 dislribulion: This distribution forms part of the family of 
distributiollB called the I'earson distributions, which arc a generalisation of the nonnaJ 
distribution. The family cOlISists of five types of continuous distributions, where the Type 3 
distribution, which is extensively used in hydrological analyses, has a limited range in one 
direction only (must be skew). In the Log Pearson Type 3 (LP3) distribution, the logarithms 
of the data are assumed to follow a Pearson Type 3 distribution, therefore the first step in 
using \his distribution is to transform the observed data into their logarithms, and thereafter to 
carry out the statistical analysis using the Pearson Type 3 distribution. This three-parameter 
probability di:.tribution is defined by the location Cl. scale Ii and shape -y. The distribution is 
nexible as it has three par.uneters, but it is not suitable for limited data (less than 30 points) as 
it may be dHlicult to obtain accurate fits lor all three parumeters. When the skewness (shape) 
is zero then the distribution reverL~ back to the Log-nOTIlIu! distribution. For the LP3 
distribution the equation to estimate the magnitude of an event lOr u given RI T, QTplots us a 
curve on log-probability scale, where the skewness (either positive or negutive) dictates if the 
curve is coru:ave or convex respectively, as it has three par.llllt:t crs. Figure 2.4 illustrates the 
elrcet orthe variation in the scale Ii and shape -y parameters on the pdf of the LP3 distribution. 
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Fig: l.5 Density FlXlCton of the Log'Pearson Type m d.stributoo 
depending en shape and scale parameter assumed. S(XJrce. 
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Figure 2...1 Pl"t of probability densi~' function for the Lug l'earson ~'pe J dislrihution 
t;,r variatirIDs in the scale II and shape., parameters, from Adamson (1978). 
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Exlreme Value Type 1 diiJtribuliun: Thh distribution fonus part of the family of three 
distributions called (he Extreme Value dis(ribntions which typically are concerned with 
extreme valnes, either the smallest or (he largest extreme. TIle ExlJeme Value distributions are 
also called double exponential distributions from the general form of the pdl: and they are 
asymptotic distributions. The Extreme value theory is imponant for a.;;st'ssing risk tor highly 
llilusual events, such as lOO-year floods. and finds its application in extreIllt' tloods. The 
Extreme Value Type I (EVI) distribution. also commonly knmvn as the Gumbel distribution, 
is used more often in hydrology than the other two family distributions. Thc distribution has 
two fonus. One is based on the smallest extreme and the other on thc largest eXlJemt'. This 
two-parameter distribution is defined by the locution and scale parameters. The cast' where 
the location parameter is zero and the scale parameter is one is called the standard Gumbd 
distribution. The distribution is unlimited, having neither an upper or lower bollild, and tht' 
skew parameter is implioo (0 oc 1.14. This implied skew has significant implications for tht' 
analysis of" hydrological data, bocaust' if" lht' skt'w is significantly higher than 1,14, then the 
distribution will underestimate (he required /lund peak. For tht' EV I distribution the equation 
to es(imak the magnilude of an event for a given Rl T. QT plots as a straight line on linear-
probability scale, a~ it ha~ only lWo parameter>_ Figure 2.5 oclow plots the pdf for the EVI 
distribution for both tht' minimum and maximum form of"lht' distribution. 
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Fignre 2.5 Plot of Extreme Value Type 1 distributiou for minimum Rnd maximum cases, 
from Engineer Statislics Haudbook website (2006). 
General Exrreme Value dislriburion: This is a family of three-parameter distribntions 
<kvdoped within extreme value theory to combine lhe Type 1,2 lind 3 Extreme Value 
distributions. They use the sign of the shape parameter k as the third parameter using tht' MM. 
The distribution is thus <klin~><l by the location. scale lind shape parameters. If the skcv.'I1ess 
parameter (g) is about 1.14, (k'" 0) then the General Extremt' Value (GEV) distribntion 
becomes the two-parameter EVI distribution. If g > 1,14 then the GEV distribution ~omt's 
tht' EX(reme Value Type 2 distribution, and if g < 1, 14 then i( becomes the Extreme Value 
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Type 3 distribution. Neither the EV nor the GEV distribi.ltions can a<:commodatcd zero Hows 
as they are asymptotic distributions. In the literature the GEV dislribution is also called the 
Generalized Extreme Value distribution. 
The GEV dislribution can also be defined by the PWM method instead of the MM. 
For the GEV distribution the equation to estima\c the m~'llitude of an event for a given Rll; 
Qr plol;; as a cUl'lle on log-probability scale, whlTC the skewness dictates if the curve is 
concave or convex, as it has more than two parameters. 
Wakeby: 1bis five-parameter distriootion is a relatively newly derived distribution. It 
was developed in 1978 to fulfil the need for a more flexible distribution for flood frequency 
analyses. Subsequently the P\VM method was developed to estimate the parameter values tor 
this dislribution. This dislribution is solved in an iterative procedure. Tbe values of the 
individual p=etcrs. as well as their combinations have to meet a number of criteria. If no 
successful combination is obtained at the end of the procedure, it is assumed that no Wakeby 
(PWM) distribution exists for the data set. 
The various statistical distributions arc best represented graphically where the 
statistical distribution is presented as a linear relationship. In this way, anomalies, and the 
effect of high and low outliers become ohvious. rhe vertical scale may be linear or 
logarithmic, while the horizontal axis is generally plotted as the RI (T) or the probability (P) 
where: 
P = 1ft" (2.59) 
Tbe position in which every data point should be plotted on the graph paper (the RI) IS 
calculated using a planing position fonl1ula. The general fonn of this formula is given by the 
follo"'ing equation: 
T - (n~a)/(m-b) (2.60) 
I return interval 
n length of record in years 
ill number in descending order, of the ranked arulUal peak Hoods 
(m = 1 [or the highest Hood) 
a.b constants lIS given in Tablc 2.7 below 
A number of plotting positions have been developed over the years, and tbose commonly 
recommended for use in hydrological analyses are listed in Table 2.7. The C'unane plotting 
position is often used because of its general purpose narnre, where a number of different 
dislributions can be plotted simultaneously for comparison purposes. Once the plotting 
position has been detenl1ined for ea<:h tlood peak, it is a simple matter of plotting rewrded 
flood peak against plotting position. 
--- -
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Table 2.6 Delining equations for the statistical distributions most commonly used in 
Hydrology (Adamson 1978, Alexam.ler 1990, Alexander 200 I, Wikipedia 2006, 
Matbworld 2006, Engineering statistic~ handbook 2006). 
, 
Oilolrib.lio. : Probability d.a.ity f."dioa I 
h • .,...I.n,'. pr.,h"hilih pnxli,1i". 
, ,,(uati()n Qr _. 
, QT - Q+,WT (2.30) Log·normal 
f{x) - J e·('"··~Y""' 
-
Plll<lIlI<iers: a$ (229) where: Q - mean oftbe srunplo 
Ioc",ioo J.l, , - ,tandard deviatm ofsamplo 
scale 0). 0 




r euFSlIn , -QT-Q+,KT (2.32) 
typo: 3 
, 
f(x) _ _ l i ln .>:-ar-l~-(",-)i1 
P.rrunete,,: """" Q - mean of tho .ample 1"i1,p fJ (2.31) 
locatioo a, • - .tandard devialio<1 of ""mp'" 
sc,le ~, W r - Skew Curve f""tor ob!<oined from 
<hapey table, 
E~treme Q, Q + s(0. 7~OW ,.' --{l.450) (2.3-4) 
,-"Iuet} pe I 
1 
,,-) ,.~) -, 
Q - mean oflbe sample Poramete", f(x) - -~ 
, ,- where: 
location "-
p (2.33) , - st:rndard deviation of wnple 
""oJe ~ Wy,' . Standardbxd .ariate • .b!aincd 
from table, 
EV2, 
QT - Q + (,' Nar(y)f"(I · E(y)· Jr.W,,1) 
(2 ,3(,) 
G. ".,.,.I EV], 
Extr. me f {x) - .!.[J . k{x - .u)1 a l'i . e -{l--' b).Y~ 
Valu e a (2.35) Q, - Q+(,'Nar(y)}-'(·I. E(y)+ kW". ) 
(MM) (2.37 ) 
Param<ter" wi""., 
-
local" ., II, k - OfortbeF.V l (~ - 1,14) where: Q - mean oflhe ,am ple 
""ale <1, k -< 0 for EV2 (g > 1,14) , - ,tlInd.ro dovrdti()n of sample 
shap" k kO'OforEV3(g<J,14) Wy" - Sl""da,dinod ".nato obtained 
f",m table, 
V .. tv) paramo lc,., wbicb are a , func!io n "f lbe , kewne" 
coeffIcienl .m ined fmm 
table, 
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, - 0.1.2 
PJ=U- 0,35Yn 
c = [{2P, - /J,)I{3/J, - A)]-[log2/1og3] 
k - 7 ,859Oc + 2.9554c' 
t,r= [(l/J, - P,)'}i1(I- 2-")r(\ +i:)] 








x - 01 +~fl-(J - F)'l-cl 1"( 1- Fr' ] (2.47) 
wlw,..; 
f . F(x)-P(X ~ x) and 
III = [{3} - Pl-{ I} +{0}V4 
where; 
{k}=(k + lXk + 1 + IIXi: + l-d)M, 
(b+1Xb+21[l.!L_ to} -011 
b(b+d) 2+11 1+11 • 
(2.4~) 
(2.50) 
b (Nf) -Njc,J+[(1'ri -"'IS)' -~Njc, -N,c;XNl; -N,c,JJ' 
2W~ ~To) 
c=(l-d)(2 d11-=-i!l+ {OJ +m] 
d(h+d) 2--b I--b (1.52) 
ondforj - l,2,3, 
\IJ.~' - ml(1 + kJ +(a-cY(1 + <)_0/(1 +< -d)+cI(1 +<_d) 
(2_~3) 
wllere m ~ 0 
N - -(31 i M +(211*JM-M 
' -J , " 




N .. ; - -(4)'M, _(3)1"M,_M, 
(256) 
C. _; - -(WM.13(4Y M , I (3)'* j M , -(2Y Ml(1_~71 
EV2: 
Q, - Q +(,'Nar(y)J'(I- E(y}-< W". 1 
(2,.,;; 
IlV3: 
Qr = Q+(.'IVar(yj) '( -1-E(y}l-kW;~) 
(2.461 
wnore: Q - ft\ear1 orthe '>limp" 
, - <lalldard deviatioll or sampk 
wY.' - Srandardi",d variate OOtOl/led 
rrom laf>ie, 
Var(y) - parameters which are a 
function of Ille .keWJle!Ol 
c""trident ohiainod [rom 
lables 
Qr - m+a[l-(l- ~~)' ] - c[I_{l_ FT ),' 1 
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T able 2.7 Commonly used ploUing positions (SANRAL 2006), 
Coutu ts for plott ;., [x'lKIp lio T 
Typ < ImKrih.t;nn 
, pMil io . ~-H,nl 
- .. • ..- - !- -
\I,'c;hull ( I ~3 9) • , 
" " ""rrnol, i'ca"'Ho .1 " 
Blom(19SS) a - O,25 b - 0,375 N~. 7(l.X 
Gringortcn (1963) a ~ O.12 " 0,44 lixpo""t~iaJ, FY 1, GIN 7~_~ . I Conan. (1978) avcrage Qf 
"- 0.2 b - 0,1 Gen<fal purpose ' ' . 7 the above two , 
-
Beard (1%2) a - 0,4 b - 0,3 ,~; I 6.'.4 
(;,-ccnwood (1 ~'N_. " " b --035 Wold)y, GFV 
, 
r,;7 .7 
, " - - , ... 
, 
The example given in rable 2.7 ilIustrmes the highest plotting RI T for the various position~ 
bused on a record length N = 44 years. It can be seen that most oflhe plotting positions would 
plot a T value in excess of the record lengdl of 44 years. This is based on the assllmption that 
the 44 year record probably contains a flood peak of RI higher than 1 :44 years. 
Once the points have been plotted, a straight line based on the ~(atistical analysis is 
drawn through them to obtain the best fit If a good fit can not be ohtained, then another type 
of probability graph could be tried. A poor fit of the different dislrihutions may oc~ur as a 
result of changes taking place in the catchment over time or if the distribution is unsuitahle (or 
the historic data. 
According to Alexander (2001), it was the need in 1967 to predict the lIood damage 
potential in lIood plains in the USA, which lead to the fir~t extensive investigation into the 
use of statistical methods in hydrology. That investigation indicated that the Log-Normal 
(l.N/MM) and the Log-Pearson Type 3 (LP3fMM) distributions fitted the data the best The 
LP31MM distribution was then reconunended for use by all Federal agencies in the USA. In 
the United Kingdom (UK) however, sludies in 1975 indicated the General Extreme Value 
(GEV) family of distributions fitted their rainfall and flood data the best This 1975 study and 
the revised 1999 publication hy the In.stitute ofllydrology is considered as one o[the most 
~omprehensive studies of nood lTequency analysis methods ever undertaken 
(Alexander 2001). L-moments are currently frequently used (Smithers & Schultz 2(03). 
In SA, Adamson (1978) relIected the debate within hydrology as (0 "which 
probability di~tributiOD best de:wribcs C'ltrcmc discharges." He quotes Kite (1975) as 
saying ''There i.,' no general agreement lJl!/(mg hydrologi.,·{s as to which of the various 
IheoreticaI distributions available sfwuld be used .... As an example of Ihis divergence oj 
cfwice, Spence (1973) compared the fit ... on the Canadian prairies and found thaI {he log-
normal wa.'· the hest filling. Cr~fland Rantz (/965) compared six distributions in California 
andfound tfw 101:-Pearson 3 was the most mitaMe. In other studies San/os (/970) jound the 
log-normal dbitribution better than the Pearson Type 3, while Gumbel (1966) ha.,· explained 
a.,-jol!ows: "1I.,·urns thai the rivers know lhe (<<x/reme l'Ulue) Iheory. It remains to convince, 
the enl:ineers ... " Benson (1962) fms found in a study of 100 long lermf/ood records thai no 
n.,ign tlr>Od pe.k delerminao,," in the rural catchment' of tb. E .. tern C"!"', South Africa 












one type f!f frequency distribution gives consi~·tenlly beller results. In shorl, no one 
distribution is acceprab/e to all hydrologists. " The debate continued as Adamson (1978) 
noted that Cicioni, ct aI, (1972) recommended the log-oonnal with 2 parameters (LN2) 
distribution for Italy. Adamson (1978) himself analysed fifty South African data sds of 
annual maxima comparing five distributions. His findings were that the LN2 and LP3!MM 
distributions provided the best fiL~ for South African data, while the lOY I distribution was 
fOlmd \0 be the most unsuitable, He also found that the LP3!MM distribution gaw higher 
estima\e~. on average, than the LN2. 
Alexander (1990) revised and incorporated in Alexander (2001), Ib\~ a ~uite or 
distributions the designer could choo~e hom. They include all those distributions listed 
above, plus others. He ooted that the LP31MM would 11\ most sel, of hydrological <lata an<.! 
that no exceptions were found when applied to South African rainfall or river flow records. 
The LNIMM' distribution was widely used in hydrological analyses while thc EV11MM 
distribution bad a con~\ant positive skewness or ],13% and should only be used when lbe 
data set had a ~kewnes~ close to lhis value. For the record, he noted thallhe HRU publicalions 
(e.g. HRU 1972, HRU 1978) used this EV1!MM distribution extensively. The GEV/MM 
distribution is a vel)' flexible distribution and wa~ recommended lor use in the United 
Kingdom (UK). He noted recent developments, where researchers in the UK recommended 
the GRV/PWM or the <..eneralised Logistic distrihution using I,moment estimators (GULM) 
be used rather than the previously recommended GEV!MM distribution, while in the liSA, 
the Wakeby (WAKIPWM) distribution was recently introduced. In his 2001 publication 
Alexander stated that the GrAM and W AKJPWM distributions wcre not suitable for South 
African condition. This ha~ occn partly verified by the authors of UPFLOO[) (User's manual 
20m), who determined that the five par3illcter W AK/PWM distribution was a disappointment 
and did not fit "awkward" SA data sets., while they made no comment on the performance of 
the GULM distribution. They recommended using the LP3IMM and GEVIPWM distributions 
lOr South African data. while they noted the universally used LNIMM still had some 
applications, especially 35 a reference distribu\ion_ 
Alexander (2002a) stated that severe floods arc cllUSCd by widespread rainfall events 
and that all statistical anaIy~i~ melhOOs ~verely undere~ate the fi:cquen~y of occurrencc. 
e~pecially lor flood." of RI greater than 1:50 years. The author conceded thaI in his 1990 
publication h:: produced calculation procedures for a suite of seven statistical distributions and 
recommended \he designer \0 select \he mo~\ appropriate di~lribution for the analy~is. In hi~ 
revised handbook of 2001 he still recommended this statistical approach, while 
Alexander (2002a. b). recommended the designer 10 use the SDF and the RMF instead of the 
previously recommended statiMical approach. Alexander (2000b) made the further ~ta1ement 
that designers should use regional analysis rather than single site analysis. This statement 
implied that the catchments arc physically similar and exposed to similar flood-c3lL,ing 
storms I rainfall events. He stated lhat the influem:e of the caldunent cbara<.:teristics was 
overwhelmed by the influence of the rainfall charactcristics. This is a completely dillerent 
approach, as previous deterministic Jlood peak models have sought to predominantly define 
flood peak in tenns of catchment characteristics. Smithers & Schulze (2003) also recolllll.lend 
using the regional approach. 
Alexander (21102b),s recommendation that regional statistical analysis methods be 
used arc in line with the recolllll.lendations of other current researchers (Smithers & 
Oc,,;gn flood pook ocrorminmioo in {he runl catchment, of{bc £a,{em Capo, SOll,h Atrica 












Schulze 2003) where regional statistical analysis methods are used to improve the estimates at 
gauged sites with short records, as well as to estimate the flood peak - frequency relationship 
at un-g-,IUged siks. Alexander (2001) noted that regionally the WAKlPWM and the GEVIML 
models were rewmmended for use in the USA and UK guidelines respectively. At the date of 
his puhlication in 2001, he noted no other investigators had contested these recotlllllended 
regioual methods. He also recotlllllended using a regional statistic approach and detailed a 
methodology \0 improve the estimates at gauged sites with short records. According to 
Smithers & Schulze (2003) Alexander's method to improve short records using regional 
statistics is SUbjective. 'Ibey extensively reviewed current local and intcrnationallitcraturc on 
single-site and regional analysis and echoed the recommeudatiou of using a regional analysis 
approach. '[bey however attribute a word of cautiou about using regional analysis to Cordery 
& Pilgrim, 2000, " ... Care must be exercised to ensure that such an approach is not applied 
outside of the region where the method was developed. nor outside of the ran~e of 
ob.~er\'ati()ns used to develop the method." Smithers & Schulze (2003) further recOtlllllended 
that a national research project be umlertakl.-'ll to produce a regional approach ou a uational 
level. thereby saving valuable hum!lll resourees instead of each designer haviug to compute 
his own regional analysis in !Ill uncoordinated fashion. 
Despite the extensive coverage of statistical methods by Alexander (2001), in 
Alexander (2002a) his design philosophy changed completcly and he recommended designers 
replace all statistical analyses with the single SDP method. His reasons for this radical change 
in philosophy are given in Alexander (2002c). This SDF method, which includes a statistical 
calibration component, was discussed in detail in Sectiou 2.2.5. Part of the change iu design 
philosophy appears to have come about as a result of Alex!!Uier (2002a.. c)'s iuvestigations 
into the reliability of\he GEV!PWM and GULM distributions for use with single site analysis 
of SA h)'drological <hta sets. This investigation conclusively illustrated that both of these 
methods did not perfonn well for SA conditions. For a regional analysis he investigated the 
perfonnance oftbe GrJI~M distribution as recommended for usc in the UK. Again, the results 
showed conclusivcly that the GULM distribution was not suitable for SA conditions. He 
conclllded that should a statistical analysis be undertakeu, theu the robust LP3/MM 
distribution rerru!ined the preferred stati~tical analysis method for South Afiica 
A<hmson (1978) highEghted an imponant general conclusion reln!lll\ to all 
h}drological ~latistical analyses, which he attributes to Vietorov (1971), namely the analysis 
of short records, from 10, 20, 30 !!lid even 40 yeurs in 1cUb>th, ma)' lead to a Iru!jor 
misjudgeml.-'llt. Particular attention should he paid to ",nether the short record is representative 
of the long-tenn cycle, i.e. is the short record in a wet cycle or dry cycle? 
Smithers & Schulze (20W) attribute Beven (2000) with other important limitations of 
a direct statistical approach, namely: 
• "'The correct distribution of the flood peaKS is unknown und di/pcrenl probability 
distribution.< may give acceptahle fits to the available data, bw result in significantly 
difJerent eSfimates of desi1:njloods when extrapolated 
• The records of ~au~ed runoff are 1:enerully short and the calibration of the gaugin~ 
structures muy nol be very robll!it Hence. the sample only repre;'ents a smull 
dislrihu/ion oflhe floods at the site and the fitted distribution may he forther hia~ed by 
gaugin~ errors. 
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• The frequency of flood-producing rainfalls and land use characteristics may have 
changed during The periad of historic measurement . . , 
What is then considered a short or long record suhjeet to thc above-mcntioned limitations? 
According to Adamson (1987), Victomv (197 1) seems to believc even 40 years of data should 
be considered a short record, whilc Adamson himself used a minimum of25 years of data in 
his flood peak analysis. During his analysis of SA rainfall, Adamson (1981) generally used a 
record length of 40 )ears, hut in a few areas he relaxed this criterion to 20 years. Alexander 
(2OCH) proposed thai any station with a record of more than 10 years is suitahle for inclusion 
in his regional statistical analysis method. Alexander (2002a) furthcr noted that no direct 
statistical method can be used with confidence for Rls exceeding 50 years. SANRAL (2006) 
in the Drainage Manual regarded 5 years as a short record and detailed a method to 
extrapolate this record using longer records from nearby gauges. They further highlight the 
shortage of long runoff records in SA by including the risk aspect. SANRAL (2006) includes 
a table ",trich is reproduced below, which contains ;l summary of design Rls needed in order 
to not exceed an allowable risk of occurrence. 
-
Tahle 2.8 RiJil needed in ol"dcl" not 10 ncced given probabilitics of occul"I"ence fOI" 
diffcl"ent design iil"CS SANRAL (2006). 
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For the design of a structure with a required 10% probability of occurrence and a design life 
of 1:50 years, (10% or less chance of beea overtopped in the design Efe), according to 
Table 2.8 the structure should he designed for a RI of 460 years. Sincc the runoff records in 
SA are generally less than 100 years long (in many cases less than 50 years), obtaining a 
reasonable estimate of flood peak at such a high RI could be classified as wi ld conjecture, 
Alexander. assisted by colle!lh'lles and students. has developed a suit of computer 
software called UPFIood - Flood Analysis programmes that allow users to detennine the 
anticipated flood peak, using both deterministic and statistical methods (s~e also 
Section 2.2.6). The recommended statistical distributions avai lable are: 
• u.g nonnal (LN/MM). 
• wg Pean;on Type 3 (LP31MM), 
• u.g general extreme value (LEV/MM). 
• Extreme value Type I (EVIIMM). 
De;ii:n- ,.,.,--- peak determiTIAtion in tho TUIllI cate~meTll;, ofthe EaSt.- 11l Dp.-, "",,"~ .. CA:W"O.O" 












• General extreme value (GEV IPWM). 
The data may be analysed as a single station or regionally. 
The UPFlood user's manual (University of Pretoria, 2005) recommend visual 
examination of all plots as being by far the best means of determining which distribution best 
fits the data, as wen as indicating the presence of outliers or anomalies in the data and their 
effect on the calculations. They also recommend that where statistical analyses are carried out 
it would be instructive if deterministic methods were also applied at the site and the results 
plotted on the statistical analysis plot. 
As with the deterministic design methods there is indeed contradicting evidence on the 
reliability of the various statistical distributions. Indeed along with the uncertainty inherent in 
the measurement of the recorded flow records, it should be questioned whether the runoff 
records in SA are sufficiently long enough to estimate the 1 :50 or 1: 100 year RI flood, as 
suggested by Alexander (2002a) and highlighted in Table 2.7 (SANRAL, 2006). Despite 
these findings, in the absence of any better method of estimating flood peaks, the different 
statistical distributions are widely used in the analysis of flood peaks in SA and worldwide. 
2.4 Uncertainty in hydrology 
2.4.1 Statistical methods 
When considering statistical methods, Alexander (2001) included a pertinent quote from Sir 
Josiah Stamp as quoted in Wonnacot and Wannocot (1972) as, 
"Public agencies are very keen on amassing statistics - they collect them, add them, 
raise them to the nth power, take the cube root and prepare wonderful diagrams. But 
what you must never forget is that every one of those figures comes in the first instance 
from the village watchman, who just puts down what he damn pleases. " 
It should be remembered that the reliability of statistical methods and the conclusions drawn 
are only as good as the data collection. With the development of modem data collection 
techniques the reliance on the accuracy of the village watchman is reduced. On the other 
hand, without the accurate and continual calibration of modern instruments their accuracy 
could be reduced to less than the watchman's, efforts. Alexander (2001) states that the 
accuracy with which flood peaks can be measured decreases with increase in flow and 
systematic errors may be introduced which may result in the calculated peak value being 
consistently higher or lower than the true value. 
In SA, runoff records are collected by the Department of Water Affairs and Forestry 
(DW AF). They collect data at more than 2000 stations around SA. In the Eastern Cape, (in 
tertiary catchments K to T) they currently record data at about 125 stations. Traditionally 
high flow gauging calibrations were only possible during floods using mechanical or sonic 
mechanisms and were only as good as the equipment available and the efforts of the 
technician undertaking the work. Sometimes gauge calibrations were repeated over time, 
either confirming the rating or updating the rating curve. This calibration was only possible 
up to the level of the rated flood, which may not be the highest flood on record. Where f\ ~ver 
cuts into areas of soft material, large floods can change the river morphology lead~ t() a 
significant change in the rating of the gauge. All these issues increase the uncertainty V(ith 
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which flood peaks are measured. With the advent of computer programmes to simulate the 
hydraulic water surface profile for steady and unsteady flow, these gauge calibrations can 
now be more easily and regularly checked and extended where necessary, without having to 
first wait for a large flood. Personnel at DW AF Cradock Office are in the process of updating 
their gauge calibrations using computer software. 
In flow records where recorded floods are above the rating of the gauge, these records 
are statistically unreliable. The missing data could be estimated using a log-log extension to 
the rating table if the water level is not much above the limit of the rating table, or by 
performing a hydraulic water surface profile model analysis for the river station channeL An 
analysis of the runoff record using estimated high peak values win give a significantly 
different statistical results to the data set reflecting the high peaks as missing. 
Alexander (2001) states however that " ... the inclusion of approximate flood peak values will 
produce more reliable results than the omission of these values from the data set. " 
Alexander (2001) clearly illustrated the uncertainty arising from catchment changes 
with time, e.g. construction of a dam upstream of the gauge, with his example of the runoff 
record from the flow gauging station constructed in the Vaal River at Standerton in 1905. The 
construction of numerous smaller farm dams in the upper reaches of many of SA rivers over 
time will initially have a less noticeable effect on runoff than a large dam, but as the number 
of dams increase the overall reduction in runoff will become more pronounced. At the other 
extreme, social expansion and urbanization in a catchment lead to increased runoff as does 
clearing of forests and thick bush for agricultural use. As runoff records become longer, these 
gradual catchment changes with time will be remembered less and less by designers, DW AF 
personnel and local inhabitants, but will introduce a bias and uncertainty into the statistical 
data. This is true to a greater or smaller degree for all catchments in SA as more and more 
development occurs in rural areas. Widespread periodic fires or felling of forests and 
plantations win introduce scatter into the runoff data. Records are not normally kept by 
DW AF of these types of catchment change with time. 
In evaluating a statistical analysis, note should also be taken of whether the runoff 
record is in a wet or dry period of the rainfall record. This is especially important in short 
records. A study of the traditionally longer rainfall records could assist in assessing this bias. 
The controversy surrounding the effects of global warming on rainfall adds to the uncertainty 
inherent in statistical analyses. 
Finally the choice of statistical distribution used in the analysis and the different 
method of fitting the distribution (MM, PWM, L-moments), can significantly influence the 
estimated flood peak, especially at higher RIs. It should always be borne in mind that 
statistical distributions are mathematically defmed equations, where the assumption is that the 
data are similarly distributed. A pdf is assumed to represent the rainfall I runoff 
characteristics, but the rivers and rainfall do not know that they have to follow this designated 
pdf. Alexander (2002a, b) recommends the LP3!MM distribution be used in all hydrological 
analyses in SA as opposed to using the GEV IPWM or GLILM distribution which are the 
distributions recommended for use in the UK. According to Adamson (1978), Gumbel (1966) 
seemed convinced that the Extreme Value distribution fitted the runoff data the best, while 
Alexander (2000) is adamant that this distribution does not fit SA runoff data. The Wakeby 
distribution is recommended for use in the USA, but once again Alexander (2000) believes 
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this distribution does not fit SA runoff data. At the lower RIs most of the different 
distributions estimate very similar values. It is at the higher RI that the different distributions 
estimate widely different values. The question then is, is Alexander correct or not in his 
statements that the LP31MM distribution fits an SA data, and if not what other distribution fits 
SA runoff data? 
With so much uncertainty inherent in statistical analyses, it is obvious that a statistical 
analysis can only give an approximate estimate of flood peaks at higher RIs. Indeed it must be 
questioned whether the runoff records in SA are sufficiently long enough to estimate the 1 :50 
or 1: 1 00 year RI, as suggested by Alexander (2002a). Despite these findings, the various 
different statistical distributions are widely used in the analysis of flood peaks in SA and 
worldwide. 
2.4.2 Empirical and deterministic methods 
All of the empirical and detenninistic methods currently in use are subjective and subject to 
uncertainty to some extent. In the literature, the Rational Method is usually considered the 
most subjective detenninistic method, leading some researchers (pilgrim & Cordery 1993) to 
labelling it an approximate method only. However, the level of uncertainty in the other 
deterministic methods appears to be just as high, as highlighted in the following discussion. 
Apart from the limitations I assumptions of each method already discussed in Section 2.2, the 
level of subjective choice and implied uncertainty is further discussed in greater detail below. 
Rational Method: In the literature, the determination of the runoff coefficient is 
usually considered to be the most subjective or uncertain component of this method. In 
determining this coefficient the bands of choice are limited (for example vegetation cover is 
limited to 4 categories: Thick bush and plantation; light bush and farm lands; grass lands and 
no vegetation) while in a catchment the vegetation cover may be a combination of a number 
of these categories. The uncertainty is compounded by the fact that these coefficients were 
empirically determined and are assumed to remain constant for the duration of the T c. 
However, the runoff coefficient is by no means the only uncertain factor in this method. The 
determination of the rainfall intensity is also subjective. Firstly the T c for the catchment must 
be determined. As already discussed, there are many formulas for determining the T c. An of 
the methods are empirical, and are generally not based on theoretical fluid mechanics. Each 
hydrologist has his/her own preferred method, which would give rise to a range in T c values, 
as discussed in Section 2.2.1. Once the T c has been determined, the rainfall intensity can then 
be calculated. In SA, the HRU DDF curves are generally used with this method, although 
Alexander (2001) has proposed using the modified Hershfield equation instead. These DDF 
charts require the user to manually determine the rainfall intensity and are therefore subject to 
user measurement error. Further, the charts were based on statistical analyses when they were 
developed in the 1970s, (now outdated) and according to Alexander (2000) the HRU used the 
log EVI distribution extensively in their publications. The EVI distribution has been shown 
not to be representative of SA hydrological records. Determining the rainfall intensity using 
Alexander's modified Hershfield is also subject to uncertainty, as it uses Adamson's 1981 
rainfall statistics (now outdated), instead of the more recent methodology of Smithers & Schulze 
(2003). The previous example of the Kruis River discussion in Section 2.2.1, illustrated that 
the flood peak could be seriously under-estimated if the design engineer uses the T c equations 
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recommended by SA.. ~ (2006). This matter requires more serious research in SA, and has 
not been analysed in detail as part of this investigation. 
UB method: Pullen (1969) developed synthetic hydrographs for 92 representative 
catchments throughout SA rather than relying on the previously mentioned USA derived 
synthetic hydrographs. These 92 catchments were grouped regionally into nine different veld 
types, based on surface features such as relief, soils, rainfall and veld type, and a regional 
coefficient derived for each region. The boundaries of these zones have never been updated 
with time and the method may give rise to a significant error if a catchment was incorrectly 
classified into the wrong zone. As the charts depicting the veld zones are broadly drawn on a 
small scale map of SA without many place name for reference, when a catchment is located 
near a zone boundary the incorrect zone could be selected by the user giving rise to errors. 
Further, the regional coefficients have never been updated with time, leading to the potential 
for significant errors if they were initially determined incorrectly. These zone boundaries and 
the regional coefficients were empirically derived. Like the Rational Method, this method 
requires the determination of the storm rainfall intensity, using the critical duration of the 
storm, (on a trial and error basis), normally shorter than or equal to the lag time with the same 
HRU DDF curves or other suitable method of detennining the design rainfalL The uncertainty 
in the determination of the storm rainfall intensity has already been discussed above. 
SCS method: The proponents of the SCS method claim that this method is less 
subjective and takes into account many more factors that affect runoff, including antecedent 
moisture condition than the other deterministic methods, in particular the Rational Method. 
However, in reality, the selection of the factors that determine the Curve Number (CN) are as 
broad and as subjective to user choice as determining the coefficient of runoff in the Rational 
method, although somewhat more complex. In a sense, the CN could be classified as a more 
complexly derived runoff coefficient. Like with the Rational Method coefficients, these CN 
coefficients were empirically determined. Usually the antecedent moisture content in a 
catchment is unknown, and an average value must be assumed unless a continuous simulation 
model analysis has been undertaken. As the selected antecedent moisture status has a major 
effect on the determined flood peak, using the average value through lack of information, can 
lead to a significantly reduced flood peak value when using this method. In SA, the SCS 
method is generally solved using the charts and nomograms provided by Schulze & Arnold 
(1979). This requires the user to manually determine the various values and is subject to user 
measurement error. 
RMF: Kovacs (1988) determined the RMF that had not been exceeded at any given 
site in Southern Africa. He conceded that his method and the positions of the regional 
boundaries would need a' higher degree of revision than the "other methods". To date, his 
work has not been updated. If a catchment is on a border between two boundaries, like the UH 
method, it may give rise to significant errors if a catchment is classified into the incorrect 
zone. His coefficients used to convert the RMF to the 1 :50, 1: 1 00 and 1 :200 year RI have also 
not been updated with the latest flood data. 
SDF method: This method is basically a statistical calibration of the Rational Method 
for SA conditions and is subject to many of the uncertainties already discussed for the other 
methods. Like the UH and RMF methods, this method is subject to the correct positioning of 
the basin boundaries and may give rise to significant errors if a catchment was incorrectly 
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classified into the wrong basin. Like with the RMF method, the chart depicting the drainage 
basins is broadly drawn on a small scale map of SA. When a catchment is located near a basin 
boundary the incorrect basin could be selected by the user giving rise to errors. To calculate 
the rainfall intensity Alexander proposed using the modified Hershfield equation. The level of 
uncertainty of this rainfall intensity equation has already discussed. In his final calibration 
studies, Alexander detennined a variation of between 50% and 200% of recorded values, and 
stated that this level of variation is acceptable for all design flood estimation methods. He also 
admitted to SUbjectively increasing the runoff coefficient for some catchments to produce a 
more conservative flood peak, but did not comment on the extent of the adjustments. On the 
other hand while some researchers have commented negatively in the literature about these 
fmal calibration adjustments, the uncertainty in this method seems no more or less than for 
any of the other detenninistic methods. 
With such uncertainty inherent in all of the detenninistic methods, it is obvious that an 
the method can only give an approximate estimate of flood peaks. 
2.5 Summary 
Alexander (1990) begins his historical review of analytical methods with a reference to the 
1919 foreword by AD Lewis, Director of Irrigation, (now Department of Water Affairs and 
Forestry (DW AF» in the first paper in its Professional Paper series, entitled "Maximum Flood 
Curves". In this paper he is quoted as saying: 
"Too much importance must not be attached to the formula. No formula is likely to be 
discovered which will apply to all drainage areas. The maximum flood depends on too many 
uncertain circumstances, such as intensity of rainfall, size and shape of catchment and 
channel, and permeability of the ground surface. " 
Nearly 90 years later his words are still valid. World-wide and indeed in SA the debate still 
rages as to the best applicable method(s) for detennining flood prediction. In SANRAL 
(2006), the Authors state "It is good practice in the determination of design floods for bridges 
or large culverts to use more than one of the above methods, and historical records, if 
available, should also be evaluated. " That makes good hydrological design sense indeed. 
In summary; The Rational Method is one of the most commonly used flood peak 
deterministic methods used throughout the world and in particular in SA, for small sized rural 
catchments (area < 15km2). The UH method is also commonly used worldwide for larger 
sized rural catchments (15 < area < 5000km2) and is the basis for many computer programmes 
used in the USA. In SA, both the Rational and UH methods use the DDF curves proposed by 
the HRU in the 1970s to determine the rainfall intensity and hence the flood peak from the 
catchment. Alexander has recently proposed an alternative method for determining this 
rainfall intensity, (the modified Hershfield equation, utilizing the 2-year RI daily rainfall from 
Adamson (1981) to detennine the rainfall intensity) which can be used with either the Rational 
or UH methods. The performance of this newly proposed rainfall intensity method has not been 
evaluated in the literature. 
The SCS method is extensively used in very small sized catchments (area < 8km2) in 
the USA, but seems to be less commonly used in SA. The RMF gives empirically derived 
envelopes of floods that could be expected at any given site in Southern Africa. For floods of 
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RI less than the RMF, the ratio of QTIRMF for RIs of 1:50, 1:100 and 1:200 years for the 
different regions is given. Researchers have concluded that this method is reliable in medium 
to large sized catchments. This method is only applicable to SA conditions. The SDF method 
is a newly proposed method which is based on the Rational Method, calibrated to SA 
conditions at the 1:2 and 1: 100 year RI, to be used in any sized catchment in SA. This method 
uses the modified Hershfield equation, utilizing the 2-year RI daily rainfall from Adamson 
(1981) to determine rainfall intensity. The overall perfonnance of this new method has not 
been evaluated in the literature although some authors have expressed concern about its 
subjective calibration. This method is only applicable to SA conditions. 
Worldwide statistics are commonly used in analyses of hydrological data sets. Nearly 
30 years ago, Adamson (1978) recommended the LNIMM and the LP31MM distribution as 
best fitting SA hydrological data sets. The earlier widely recommended LNIMM distribution 
has been replaced by other distributions, such as the GEV IPWM or the GLILM distributions 
recommended in the UK while in the USA the W AKlPWM distribution was recently 
introduced. Alexander (2001) stated that the GLILM and W AKlPWM distributions were not 
suitable for South African condition. This was partly verified by the authors of UPFLOOD 
User's manual (2005), who determined that the five parameter W AKlPWM distribution was a 
disappointment and did not fit "awkward" SA data sets. Instead Alexander (2002a) 
recommended designers to replace all statistical analyses with the single SDF method and that 
should a statistical analysis be undertaken, then the robust LP31MM distribution remained the 
preferred statistical analysis method for South Africa. Researchers are now recommending 
that regional statistical analyses be performed instead of single site analyses. 
Smithers & Schulze (2003) reminded us of some of the uncertainty inherent in 
statistical analyses which include: while the different statistical distributions may give 
acceptable fits with available data at lower RIs, they result in significantly different estimates 
of design floods when extrapolated, the records of gauged runoff are generally short and the 
calibration of the gauging structures may not be very robust, and the frequency of flood-
producing rainfalls and land use characteristics may have changed during the period of 
historic measurement. 
As with the deterministic design methods there is indeed contradicting evidence on the 
reliability of the various statistical distributions. Indeed along with the uncertainty inherent in 
the flow records, it must be questioned whether the runoff records in SA are sufficiently long 
enough to estimate the 1 :50 or 1: 100 year RI, as suggested by Alexander (2002a) and 
highlighted in Table 2.8 (SANRAL 2006). The uncertainty inherent in the deterministic 
methods suggests that at best, all the methods can only give an approximate estimate of the 
flood peak. Despite these findings, in the absence of any better method of estimating flood 
peaks, the different statistical distributions and deterministic methods are widely used in the 
analysis of flood peaks in SA and worldwide. 
Following the discussion and conclusions drawn from the literature study, the next 
Chapter describes the research methodology that was adopted in this investigation. 
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This chapter describes the research methodology that was adopted. The criteria for selecting 
flood peak data predominately in the Eastern Cape are presented and the sites that were 
selected for analysis are listed. The statistical methods used to estimate the Rl of recorded 
annual flood peak in these selected catchments and the methods used to resolve errors in the 
statistical data are presented and discussed. The most commonly used empirical and 
deterministic methods selected for the calculation of flood peak in these catchments are listed. 
The format in which the flood peak calculated from these empirical/deterministic methods is 
compared with the best-fit statistical distribution is presented. Finally, the procedure to test 
the range of Rls that the statistical and deterministic methods would have predicted for the 
severe flooding experienced during July / August 2006 along the coastal regions from Mossel 
Bay to Port Elizabeth is detailed. 
3.1 Site selection 
This investigation compares the flood peak calculated from the most commonly used 
empirical/deterministic methods with the best-fit statistically analysed recorded annual flood 
peak data from selected rural gauged sites in the drainage regions K to T, as dermed by the 
Hydrological Research Unit (HRU) (1981), Volumes V and VI. These catchments fall 
predominantly within the provincial boundary of the Eastern Cape. The drainage catchments 
were selected from the Pitman, et al (1981) Volume V, Middleton, et al (1981) Volume IV, and 
the set of maps from Midgley, et al (1994), Surface Water Resources of South Africa series. 
These same drainage regions are also used by DW AF for the numbering of their river flow 
gauges. Most of the Eastern Cape lies in the Volume V drainage region, comprising drainage 
regions M, N, P, Q, R, S and T. A small portion of region T falls into KwaZulu - Natal. A 
small area of the Eastern Cape falls in the drainage catchment of the Western Cape, Volume 
IV comprising drainage regions K and L. An suitable stations in the drainage regions K, L 
and T were selected for the analysis, even although some of these catchments actually fan in 
the KwaZulu - Natal and Western Cape provincial boundaries. Figure 3.1 illustrates the 
location of these drainage regions. 
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Figure 3.1 I~"ca!i"n "fthe IlW AF I Surface Waler RcsourI'c> drainage re:;!,io",; 
IlWAF(2006) 
Jirom the Surface Water Resources of South Africa documents. the OWAF websiltl. and with 
the assistance of OW AP staff at the Prt.1oria, Cradock and George offices, sites W<l1"e selected 
from tbe list of river flow gauges complying with the foI1owing criteria: 
• Catchment area grealer than 15km2 • 
• No large ohm upstream of the gauging station. 
• Record length atlea~t 20 ytlars. 
• Reliable data. with minimal years of missing data. 
At the fU"St round of selection only 12 sites complie .. with the required cril~ria. Howe,·er. in 
an attempt to increase the numbt-'r of suitable sites. a further six sites which generally 
complied with the above criteria but wertl recorded as having some years of data above the 
rating of the gauge were also considered. With the assistance of DWAF stal)" at the Pretoria 
Cradock and Georgtl offices and the nWAF rating tabltls, an attempt was made to patch the 
data Ii'om these sites by tlxtrapolating the official rating tables to indude an estimate of these 
flood events. Appendix A lists all OWAF river flow gauges in thtlse drainage regions. 
highlighting the reasons why the station re<:ord "'"liS not selected in this study. where 
applicable. 
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TIlese criteria resulted in the sele~tion of the rollo",ing number of sites In each 
dnrin;!ge region. 
Table 3.1 1\ um her of selected sitrs in cach seier ted draina~e regi"". 
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* IndIcates some re~ords have been patched. 
Appendix Fl lists the detai ls of the selected sites, while Figure 3.2 shows their locality. 
The catchments ranged in size from 15km' to 1512km' and wen, d;!ssilied in this 
study as small (area < lOOkm"), medium ( 100 < area > lOOOkm'j and large (are;! > lOOOkm'j. 
The catchments were mostly rural, except for P4HOOI Kowie which included the urban area 
of Gmhamstov>u. They also varied in location from the Southern Cape coasLaI bell to the 
Karoo, Tnmskei and up onto the escarpment edge of the Drakensbcrg mOlmtains in KwaZulu-
Natal. The geolugy. soil. vegetation cover and type and rainfall climate varied significantly 
over the range of catchments. 
Despitc the large number of DWAF river flow stations in the Ewstem Cape.. (about 
125), the study found that relatively fe'.v stations complied with the station scledion criteri;!. 
in particular with the r~'quircment for reli;!ble dut;!. ",jth minimal years of missing data. This 
mailer is or great COnCern for hydrological study in SA. T ;!ble 3.2 summarises the 18 selccted 
stations. their sizes and record length. These stations have an average length of record of 
39 years. 













Table 3.2 Selecteu "I:tlions. delailinl! catchment size and record lenglh. 
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3.2 :Methods selected 
3.2.1 Statistical methods 
To detennine the RI of recorded annual peak floods, observed annual maxima "'p until the l'Ild 
of the 200412005 hydrological year wero statistically analysed u~ing the IJPFloud (Reg/loud) 
~uite of ~tatistical melhod~. The stati~tical distributions avai laNe were: 
• Log normal (LNIMM), (LN). 
• Log Pearson Type 3 (LP3/MM), (LP3). 
• Log gencral extreme value (LEVIMM), (LEV). 
• Extreme value Type I (EVliM1l{), (EVIl. 
• General extrome value, «(i]" V/MM). 
• General exl.reme value (GEVIPWM). 
The recorded flood peak data of each station V.'aS Mati~tically analysed ming all orthe above 
distrihutions. Th.:: progranun.:: was u~ed as a tool in thi~ investigation, and pn:~upposes that 
this commercially available programme confonns to he~t practice. T1te results from the 
Regflood analysis are given either a~ t.::xt results or plotted graphically. The distrihution that 
visually hest fitted the data was th.::n used as the basis for the comparison with the 
detenninistic mdhods. The programme plots the LN-LP3 combined MM diMrihutions on the 
Log-nonnal probability scale using the Cunane plotting position. Tile LEV/MM distribution 
is plotted on the Lug-extreme value prohability seak u~ing the GringoT!en plotting position, 
while th.:: combined plot of the EVI and GEV/PWM di~trihution~ aT':: plotted on the Linear-
extreme value prohahility ~cale. The programme does not allow the user to seloct alternative 
plotting position~ or seales. i'igures 3.3, 3.4 and 3.5 illustrate typical plots ohtained. The 
progranun.:: appears to have a minor plotting error in the presentation of the combined plot of 
the EVIIMM and GEVIPWM distributions, as illustrated in Fib'llre 3.5. The sam.:: Peak/Mean 
value is ploUed twice with slightly different R.::twn Periods. This error is only noticeable at 
Rls of 20yearn and above. Thi~ plotting error is not evident in the individual EV1/MM and 
GEV/MM distribution plots. 
The annual series is usually used for J10ud peak unalyses while rainfall analyses use 
the partial series, although it is known that thc partial seri.::s give~ hiS""'l" J1000 peak ValllCS 
than the annual S<.'l"ie~. The calculations in this investigation are therefore hased on the annual 
series offlood peaks. 
University of Pretoria (2005), UPFlood User's Manual, in the =tion on interpretation 
of rcswts, recommend visual exami!1;!tion of all plots as by far the best meuns of detennining 
which di~tribution best fits the data a~ well as indicating the pre~ence of outliern or anomalies 
in the data. It also recommends that where statistical =lyses are carried out it would be 
instfu\.,'tivc if the detenn inistic methoUs were also applied at the site illld the results plotted on 
the statistical anal)~i~ plot. 
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Figure 3.3 Typical combined plot of LNfM)-1 and Ll'3/'vIM distributi .. n ~ on log-normal 
prohahilit)' ~ calc from UPFlood Rcgflood programme for Sialio" K!tHOOl Krui~ . 
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Figure 3.5 Typical combiued plot of EV1IMM and GEV!PWM distributions on lint'llr-
cxtremc probability scale froUl UPFlood Rcgflood programme for Station T4HOOI 
I't1tamvuna. 
The text results and the statistical plots (combined LN-LP3 and combined EVI 
GEV!PWMj from the UPflood programme for each sclected station are given in Appendix C. 
As the LEV1/MM distribution is not currently a eonunonly lL'i,ed distribulion and did nOl fiJ 
the data sets well. these plots do not form part of Appendix C, a1Jhough its perlormance is 
discussed briefly in Chapter 4. 
At six of the runolI sJalions some of Jhe re<:nrded flood peuks were above the rating of the 
gauge, although the peak water level was recorded. In an attempl to increase the number of 
stations available to be analysed, an attempt WJS made to patch the data from thes" stations, 
with Jhe assistan<;e ofDW AF slall" allho Pretoria. Cradock and Goorge offices and the DW AF 
raling Jables_ l1le stalions were: K3HOOl , K6HOOI, K7HOOI, K8H002, L6Hool lUld 
Q9H030. As no river cross sections in the vicinity of the gauges were available Irom nWAF, 
it was not possibk to perillOn a free surfac;e modelling computer analysis for these stations. 
InsJead, to obtain a rough estimaJe ofJhese high ptlak values, as Alexander (2001) states that 
the "'Ihe inclusion of approxilmlle flood peak m/ues will produce lfInre reliahle results than 
the omission of these ,'alues from the data seT, " the official rllting tables were extrapolated to 
include an eSJimate of these flood cvenL~. Firstl y, !he raling curves were plotted on a normal 
scale and lUl estimate was mad" of the higher discharges. The rating ruble was then plotted on 
a log-log scak to check the extrapolation of the rating curve was a straight line. The stations 
were visiled and pholographs were studioo. The water levels varied from between O,4m to 
L8m above the calihration limit for the different gauges. Figures 3.6 and 3.7 illustrate the 
extrapolation used for the K6HOOI K.:urbooms station. Octails of the extrapolalion of the 
Design flood peak delumination in the nnl catchme.nt, ofth. Eastern Cape., So~lh 1\ fric. 












rating eurves of the other gauges arc given in Appendix C, as part of the individl1O.l station 
records. 
These stations where then statistically analysed twice, once with the estimated high 
peak values and then again with these high values as missing data. The difference in the 
statistical analysis for these two scenarios can typically be seen in Figures 3.8 and 3.9, fur the 
Stat.ion K6HOOI Keurboom~ while Figure 3.10 plots ooth scenarios on the same graph. The 
correct value may lie somewhere bet\\een these two extremes as discllssed in the next chapter. 
The difference in the statistical analysis for these two scenarios for the other five stations can 
be seen in the plol~ thai form part of the individual station record in Appendix C. A5 a resllJt 
of these uncertainties, in the final comparison of the deterministic method~ with the result of 
the statistical analysis. these statious were classified as statistically less reliable. 
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Figure 3,6 TypicOI.! rating cun·es for runoff Station K6HOOl Keurbooms. 
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Figure 3.10 Typical comparisons of statistical analyses for ~"Stimat~..t high peak values 
verses missing high puk values for Stalion K6HIIOI Keurbooms. 
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In addition to having the recorded flood peaks above the rating table. Station L6HOOI 
Heuningklip which had a very long record, (1927 - 2005, 79 years), had a period of25 )ears 
from 1957 1980, ",'here the water level wa~ recorded but no rating curve "'dS displayed. In 
an attempt to make use of such a long record, the record was analysed under three scenarios; 
with the missing period patched ",ith both the 1948 and the 1980 rating tables, and a~ a 
shaner record (1980 - 2005, 25 years). The comparioon of results for this station is disell.~sed 
in lhe nexl chapter. 
The recorded rumual flood peak was plotted for each station to highlight trends in the 
runof( In particular. noticeable increases or decreases could indicate changes in the 
~atchmenl ~haracterislic with time, su~h as; the construclion of small frum dams upstream of 
the gauge leading to a redu~tion in peaks v.ith lime, or at the other extreme an increase in 
flood peaks wilh time ~ould indicate possible clearing/urban or agri~ultural development of 
the catchment Possible mea~urement error at the gauge itselr could also be highlighted. 
As the statistical analysis of runoff data may be susceptible to the record being either 
in a wet or dry phase, the longer rainfall records from the nearest representative rain gauge 
were ploUed lor each runolT stalion. The rainrall reconl trom the nearby rain Station 29294 
Rergpbah Forestry is shown in Figure 3.11, On whkh the nmol  reconl lor Station K4HOO3 
Diep is plotted. The comparison of the monthly rainrall records ror the other stations are given 
in Appendix C and discu~scd in the next chapter. Although there is nO direct ~orre1alion 
between the recorded monthly rainfall values and the recorded annual peak nmoff. this visual 
comparison was u~ed to highlight anomalies, for ilL~tance, where high monthly rainfall values 
were recorded, but no corresponding high runoffvalucs were recorded. 
Where errors in the data were identified though these methods, the stations were 
classified a~ statistically less reliable. rhese stations ,,,ere then excluded from the comparison 
of statistical distributions, although they were included in the comparison of the deterministic 
I empiri~al methods. 
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Figure 3.11 Typical (llot of rnonth~' rainfall for rainfall Station 29294 Uergp\aats 
Forestry. representative rain gauge for rUDoffStati"n K4HOO.l Iliep, against time. Tbe 
runoff record is shorter that the typically longer rainlilll record. 
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3.2.2 Deterministic aDd empirical methods 
To eSlimat~ the flood peak for the slaliolls as iflhey were un-gauged catchments, the Uprlood 
(Dell1ood) programme was u"",d lor all empirical and det<.nninistic methods except the SCS 
method and the conversion oflhe RMF 10 the 1 ;50 to 1 :200 year Rl. which were calculated by 
han,i. The programme was used as a tool in this investigation. and presupposes that this 
commercially available programm~ confonns 10 beSI practice, although the results from the 
programm~ were verifi~d by hand calculation fur a fi::w ofth~ stations. The results were found 
to be similar. In most cases. wlrere applicabk, average conditions were selected, as if the 
ea!chments were analysed by an average design engineer in the workplace. Experienced 
hydrologists may adjust individual values und eoeffieienb based on their experience and 
anive at diflerent valoes. n:>e methods selected for this study were: 
• Rational Method - DWAF: (lIRU rainfall intensity). 
• Rational Mcthod-Illternative: (modified Hcrshficld eq",nion lI....eu fiJr rainfall 
intensity). 
• SCS method for small eatehmenb only (area <: 2Hkm"). 
• UII method - DWAF; (HRU rainfall intensity). 
• UH method -Illtemative: (modified Ikrshficld equation used for rainfall int~nsity). 
• SDF. 
• RMF. 
• Kovacs Qs(). Ql(I,). (boo, converted RMF with fuctors from Kovacs tabk. 
For each selecled runoJY Slalion, the empirical and detenninistic methods, (except the SCS 
method which is subject to a size limit in the charts), were used to estimate the flood peak for 
Ris from 1:2 to I :200 years. In other words. the Rational method was used in catchments 
much larger than the recommended limit of 15km'. To assist in the formulation of the input 
data required lor the deterministic methods, Midgley. Pitman & Middleton (I994)'s "Book of 
Maps" provided invaluable data on the catchment characteristics, together with on-site 
inspections and Google Earth (2006). for the Rational Method calculations, th~ To was 
detemIined by the 1085 method otherwise known as the US Geological Survey method, as 
the Tc is dominated by channel flow in the~ catchments. 
3.3 Comparison of stat istiea I and empirical/deterministic 
methods 
nJe rewits of the slalistical analyses were then compllTCd with the results from the empirical 
and c:kt~rministic methods. A typical comparison labTe and the comparison plot for Station 
K8HOOI Kruis is shown in Table 3.3 and Figure 3.12. A simibr table and plot is given for 
each station in Appendix C and these plots are discussed in detail in the next chapter. For 
comparison purposes, the RMF was plotted at the 1:1000 year RI position. The Ull method 
rcquires the user to define the veld zone that thc eatciunent falls into. When a catchment fell 
J)esign flood peak determination in the rural catchments of the Ea'l!er" Cape. South Am.;a 












on or ncar the border of t,vo veld zones, the UII method was analysed ror bolh veld >,ones. 
The results of both analyses arc reflected in the station records. Station K8HOOI Kruis 
typically fell on the border of veld zones 1 and 2. and therefore both veld zone analyses can 
be seen in the table and plot given below. lbis variation also applied to a lesser extent to the 
RMF and SOF melhods. For display, in Figure 3.12 the data points have been fitted with 
smoothed curves. This curve fitting process gives rise 10 u slight dip in the Ull-Altemative 
method curve /)elween the 1:100 and 1 :200 year Rls, which is not reflected in the data 
Generally these two values are approximately equal and the curve should have been rellected 
as a straight line rather than a dip. This inaccuracy only applied 10 the display of the UH-
Alternative method. Where the visual examination of these results highlighted unomalies. 
after investigation, these anomalous stations were classified as less reliable. 
Tahle }.} Typical table uf estimated peak discharge frum all methuds for Station 
K8HOOI Kruis. 
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During July 1 August 2006 the coastal regions from Mossel Bay to Port Elizabeth experienced 
severe rainfall and flooding, which was reflected in the rainfall and runoff records of six of 
the selected stations. As the statistical analyses of the runoff records in this investigation were 
until the end of the 2004/2005 hydrological year, this flood event could be used to test the 
range ofRIs that the statistical and deterministic methods would have predicted for this flood. 
The recorded flood peaks at these stations, (K3H001, K4H003, K6HOOI, K7HOOI, 
K8HOOl and K8H002) were obtained from DW AF and are shown graphically on the 
comparison plots of these stations in Appendix C. Although Stations K3H001, K6HOOl, 
K7HOOl and K8H002 were classified as statistically less reliable due to some values lying 
above the rating of the gauge, the 2006 flood was still plotted for all six stations. In analysing 
the results of this comparison, the two statistically reliable stations were afforded greater 
weighting than the statistically less reliable stations. At three of the stations this flood was 
above the rating of the gauge and flood peaks were estimated as previously discussed, 
therefore only the patched statistical analyses were used in this comparison. The approximate 
RI of the 2006 recorded flood peak was estimated using the LP31MM distribution, Rational, 
UH and SDF methods. The RIs from the different deterministic methods were then plotted 
against the LP3 distribution RI for the various stations. 
3.4 Summary 
Eighteen river flow stations were selected for analysis in the Eastern Cape, falling in tertiary 
catchments K to T. These stations were essentially rural catchments ranging in size from 
15km2 to 1512km2, with their location varying from the Southern Cape coastal belt to the 
Karoo, Transkei and up onto the escarpment edge of the Drakensberg mountains in KwaZulu-
Natal. The geology, soil, vegetation cover and vegetation type, as well as rainfall climate, 
varied significantly over the range of catchments. The main requirements for site selection 
were; no large dam upstream of the gauging station, a record length of at least 20 years and 
reliable data with no years of missing data. Despite the large number of DW AF runoff 
stations in the Eastern Cape, the analysis found that relatively few stations complied with all 
the site selection criteria, in particular with the requirement for reliable data, with no years of 
missing data. This matter is of great concern for hydrological study in SA. 
The selected stations were statistically analysed using the Log normal (LNIMM), Log 
Pearson Type 3 (LP31MM), Log general extreme value (LEV IMM), Extreme value Type 1 
(EVIIMM) and General extreme value (GEVIPWM) distributions. At six of the selected 
runoff stations a number of the recorded flood peaks were above the rating of the gauge, 
although the water level was recorded. In an attempt to increase the number of stations 
available to be analysed, the missing high flood peaks at these stations were estimated. These 
stations where then statistically analysed twice, once with the estimated high peak values and 
then again with these high values as missing data. As the statistical analysis of runoff data is 
susceptible to the record being either in a wet or dry phase, the longer rainfall records from 
the nearest representative rain gauge were plotted for each runoff station, on which the 
recorded annual flood peak were also plotted to identify errors and bias in the runoff data. 
The empirical/deterministic methods selected for this study were: RatiQnal method-
DW AF, Rational Method- Alternative, SCS method for small catchments only, UH - DW AF. 
UH - Alternative, SDF, RMF and Kovacs Q50, QlOO, Q200, converted RMF. The results of the 
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statistical analyses were then compared with the estimates obtained from the 
empirical/deterministic methods. The severe flooding in the coastal regions from Mossel Bay 
to Port Elizabeth in August 2006 were used to determine the range in RIs that the statistical 
and deterministic methods would have predicted for this flood. 
The summarised findings, specifically highlighting trends observed during the 
investigation are presented in the next Chapter. 
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4 Results and Discussion 
This chapter presents and discusses the summarised findings, specifically highlighting trends 
observed during the investigation. The findings concentrate on the results in the 1 :200 year RI 
or less range, as this is the typical working range for the design of culverts on a rural road. 
The summarised text and plotted results for each station are given in Appendix C. 
4.1 Statistical methods 
University of Pretoria (2005) UPFlood User's Manual, recommend visual examination of all 
plots as by far the best means of determining which distribution best fits the data, as well as 
indicating the presence of outliers or anomalies in the data. The text format results of the 
analyses for all stations using the LNIMM, LP31MM, GEV IMM and GEV IPWM 
distributions, as wen as the combined plots of LN and LP3 (on log-normal probability scale) 
and of GEVIPWM and EV1 (on linear-extreme probability scale) are given in Appendix C. 
The EV1 distribution (on log-normal probability scale) was analysed for each station, but as 
the distribution performed poorly for all stations, the results have not been reproduced in 
Appendix C. The UPFlood programme did not plot the GEV IMM distribution although the 
results are given in text format. 
Although all of the catchments were analysed using both the empirical! deterministic 
methods and the statistical distributions. for the comparison of the statistical distributions 
stations that were considered statistically reliable were distinguished from stations that were 
statistically less reliable. The stations considered less reliable in this process are listed in the 
table below. The reasons for these classifications are summarised in Table 4.1 and are 
discussed in detail in Section 4.1.2. 
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Table 4.1 Statiolls das"ificu as stntisticallY les" reliable in statistical comparison. 
StaLio. stati"" N Ul< ! Rn,,,,, I,,, claS>lr",atioll '" ,tati,!k.!!}' I"" 
!'; ... ,!:Jt,r roii.blt , 
K3HOOI KaaiImlns@UpperllorN""k",al 3 patchod .. Iue, f<>r un·rated high peak vol"'" 
K6HOOI Keurboom,@M'Kama 2 patcllcd .. alues '" un-rated ~ig~ peak vol"'" -- ~ 
K7JlOOl Illoulran,@LonuingFo<ostStation 4 patched v.:tlltS '" uD-rated high 1"" "al"", 
KSlIOO2 Eland.>;@KwaaillrnndFore!(Stalion 4 patehoo .. al"", for un-MOO high peak ""Iue, 
L61Hl(li Heunmgklip@C"",ph=poort 
3 patc~ed valLlC!l for un-raLOO high peak ""lues 
and patch to< mi"ing nll;ng lanle 
P4HOOI Kowie@Both""t 
Poor Slotislicol fit. I"IS of sltUlll farm dams 
ul"lream of'talion 
Recor<ltd flood peol.: seems low for catclunent 
Q9IlOIQ ll.ltiiUr@GreyKirk size, high siltlood clogging gouge inlet pipe 
(DWAF Crad"ck perron ""I) 
Q9HU30 Koonap@ frisch Gow,agd 
Rec<>rded fiood po.k ,oems low f<>r catdmlent 
size. I pJtc~ed "alue tilT ""·,,,ted high peak ""lllt 
M",t years record mi",ing data, POOl" correlal;'" 
IOJOII Y < Il<.ll""'oo<h .;~) Fori Murray 
betwoen rainl.1I and ilo"d peak rec"",", with 




Recorded flood peak ""em, I"", f<>r cak"m~"r11 
,ize, rec<>rding dj'COIllinuC<i in 19<J7 .l thi, Slali,m 
n!lOO4 Mlimhlu@FIW903U 
Recorded fj,oooj po,k seems low for catdunent 
,i~e. lot, of small tilrm dam. upstroam (If SIMi"" 
The remaining seven stations were considered statistically reliable and are compared in the 
next sedion. Table 4.2 details these seven I;tatistically reliable stations. Only these stations 
were used in the final comparison with the empirical/deterministic methods in Section 4.3. 
-_._ .. _. _.- .. ,-,~- ._. ,-
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Table -1.2 Stations classilied as statistica]].,' rdi'lhlc in the statistical compari,nn. 
~lnLil'" 
Sl::otion NR_ Cat<h>er't .... ~ F.f(~oti~e I .. ,rb ()( Ih'" 
""ollx'r (k"") peak r«on! (years) 
K4HOm llier@WoodvilleFeo-estStation " " 
K81l001 1(rui'@Farm5OS '6 " 
I.2HOO3 Buffels@Murraysblll'g I 145 ., 
L8IlOOl Ha ... lcm Sr>r~il @W.lg.Iel,'e1l " '" 
Q8IlOO~ Littte Fish @ U<~ ... n Kraat IS 11 ! " ,-
nHOO9 Mooi@Mode.,- .'117 
I 
" 
T4HOOl Mtam~\U", @Gundrift 71 ~ " 
The averug~ record lenbrth ofthese stations is 37 years. Th= catehment~ vary in si7..e and are 
located throughout th~ stud)' area. 
The recorded annual flood peak: was plotted for all ~taiions to highlight trends in the 
flood peak:. In particular. noticeable increases or decreases could indicat~ changes in the 
catchment charaderistic with time. su~h as; the construction of small fann dams upstremu of 
the gauge leading to a r~duction in flood JJe"dks ",ith time or on the other extreme an increase 
in Hood peaks with time indicating possible dearing/agricultural development of the 
caichmcnt and even the clearing of alien vegetation in riverbeds as aresult of the Working for 
Water programme. In some catelunent~ the periodic felling of commercial forests and 
widespread fires could contribute to the scatter in results. 
As the statistical analysis of flood peak data may be ~usceptihle to the record being in 
either a wet or dry phase. the longer rdinfall records from the nearest representative rain gauge 
were plotted against time for each gauging station. To identify errors and to determine ;fthe 
flood peak: re~ord was in a wet or dry phase. the recorded annual Hood peak: record ,vas 
plotted against the same time ~ak on these graphs. -Ibese plots can be seen as part of the 
individual station results given in Appendix C. Th~ flood peak: records could not be 
~ompared directly ",ith the rainfall records. but the comparison did illustrate trends with time 
and identifY possible errors in the data (L6HOOI. P4HOO1, R2HOI J. R211012. T5HOO4). The 
<:omparison of the rainfall records during the recorded flood peak period with the longer 
rainfall period~ showed that overall the fl<x.u peak: records are recor<kd und~r average 
conditions, i.e. not in a significantly wet or dry phase ba<>ed on the relatively short f100d peak 
record~, and there was some correlation between high rainfall and high flood peak: events. 
This adds confidence to the statistical analyses of the f100d peak: records, in that these 












4. 1.1 St:\tisticall~" rclhlblc stations 
Th~ re~ulls of the statistical analyses for the seven statistically reliable stations are given in 
Figures 4.1 104.14. The visual comparison ofthesc figures highlighted the lol1o\\wg trend~: 
• Alexander (2002) concluded that should a slalislical analysis be undertaken, then the 
robust LP31.MM distribution remained the preferred ~lali~ticaJ !I.Ilalysis method for SA. 
In this investigation, the LP3/MM distribution gave the besl visual fit of all the 
distributions. 
• The LNIMM (LN) distribution was similar to the LP3/MM distribution 31 RIs of about 
1:10 or kss in that il I1ru.J the ploued data wdL Thereafter, the LP3!MM distribution 
ofkn lended to become a curve following thc !rend of the data (as it is a 3-paramctcr 
distribution), while the LN/MM distribution, beiug a ~;traighl line distribution (2-
parameter distribution), b>cnerally gave a jXXlfer Ii! with tho" data At these higher RIs 
!he visual comp;mson between the Ll\'IM'vI and LP31MM distributions produced 
variable resu1t~. At Station K4HOO3 the LI\'/MM and LP31MM distributions predicted 
ajmo~t identical results, while for Station T4HOOl, the LI\'/M'vI e~!ima!ed lo",""r vallk's 
than the LP31MM distributiolL For the remaining five distributions, the LNIMM 
predicted values higher than that estimated by the LP3/MM distribution. At Stations 
QRHOOH and T3HOO9 at higher Rls, the difference between tJtt,se two distributions 
wa~ signifierlllL This erlll be seen in Table 4.3, and is di~eussed in more oktail below. 
• The GEVIPWM distribution genentlly had a ~ery good ~isual fit with the data for RIs 
1:5 years or less. Thereafter there was more scatter in the data at the higher Rts than 
with the LP31MM distribution. 
• The EVIIMM distribution performed poorly when plotted on both the linear-extreme 
an:! log-normal probability scale. The distribution is ~hown graphically in the 
combined plot with the GEV/PWM distribution on linear-extreme probability scale. 
lhe distribution plot on the 10g-FVI probability scale is not reproduced in Appendix 
C due to the poor ped"o!1illlllce of this distribution. A typical plot was given in 
Figure 3.4 to iJ[u~!rate the poor fit with the recorded dala. 
• From the tex! results, the GEV/MM and GEV!PWM distributions were round to be 
similar. although the GEV/PWM values were marginally higher. It ean be seen in 
Table 4.3 that a! only one Station (T4HOOI), did fut, GEVIMM estimate values higher 
thrill the GliV/PWM distribution. This inlicatcd the GEV/PWM distribution was 
generally more conservative than the GFVIMM distribution. 
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Figure 4.3 KSHOOI Kruis@ Farm 508: Statistical plot: combined I.N-I ,PJ plot, 
from UPFlood. 
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Figure -1.04 K8T1f1f11 Kruis @ Farm!'iOS:Statisticalplot:combined(;F:VIPWM-
EVI plot, from UPFlood. 
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Figure.:l.5 L2HII03 Buffels@ Murnlysburg;Statistical plot: ~ombilled LN-LP3 
plot. from UPFlood. 
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Figure 4.0 L2H003 Boffd. @. l\Iurraysburg:Statisticalplot:combined 
(;EV/PWM-EVI plot, from UPFIood, 
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Figure 4.7 LBJI002 H>ladem Spruit@ Welgelegco: Stati~tical plot: combined LN-
LP3 plot, rrom UI'I-.ood . 
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GEV/PWI'tl-EVll'lot, from UPFlootl. 
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Figure 4.1 0 O8H008 Little Fish @ I)oorn Kraal: Sialistieai plot: combioed 
GEVlPWM-EVI plol, from UPFlood. 
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Figure 4.11 T3HOU9 Moo; @ Maelear: Stati~tical plot: combined LJ\-I ,P3 plot, 
from UPFlood. 
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Figure 4.12 T3H009 'looi @ Maeiellr:Statisticalplot:l'OmbinedGEV/I'WI\I-
£\,1 plot, rrom VPFlood. 
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Figure 4.13 T4F-1001 Mtamvuna @ Gundrift: Stati\liclil plot: combined LN-LP3 
plot, from IlPFlood. 
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Figure 4.14 T4HOOI l\1tamvuna @ Gundrift: Statistical plot: l"(lmbined 
GEV/PWl\1-EVI plot. from UPFlood. 
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Tllble4.3 Comparison of estimated flood peak between GEV/I\ll\l and 
GEVfPWJ\.I distributions The bold highligbted "alues indicate anomalies. --
I':Mill,.t...d IJo<>d I"'"~ 
Station (11"/') 
Ratio 
Statinn Null' (CEVIPWMY 
N,"n~r G[\'I CEVI (CEV/MM) ,. 
"" PWM 
1:100,"~rRI 
K4HOO3 lJ;'p @ Wood¥ill~ Forest Sin. n , 2~S L'6 
-
K8HOOI Kruis @Fann 50& "" 11; 8 1O,' -
L21l003 Buffels@Murraysburg H5 52 1 110 
-
L811002 lloarlem Spruif@Welgelegeo :!VI 1X2 1 I 1 
Q8HOO8 l.ittl~ Fj,h@DoomKr.u!1 67 i 3.' 5 ;1 4 
- --
T3H1J(lq "l,~)i @Mac!_ ~:l( ~(3 llil 
1'4H1~1l ~·ll"tn.·U"" (ii, ( ;undrifl 10,\9 HI-W " ---
1 : 1000 }'cu IU 
. _ .. - -
K4HOO3 O;"" .'jjJ Woodville Forest Stn. , " I '155 c 'c 
K~HOOI Kruis@Form5OS c I , no .IIS 
--
L21IOO3 Buffels@Murraysburg S55 pn I ~5 
L8HOO2 Ha ... lem Spruit@Welge[egen 'n ., g~ 14 S 
-
Q8HOO& Litt~ Fish@D,"omKraal '0,,, ! "013 , ISS 
T3HOO9 Mooi@Macl.", ; 'J I lUll "" - -
HIIOOI Mlamvuna@Gundrifi 1925 n~2 !% 
• The values of the GEV and LN/MM distributions were t h~n compared with the 
JX-TIomlanc~ of th~ LP31MM distri bution (Table 4.4), at the 1: 100 and 1:1000 year 
Rls. At the I: I 00 y~ar RI, the GEV distributions generally predicted lower val u~s 
(GEV/MM ranging from 540/. lo 129¥., GEV/PWM rllil/,,>ing from 67% to 124%) 
~x~epI <11 on~ Station (T311009), while at the I: 1000 year R1 the comparison was more 
variable, with the GEV/MM ranging from 30"10 to 180% and the GEV!PWM ranging 
from 70% to 1730/0. with two stalions predicting higher v<llucs. In general. the 
De>iJ.'TI 11000 peak d",.mtination in the rural catchment' oftbe Eastern Cap", South Amc. 












pcrfonnanee of the GEV! MM distribution was more variable than the GEV/PWM. 
The GEV distributions are not as conservative as the LP3/MM distribution. The 
LN/MM distribution estimated higher values than the LP3/MM distribution for all 
except two Stations (K4HOO3 & T4HOO1) for both the 1 :100 and 1:1000 year RI. For 
Stations Q8HOO8 and n HOO9. it estimated noticeably higher values. (495% and 275% 
respectively at 1:IOOOycar RI). No reasons could be round ror these higher values. 
indicating that the data was potentially incorrect and/or (hat (he LNiMM distribution 
should he used with care when analysing SA data. 
T a ble- 4.4 Comparison of estimated flood peak bcrween the other statistical 
dis tributions and the LP3fMM distrihution at 1 :100 and 1: 1000 Rls. The bold 
hil!:hligbted value-s indicate anomalies. 
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• Neither the eatelunem size nor the location influenced the trends io these statistical 
distributions. 
• There was no noticeable difference io the perlbrmance of lhe LJ'3IMM distribution 
with variatioo io record length. while the GEV/PWM distribulioo had a noticeable 
poorer fit at higher Rh for the station~ with shorter record length. 
In summary, the LP31MM distribution gave the best visual fit with recorded data of all the 
distributions. The GEVIPWM distribution generally had a very good visual fit with the data 
for RIs 1:5 years or less. Thereafter there was more scalier in the data at the higher RI ~ than 
with the LP31MM distribution. The GEVIMM and GEVIPWM distributions were fouod to be 
similar, although the GEVIPWM values were generally the higher of the two. The EVIIMM 
distribution pcrfOlmed poorly for all stations when plotted on both the linear-extreme and log-
nonnal probability scale. The LNIMM distribution wus similar to the LP3IMM di~tribution at 
Rls about I: 10 or Jess in that it fille<.l the ploUed data well. At RIs above this, the performance 
of the LNJMM distribution wus more variable. In most cases the LNiMM distribution 
predicted values larger than the LJ'3/MM distribution. (significantly above at some statio~s). 
while at other stations it predided values either below or the same us the LP3 /MM 
distribution. This suggests that the LN/II,1M distribution remains a good alternative to the 
LP3/MM distribution, but should be used with care when extremely high values are 
estimate<.l. 
4.1.2 Statistically less reliable stations 
Eleven out oftbe eighteen. or more than half of the statioos initially selecle<.J were clussilleU 
as statistically less reliable for various reasons. The reasons for these elassHications and the 
findings from studying these stations arc discussed below. 
• At six of the statistically less reliable Statioos, (K3HOOI, K6IIOOl, K7IIOOl, K8H002, 
L6HOOI and Q9HOJO) where the flood peak record was patched as described in 
Chapter 3, the flood JX:ak record was statistically analysed twice, once with estimated 
high peak values (patched) and then again with these high values as missing data (un-
patched). Alexander (2001) ~tates that " ... the inclusioo of approximate flood peak 
vmues will produce more reliable results than the omission of these values from the 
data set." The statistical ploL~ for both scenarios are given as part of the station resulL~ 
in Appendix C for the different stations. For all these six stations the degree of seatter 
in the results was similar for both the patched and un-patched annum Iloo<.l peak 
records. The estimates from the difJerent distributions were then plotted against RI for 
both the patched aod un-patched records, and are given in Appendix C. Comparing 
these plots, it was found that for all these stations the patched flood peak records gave 
rise to higher eSlimate<.l values for all the distributions. This result could have boon 
expected, because the missing data are the larger 1l00d peaks ",ttich were above the 
fiting of the gauge. Figure 4.15 illustrates this comp:rrison of the statistical analyses of 
the patched and un-patched 1l00d peak records for Station K7HOOl B1oukrans. The 
correct values may lie somewhere between these two extremes. The text re~ul(s given 
in Appendix C for each station reflect both the patched and un-palche<.l scenarios. As a 
result of this uncertainty in the statistical results these stations were classified as 
[)e,ign flood ""ok determination in tbe rurat calchmenls of the Eo"tern Cape, South Africa 












statistically less reliable. Personnel at the DW AF Cradock office indieat..,d that HEC'-
RAS analyscs arc currently being pcrfonned on some of these stations to improve the 
reliability of these records. Funher, for each station the plot of the r..,corded monthly 
nlinfall against time was visually compared with the recorded annual tlood peak plot 
against time to identify funher anomalies. At Stations K3H(j(11. K7HOOI and Q9H030 
there was some general correlations between the rainfall and tlood peak records ",jth 
time. For the remaining stations there was a poor correlation between the rainlall and 
tlood peak records. The flood peak ru:ord from Station L6HOOI is discussed further 
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Figure 4.15 Plot of all statistical distributions ror patchl"d and un-patched annual 
flood peak records against RI for Station K7HOOI RlouknlDS. 
• In addition to having some ru:ordcd 1100d peak values above the rating table as 
discussed above, Station L6HOOI Heuningklip. which had a 79 year long record, bad a 
period 01"25 yeaN in the middle of the record. where the water level was recorded but 
no raring curve was displayed in the DW Af data. [n an attempt to make use of such a 
long flood peak record. the record was analysed under three scenarios: ",ith the 
missing period patched with either the 1948 or the 1980 rating tables, and as a shorter 
25 year period record. The plot of the various statistical analyses for this station is 
given as Figure 4.16 below. It can be seen that using the 1948 rating table produced 
higher values than when the 1980 rating table was used. The rating l-'llrVe given in 
Figure 4.17, shows that the earlier calibrations of this gauge (1926, 1947. 1948) w,.'Te 
very similar. The 1980 calibration was significantly different from these earlier rating 
curves. This new curve suggest;; that either the new rating curve is incorred, the gauge 
De,ign flood-,-eak determinotion in the T~nd c"tc~ment, oft~e E""tern Cape. ~i""'A"frCkO, 












has been modifie..I or that significant morphological changes have occurred at the 
gauge hetween 1948 and 1980. When the shorter record of 25 years from 1980 
onwards (with the latest rating tahle) was used. the statistical analyses gave 
significantly lower values than either of the longer records patched with the 1948 and 
the 1980 rating tables. The plotted recorded annual flood peal.. givCll as Figure 4.18 
clearly highlighte..I a noticeahle decrease in re<::orded flood peak from about 1952 
onwards. The rainlilll record from the nearhy rainlilll Station 52590 Steytlerville was 
plotted agaillSt time in Figure 4. 19, on which this re<::orde..I flood peak record "as 
ploltcd, highlighting either a significant ~'lTor in the flood peak record. or a major 
change in the catchment character has occurred. although there "as no significant 
change in the rainJbU pallems of thc station. No definite reason could he found for this 
de<::rease Ul 1l00d peak values for ahoul 1951 onwards. This station was classified as 
statistically less reliahle. 
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Figure 4.16 Plot of s !a!i~tical analyses fOI" Stillion L6HOOI : Heuningklip 
De,ign flood peak determinali<ln iTI the rural catchments "fthe Ea.'<lem Cape. So\Jlh lltiiea 
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Figure 4.17 L6H001: Heuningklip Ri\'er @ Camphcrspoort: Rating cur\'!' . 
• 1948 p5ch 
• 1980 J>ifCh 
Fi~\lre 4.18 l'lot of recorded annual flood peak wilh lime for Station L6HOOI 
Heuningklip. 
Design flood peak determination in the rural calchmcms of!hc EL"'''''' Cape. South Africa 
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F'igu re -1.19 Plot of monthly rainfall for rainfall Station 52590 Sle.~·tlerv iIle, ant! 
annual floot! peak for Station L6TTOOI Ileuningklip against lime. The flo"t! peak 
reeord is shorter that the typicaliy longer rainfall record. 
D<,ign tl nod peol< d"''''minetinn i~ tl", " " nl catch ment, oflhe L3Stern Cap<_ South A Ir ica 












• Thc rccorded flood peak for Stations Q9HOI II and Q9HOJO seemed noticeably lower 
than what ,""ould be expcctod from catchml.'Ilts of these sizes. Photographs 4.1 to 4.4 
show thc gauges and typical catchments of these two stations. 
Photograph 4. 1 Balfour Q9HOl9 gauging station. 
Ph"tugrll(lh 4.2 Typical clitchment IIrea for gllug~ Balfour Q911019. 
lksig" nood peak dderminatioo in the rural catchment. of{h< Eastern Cape. South llfiica 











Photo~raph 4.3 Kroon"p Q9HU:,U gauging ,tation. 
Photograph 4.4 Typical catchment ,Hca for ~auge Knoon"p Q9H030. 
r ~si.o l\ flQ(id p"ok determinatioo in the rural catchments "fthe E.o. .. em Cape. Sooth Africa 













Station Q9H019 has a catchment area of76km' and a recorded 1100d peak of90.3m'fs. 
Table 4.S lists the relevaot catchment detai ls o r other catchments in this study in this 
si.:e raJl!!e. 
Tabll" 4.5 Flood peBk reeorded in eBlehment Q9H019 and nlher catchments 
s imiJBr in size to it. 
Statio~ ! MalioJl r>.a",. 
e Rloh", • • • Recordod n l>!K1 :vIAR 
N,}I"lHIr , .in (Iuu'} ~~k (Xl'lo) (mm)· · 
Q9H019 Ualfour@GreyKirk 76 >, 51)..1 DO 
K3HOOI Kooiman.@UpperBarlJicriliaal " 1.15 (estimate) 200-500 
K4H003 Iljop @ Wood, ;11e Forest ~t.t"" n '"' 200.500 
K711001 BIoo,l.nms@l»UeriIli Fvrest 
Station " 420 (e'<li,nale) 
2()()..500 
K8HOO2 ,:lan<U @ K,,"~; Ilrand i"orc,( 
Stalion 
:'.' 430 (ostitnale) 
20()"500 
K8HOOI Kru;, @Farm'508 ,. 1 .I i) 200-500 
UHOO2 HOllriom S[II\l it @ Wd~oleg.en " m 50-100 
.. MIdgley DC, Pitman WV & Middleton BJ (1994). MIddleton BJ, Lorentz SA, 
Pitman WV & Midgley DC (1981). 
Relative to these other similar sized catchments, Station Q9HOl9 had a very low peak 
recorded flood peak. It is noted that except for Station L8H002, all of the other 
statiom fda in the Southern Cape coastal belt where the rainfall is signilkantly higher 
than at the inland site o r Q9H019. I.ooking at the estimated Mean Annual Flood peaks 
(MARs) for these stations, Stations Q9HO 19 and 1 ~8H002 both fall in the 50- 100 mm 
range while the other stations fall in the 200-S00mm mnge. Even relative to the 
smaller catclunent of L8IJ002. it can be seen that the very low recorded flood peak for 
Q9HOI9 required !;Orne investigation and discussion. Investigation of the record for 
the nearby rainfall Station Buxton Forestry 78 1S3, given in Figure 4.20 on which the 
flood peak record is plotted. indicated that apart from a slight!} dry period from 1978 
to 19R5, the rainrall during Ihe flood peak record period was simil!!r to the long record. 
The flood peak record echoes this dry period but gave no indication of a ]Xlssible 
reason for the lower than expected flood peak values. FolJov,ing a visit to the site and 
discussions with personnel from the OW AF Cmdock ollice. it Wd, noted that this 
gauge is subject to a very high silt loading. The teclmicians regularly have to dig open 
the gauge pipes aller a high Ilow. This could have a damping effect on the recorded 
peak discharges. A further complication is that this gauge has only been rated once. in 
1972, at the start of the record. OW AF should be encouraged to investigate this station 
so that th i ~ record can be used with confidence in future research. 
[)c,ign flood peak determination in the rural oatehment; "flloc F-'L<!em Cape. Sooth Afrioa 
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Figurc 4.20 Plot of monthly rainfall for rainfall Station 78153 Buxtoo Forc"f~', 
aod aonual floud peak for Station Q9H019 Balfour again"t liml'. Thc flood pcak 
recurd i" "horlcr that the I~pically longcr rainfall rfi':ord. Nutc rainfall data 
mi"sing from 1987 to 1992. 
U",ign flood peok detem1inatiO<l in the rural catchment. oftl .. F.,tem Cape, South Africa 












Stalion Q9H030 i ~ the &!jacent c~t~hment to Q911019. It has a catchment area of 
246km' and a flood peak recorded of 150m'/s. Table 4.6 lists the relevunt ~atchment 
details of other catchments in this study in this size range. 
Table 4.6 Flood peak recorded in catchment Q9H030 and other catchments 
similar in size to it. 
St.tion estck_ot , I{.conl.d f"~~1 
Stat;'In N~ro. MAR (min)" 
Numbt .. si .. (1m.,) p<'.' (In'.",) 
Q9H030 K"~x'''P @Fr;""h(icw .. g<.l '" 150 (estimate) 30·I(XI 
K6Hooi Ke .... boom,@ M 'Kam~ 163 61KI (e'timilte) 100-200 
R2H011 Vel1owwoods@FortMurmy '"' 403 SO-lI~) -
T311()()9 Mooi @Maciear 307 405 2(XI-500 .. , , Midgley DC. P,tman WV & Middleton 3J (19941. r-.1Lddldon RJ. Lorentz SA. 
Pitman WV & Midgley DC (198 I) 
Relative to thc~e other Stations Q9H030 had a very low recorded flood peak. While 
Slation~ R2lIOII and T311009 are both inland catchments, only R2IIOII had a MAR 
in ~ range similar to Stution Q9II030. According to personnel Irom the DWM 
Cmdock office, this is a very good station giving u reliubk record. This station is not 
~ubje~t to the high silt problem experienced at the nearby St~tion Q9HOI9. The 
highe~t recur<ied flood peak fur this station was above the rating table by O,4m. and the 
rating table was e~tE."nded as d ~cussed previuusly. This gauge has only been nded 
once, in 1982, at the start of the record. The nunfall record from the nearby Stution 
1000025 Fountain head is plotted in Figure 4.21, On "hi~h is displ~yed the short flood 
jJ€""Jk record Ii-om Q9Il030. There is some correlation between the rmnfall and flood 
peak records but this comparison gave no indication uf a possible reason for the IU"eT 
than expected flood peak values. 
A possible reason for the recorded low 11000 peak values at these t"o stations 
could be that the rating lable~ of these stations underestimate the di~cbarge. This is 
being investigated by UWAF: Cradock office p~>J1jOUlle1. lbe low recorded !loud peak 
~t these two stations was further evident when the statistj~aJ analyses were compared 
with the detennini~tic methods. Tht: plots for these stations are given us Fib'l.lres 4.22 
and 4.23 below. These stations were therefore cJus.sified as statistically l es~ n:li~ble. 
[)esign flood prok <.lclcnninati",., in I)", rural calchment' 01"1:110 E .. tem Copt, South Afric~ 
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Figure 4.21 1'101 of monthly rainfall for rainfall Station 1000025 t'ountain Head. 
ant.! annuaillood peak for Station Q'l1l030 Kroonap a!!ainst time. The recorded 
flood peak record is shoner that the typically longer rainfall record. 
Design jlood pe"k detomlinali"n in tho ru,.1 catchmcnis "f tt.c Ea>lcrn Cap". S"uth 1\ fri<" 
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Figu rt-4.22 C tI nil':! ri.."" plo' bet" cen t-mpiricnl/dl-tcrministic methods a nti 
~hltiUi c: 11 di~tributitln~ ftlr Stati"" Q9HO 19 Ralfour. 
Des;", fl<xx! pe-aI; dclmTlm:nion in tho ",,"ol cao:clllllem. ofille r..".m Capo. Sooth Africa 
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• The recorded flood peak for Station T5HOO4 was also noticeably lower than what 
would be expected from a catchment of that size. The station has a catchment area of 
545km' and a flood peak recorded of 44lm'/s. Table 4.7 lisl;; the relevant catchment 
details of other catchments in this size range use<.! in this study. 
Tabl" 4.7 Flood p"ak reeflrded in catchment TSH004 and other catchment.~ 
similar in siLl' to it. 
Statioo Catohment Recorded flood MAR 
Slati<m ~am. 
""",btr .;u (km') pe.ok(m'I,) (111m) H -.. - .. ~ 
r5HW4 M,imkulu ':0 FI(~I9<1311 545 ~.j I 2(~1-~~1 
P4HOOI Kowie@ BathurSl 57!. !. 74 20-50 
T31l(~)9 Mooi 0:' Moek .. 3117 '"' 21111-5011 -
T4HOOl Mtamvuna@Gundrift '" l1~O , :'00-500 
" 
, 
Midgley DC, Pitman WV & Middleton A) ( 1994), Middleton BJ, Lorentz SA, 
Pitman WV & Midgle)' DC (198 1). 
Relative to these other Stations, T5H004 had a very low recorded 1100d peak. StatioII'> 
T4HOOI and T3HOO9 arc very similar in location and MAR to Station T5HOO4. 
indicating that a similar proportional r<lle of flood peak could be expected from all 
these stations. The compwison with the detenninistic methods, as disCll~sed in Section 
4.3 also indicated that the recorded !lood peak values were lower than what wo"ld be 
expedcd. This can be seen in Figure 4.24 below. The question arose as to whether the 
recorded 1100d peak was correct or nol, or whether all the detcnninistic methods 
simply over-predicted the 1100d peak for thi~ catdunent. A study of the catchment 
indicated that there were a significant munbcr of small funn dams upstream of the 
gauge. This could have had a marked influence on the flood peak. accounting for the 
reduced !lond peak evident in Figure 4.25 Imm abo"t 1960 onwards. Further there is a 
poor correlation between the rainfall and !lood peak records for this station. The peak 
flood peak records show a noticeable dampened effect from 1960 onwards which is 
consistent with the side-effect of the construction of a nwnber of small dams in the 
catdunent. \-"Illle the rainfull record remains essentially unchanb'lld during the re<:orded 
Hood peak period. Flood peak will only reach the gauging station once all the small 
fann dams are f"l1 , in effect acting like detention pond:; as UM'd in urban stonnwater 
design practises. Tbis could account for the low recorded !lond peak for tlll~ station. 
which otherwbe appears to have a reliable !lood peak record. Depending on the 
number of dams and hence the percentage volume of water detained in these dams this 
decrea<;e may be significant even for medium to large 1100ds_ 1he volwne detained in 
these farm dams was not quantified as part of this investigation. This station has been 
classified as statistically Ie&; reliable. 
D .. i." flood peak MtmninOlioo in tlte ruml en/ehm.IlIs of the Eastern Cape, Srulh Am,'. 
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Figure 4.25 Plot of monthly rainfall for rainfall Station 268199 High Moor, and 
annual flood peak for Station T5H004 l\l:tinkulu against time. 
Dc';gn Ih><i peak dclcrm;nal;or] in lhe rurol cmchrnenl< oj" the F"lcm Cape. Sooth Africa 












• Station P4HOOI has been classified as statistically less rc1iabk bo:cause the statistical 
dis\ribulions gave a poorer lit wilh the recorded data when compared with other 
stations_ The LP3IMM and LNIMM distributions have a fair visual Ilt with the data 
with one high outlier each. but the GEV!PWM distribution had a very poor visual Ilt 
for all Rls. The rainfall record for the nearby rainfall gauge 57048 Grahamstown given 
in Figure 4.26 below highlighted this poor correlation v.ith the flood peak record. 
Three factors may have contributed to this scatter in the data., namely: i) tbe urban area 
of Grahamstown fell v.ithin this catchment, ii) the development of a significant 
number of small furm dams and agriculture on the outskirts of the urban area and iii) 
one larger farm dam in a lower side tributary. The urban areas would have had the 
effect of increasing the flood peak while the fium dams would have reduced the Hood 
peak except during 'Net periods when the dams were already rull. Similar to Station 
T5IIOO4, the farm dmns would have acted like slormwater detention ponds. reducing 
the Hood peak, however in this case with the added complication of the higher flood 
peak contributions rrom the urban areas. As a result of this scatter in results il was 
decided to c\assir y this station as statistically less reliable for comparison purposes. 
• The visual examination of the comparison plot between the statistical distributions and 
the delemlinis(ic methods ror Station R2H012, (the smallest catchment in the study). 
highlighted that all the dctcnninistic methods (except the SCS method) eSlimated 
noticeably higher flood peak than what was recorded, as was the case for Stations 
Q9HOl9 and Q9H030. ["his plot is given as vigore 4.27 below. lbc flood peak record 
had a fair correlation with the rainfall record from nearby Station Pirie forest 79524 as 
seen in Figure 4.28. The question then aroS<l as to whether the recorded flood pe;lk was 
correct or not or whether all the deterministic methods simply over-predicted the 
flood peak for this small sized catchment. The station has only been rated once, in 
1960. Recording at this station was discontinued in 1997. Discussions with UWAF: 
Craddock oflice personnel indicated that this station was not considered a reliable 
station. It was decided to dassiry this station as statistically less reliable for 
comparison purposes. 
Design flood peak de\erminolinn in t .. rural " .. "hmont, oftho F. .. ,tem Cape. South Africa 
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Figure 4.26 Plot of monthly rainfaU for rainfall Station 57048 (;rahamstown, and 
annual flood peak for Station "411001 Kowie 3l:airu.t time. The r econlcd flood 
peak ,...,cord is shorrcr thai the typically longer rainfall record. 
ne:.ign floOO peak dotennination in the rural carchm.nts of!he li",l~rn Cape, South Africa 












Figure 4.27 Comparisou plot betweeu empirical/deterministic melhod" and 
statistical distributious for Station R2UOn Mgqakwebe. 
f),;' ign l!<xxl I"'"k dc lCrTniMlioo in the rural ca/chment' of the E"'km Cope, South An-ie" 
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Figure 4.28 rIot of monthly rainfall for rainfall StatioD 79524 PiFie f" Fest, and 
annual n"od (lcak rOf Station R2H012 Mg'lak"ebe against time. The recorded 
flood peak record is shorter Ihat the typically longcr rainfall record. 
[)e,ign flood peal JetermhlOlioo in tile rural C<llcil m"n" "f lh<o Fa,lem Cope. Sooth Africa 












• Siniion R2HOI I hall t-n cllIssillcd as ~31is:icoIlly less rdiable b.."Caooc II poIlT 
correlalion between the l1I inlilll and 11000 peak recom Sugge.1ed a possible error in Ihe 
flood peak M,:()rds. Til<:' llood ptak recurd y,W! ploooo agrun.\t timo: with rainfilll 
S!Ulioos Mount Cole, 79809 ami King Williamstown 79712, II:; !A'II in figufC' 4.29 
and 4.30. 130th rainfall stations w~ordetl ~ large momhly rainfall in 1970. which was 
nOI rci1ccIOO in the flood peak ro;,:OM ~t 1111. Tho::flood peak record wa~ Tt;:corded with 
.\IOIne months of missing data. The reL·"m WIIS only 29 yenrs long anJ II ne w !;twion 
was reconstructed downstream aftL'T 1985. Visually the flood peak data natill p<)<lrer fit 
"itn tI"" ruinfru.:t reeords after the large flOO<.l iu 1979, poSllibly indicating thut the 
~llllioll was damaged during tnlll flood. When the data from this l\t(ui,1n was 
stalisli~ld ly I!Il3lysed, il "'lIl! found IMt while tho: LPJIMM disltibution hsd II rai r fil 
BnJ lhe GEVIPWM a me.liulll ii i lit higher Ris., at 100 1: 100 year RI, Ihe I .N/MM 
prooicled II value 519% higho:r [Mn the Ll'J /MM value, while at the 1:1000 }'l:'ar RI 
I h i~ had in.;reased 10 779) % hight'f than Ihe Lf'J/ MM vabe. ~ ,·aI ..... 'S seem QIII of 
proportion when <.:Qmpared " jlh other \'S[ irurucs. No o~ reason co·~ td bf; found for 
lhcsc o:-x~ ionally high vllllles. This bi&hligllls the p<J{cntial ~'m)r inlle,.."lt in all 
5ul istical analyses, namely. while lhe distribution appear!! to fil the dOlO 81 1o\\ef RI~, 
til higher Rls the cstimated vlllu.:.~ could he UJJJ"ewistic. 'lhc analysi~ ,'f this lItation 
suggt$ls the LNIMM distribution should he used with care ",nen analysing $ome SA 
(jutu. 
Iks;3n flood ptal d.'t • ...."inool i"" in 1M rlITIIl e:l:ohtr .• "" " f the Eastern C~. SoluIh "'ii.s 
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Figurt' 4.29 Plot of monthly rainfall for ..... infall Station 798091\1ounl Coke, and 
annual flood peak for Station RlUOI I Ydlowwoods against time. The flood peak 
rt'cord is shoner that th~ ~'piClllly longer rainfall record. 
Design fiood peak det.nnin~tion in the rural catchment. ofllle Ea'<lem Cape. South Afric" 
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Figure 4.30 Plot of monthly rainfall for .... inf .. 11 Station 79712 King 
Williamstown, and annual flood peak for Station R2HOll Ycllo .. ·woods againsl 
time. The flooo.l peak record is shorter Ihat Ihe typically longer rainfall record. 
De,ign flood peak cloterminalioo in the rural C!ltdlITlCTIl, of til< Eastern Cape. South Africa 












VislIlllly comparing the statistical plots of the stati sticall y les~ Tel iilb1e ~tations highligbted the 
following trends: 
• As with the statically reliable stations, the LP3IMM distribution gave a good fit with 
recorded data, except for Stations Kl!H002, P4H(X)1, RlHOl2 arxl T5IIOO4. \vhich 
each had one outlio:r at higher Rls. The comparison of !he plots between the patched 
and un-patched data from thll six stations with recorded values above tbe rating of the 
gauge gave variable results. For Sl3!ions K6H(X)1 and ['6HOOI botb the patched and 
un-patched dma had an equ<llly good fit with the recorded d<lta; for K8H002 both hod a 
fair statistical fit with onc high outlier each; while for the remaining stations. the un-
patched data gave a slightly JXXlrer statistical fit 
• As with the statically rdiable stations thll I.N/MYI di8lribution was very similar to the 
LPJIMM distribution at the lower Rls lor all ~··talions. Even at the higher RJs, the 
LNIMM predic(ed similar values to Ul\l L P3/yIM distribution except for K3J[OOI, 
RlHOll and RlHOl2 ",hi<:b predicted si!,,'llificanlly higher values, as discussed above. 
At seven of tbe ~tatiow; the LNIMM di8lribulion was bigher than the LP3IMM. while 
<It the remaining 8tation8 !he LNIMM distribution was lo"",,,r. There was no noticeabk 
dillcren<:e in the degree offil between the patched and un-patched data sets. 
• The trends in the GEVIPWM distribution were also similar to those found in the 
reliable stations. Except for Station P4HOOL which had no fit with the data for all Rls, 
the GEV/PWM distribution titted the recorded flood peaks very well for Rls below the 
1:10 to 1:20 yeUT region. Thereilftcr, ut tbe higber Rls there was a greater degree of 
scalier in the dat3 when compared with the performance of tbe I.P3/MM di8lribution. 
The comparison of the plots between the p3tched and un-p3khed data from the 8ix 
patched stations gave variablc results. Station K6IIOOI had a poor fit with the d<lta lor 
the patched data, while the Illl-patched data bad a marginally better fit; K8HOO2 had a 
f.lir fit witb the data for botb condition~. while the R'IIwining stations had a poorer fit 
for the un-p~tched duta sets. 
In ~umlTI~ry, more than h~lf (II out of 18) of the seie<;ted station8 were classified as 
statistically less reliable for a varidy of reasons \.\hich included: some recorded flood peah 
above the rating oftbe gauge. periods ofmi~sing rating table. potential errors in the recorded 
flood peak recor<.! indicm",d by the statistically de!emlined values 8ignificalltly below the 
estimates or the deterministic methOOs which required further investigation; (which mayor 
may not be the result of numerous small farm <.luns constructed in the catchment and/or gauge 
measurement error) and finally lOr (\.\0 stations, no obvious reasons that could be detemlined. 
Despite being classified as statistically less reliable. and not used in !he final uompariwn witb 
the detcnIlinistic/erupirical methods, these stations were still statistically analysed. For these 
station~ the statistical distribulion8 perlomlCd in il similar mmmer to tbe statistically reliable 
Sl<ltions (the LPJ/MM distribution fitted the flood peak data the best). except witb a greater 
degree of scatter in the results. 
'D<>"Cign""C"",,;;C;pO'Ok-ctetermiuaiiOll in the ruTIlI catchments oft,", Eastern Cape, South Afrit:a 












4.2 Empirical and deterministic methods 
All stations were analysed wi th the empiri<:alI<.k1erministic mcthods as if they were WI-gauged 
catchments. lbe text results and the plot of the results from these metbods are given for ea~h 
station in Appendix C. Due to the large number of graphs for the 18 stations, only four typkal 
graphs are reprodu~ed in this sc~tion for illustration as Figures 4.31 to 4.34. Photographs 4.5 
to 4.8 show two of the gauges and their typi<:al catchment areas. The comparison of these 
V<lrious methods is best observed gnlphi~ally in the figures. The statistical distrihutions were 
also plotted on the graphs of all the stations for illustration. although only the statistically 
reliable stations are wmpared with the LP3/MM statisti~al distribution in the next section. 
• Rational Method: Two variations of the Rational Metbod were analysed using the 
UPFlood programme, namely; - DWAF: HRU rainfall intensity and - Alternative: 
modified Hershficld equation rainfall intensity. These two variations were applied to 
all the ~atchments. ranging in size from 15 to 1512km', i.e. outside the traditionally 
recommended size range ofless than 15km'. 
Generally the Rational··OWAF Method. which has a linear increase with 
increa~ing RI, predicted vaJue~ below the other detenninistic methods, even for \he 
smaller sized catchments. The Rational-Alternative Method, which has a ~urved 
profile when tbe discharge is plotted against the RI, generally predicted higher values 
than the Rational-DW AF Method profile, especially at RTs of I: I 0 or smaller. and at 
tbese lower RIs often predicted the highest value of all tbe detenninistie methods. 
Generally, hut not always (Q9HOI9 & Q9H030) the Rational-Alternative 
Method predicted higher values than the other detenninistic methods for Rls 1 :20 or 
less, while for Rls greater than t :20, the SO}' predicted higher values than either oftbe 
Rational Method variations. The Stations Q9HOl9 and Q9H030, whi~h arc located 
adjacent to each other, were tbe exception to the rule. A possible reason for this is 
discussed during the discussion on the SOF method helow. 
Overall there W'aS no obvious difference in the Rational Method curves for the 
smaller ~atchments (area < IOOkm,) when compared with the larger catchment sizes 
(Area> lOOOkm'). 
• Unil Hydrograph Melhod: Two variations of the UH method were analysed using tbe 
UPFlood programme. namely; - OWAF: HRlJ minfall intensity and - Alternative: 
modified Hershfield equation rainfall intensity. 
J)e,i:,::n 11""d peak detemJinati(H1;TI tll< ",raj catchments oftll< Eastern Cape. S.,ulh AI,;o" 
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Photograph 4.5 KClIrbooms K61100 l gauging Station. 
Photograph 4.6 Typical catchment area for fotaufotc Keurhoom~ Kt ·HOOI. 
De,ign thKl peak determination in tho ,ur .. l catchments of the Eastern Cape. Sooth Africa 












J'hoto!:rapl! 4.7 Dicp K411003 !!all!!in!! Station. 
rl!oto!:rapl! 4.8 Typi.cal catchment arca for gauge Diep K4H003. 
Design flood peak d~ .. mination in the rural caocnmen" "fth.o Ea'lom Cape. South Africa 













The UH method requires the user to defme the Veld Type zone into which the 
catchment falls. In this study, when a catchment fell on I near the border of two Veld 
Type zones, the UH method was analysed for both zones. Typically Station K8HOOI 
Kruis feU on the border of Veld Type zones 1 and 2. Both zone analyses are displayed 
in the station results table and plot given in Appendix C (also given as Figure 3.11). In 
all cases where the catchment fell on the border of or in Veld Type zone 1 (K3H001, 
K4H003, K6H001, K7H001, K8H001, K8H002 & L8H002) the UH method predicted 
significantly low flood peak valves. This would indicate that the Veld Type zone 1 
regional coefficient is too low. Station L6H001 Heuningklip was also on the border 
between two Veld Type zones, (6 and 2). The analysis showed a significant difference 
between the results from these two zones. Using Veld Type zone 6 the UH method 
predicted values in the region of the other deterministic methods, while Veld Type 
zone 2 predicted significantly lower values. This highlights the needs for designers to 
consider both zones when this occurs, and then to take the higher value. 
As with the Rational Method, the UH-DWAF method had a linear profile in 
these log-log plots, while the UH-Alternative method had a curved profile. Generally, 
but not always (Q9HOI9, R2H012 & T5H004), the UH-Alternative method predicted 
the same or slightly higher values than UH-DW AF. 
Very noticeable in these comparisons was the fact that the UH-DW AF had a 
very similar profile to the Rational-DW AF method, and often predicted very similar 
values. This may be due to the fact that both methods used the same rainfall intensity 
predicted by HRU methods. The UH-Alternative and Rational-Alternative methods 
also have similar curved profiles as they too both use the same method to 
determination rainfall intensity (the Hershfield equation). Catchment size did not make 
any obvious difference in trends when using the UH method. 
SCS method: Due to the small catchment size limitation of the graphs, the SCS method 
was only applied to two catchments during this study. Both catchments (K8HOOI -
26km2 and R2HOI2 - 15km2) were above the recommended catchment size of 8km2 
but were analysed using the charts and nomograms prepared by Schulze & Arnold 
(1979) for SA conditions (maximum catchment size 28km2). For both catchments, an 
average antecedent moisture status was assumed. The analysis found that for both 
catchments, when compared with the other deterministic methods, the SCS method 
predicted significantly lower values. See Figures 4.27 and 4.36 
• RMF: The RMF and Kovacs' factors to convert the RMF to the 1 :50, 1: 1 00 and 
1:200 year RI were applied to all catchments. For the graphical comparison the RMF 
was plotted as the 1: 1000 RI flood in the plots in Appendix C. Joining the 1 :50, 1: 1 00 
and 1 :200 year RI points with a smoothed line in these plots indicated the RMF may 
be in the order of 1: 1 000, although this issue was not analysed in any great detail in 
this study. 
Like the UH method, the RMF requires the designer to select a region into 
which the catchment falls. Only two catchments (K8H002 & L6HOOl) fell on the 
boundary of regions in this study. The analyses for both regions are shown in the 
station plots. In both cases the coastal region predicted values about 25% higher than 
Design flood peak determination in the rural catchments of the Eastern Cape, South Africa 












the regions further inland. This highlights the needs for designers to analyse both 
regions when this occurs. 
As the RMF is an empirically established upper limit of flood peaks that can 
reasonably be expected at a given site, it was expected that the derived 1 :50 to 1 :200 
year RIs flood peaks should predict significantly higher values than the other 
deterministic methods. In the 1 :50 to 1 :200 year RI range, this was generally so, but 
there were exceptions (R2H012 - where the SDF was higher, T4HOOl & T5H004-
where the SFD had (almost) the same value). In the larger catchments, 
(area> 1000km2) the RMF predicted values significantly above that predicted by the 
other deterministic methods, as expected. This was less noticeable in the smaller sized 
catchments. 
• SDF: The most noticeable trend obvious in all cases was the extremely low flood 
peaks predicted for the 1:2 and to a lesser extent, the 1:5 year RIs. Generally the SDF 
method 1:2 year RI value was the lowest value of all the deterministic methods, 
whereas for RIs greater than 1: 1 0 years the SDF generally predicted the highest value. 
It would appear that in the final calibration of this new method, the calibrated 1:2 year 
RI values have been set too low. In the range ofRIs above 1:20 years, the SDF method 
generally but not always (Q9H030 & Q9H019) predicting the highest flood peak when 
compared with the other deterministic methods. Stations Q9H019 and Q9H030, which 
are located adjacent to each other, were the exception to the rule. A possible reason for 
this could be that the position of the drainage basin boundary is incorrect, giving rise 
to lower than anticipated values. 
Like the UH and RMF methods the SDF requires the designer to select a 
drainage basin into which the catchment falls. No catchments in this investigation fell 
on the boundary of the SDF drainage basins. However, the variation in predicted flood 
peaks in the other methods as a result of catchments falling on the border of the 
different regions or zones should not be forgotten when analysing catchments with the 
SDF method. The SDF uses Kovacs' RMF for predicted the SDF Regional Maximum 
Flood, (although the boundaries of the SDF drainage basins are not the same as 
Kovacs' RMF regions). This means that at times the representative station for the SDF 
drainage basin may fan in another Kovacs' RMF region. The result is that the 
predicted SDF-RMF may be above or below that predicted by Kovacs method. This 
occurred at Stations: K3H001, K4H003, K6HOOI. L6H001, T3H009, T4HOOl and 
T5H004. 
In the range 1 :50 to 1 :200 year RI for catchments smaller than 1000km2 the 
SDF method tended to estimate values the same or slightly lower (except R2HO 12 -
where the SDF is higher) than that estimated by the RMF. while in the larger 
catchments (area> 1000km2) the SDF estimates values significantly below those 
estimated by the RMF method. Alternatively, the converted RMF under-estimates 
values for the smaller sized catchments. 
Overall, except for the low values at the 1:2 year RI range for all stations, the 
SDF estimated higher values for all stations and could be considered as predicting 
conservative values when compared with the other deterministic methods. 
Design flood peak determination in the rural catchments of the Eastern Cape, South Africa 












The deterministic/empirical methods were then compared with each other in the 1: 1 0 to 1 :200 
year RI range, using the SDF method as the comparison basis. The Rational-DW AF Method 
estimated values lower than the SDF method, in the range 18-93%, although the values feU 
predominantly in the 30-40% range. The Rational-Alternative method was very similar, 
estimating values in the range 30-90%, with the values predominantly falling in the 40-60% 
range. The UH-DW AF method estimated even lower values, in the range 10-73%, with the 
values falling predominately in the 30-40% range. The UH-Alternative was more variable, 
ranging from 7-118%, and falling predominantly in the 30-70% range. In the two small 
catchments, the SCS method estimated values in the range 17-24%. The RMF on the other 
hand estimated values predominantly above the SDF method, in the range 100-200%, 
although it varied in the range 77-343%. 
In summary; for the RI range 1: 1 0 to 1: 100 years, the Rational - DW AF method 
estimated values below the other deterministic methods, while the Rational - Alternative 
variation estimated values higher than the DW AF variation, but generally still lower than the 
other deterministic methods. For RIs less than 1:10 years the Rational- Alternative method 
generally estimated the highest value of all the deterministic methods. Catchment size did not 
affect the performance of this method, contrary to expectations. This study highlighted the 
potentially significant error that could occur when the incorrect veld zone number was 
selected in the UH method, or if the veld zone boundaries were initially incorrectly drawn. 
The UH method had a similar profile to the Rational method, (for both variations) as a result 
of both methods using the same rainfall intensity method. Catchment size did not affect the 
performance of the UH method. In both catchments that were analysed using the SCS method, 
the method estimated significantly lower values than the other deterministic methods. In the 
range 1 :50 to 1 :200 year RI, generally the RMF method estimated the highest values. The 
SDF method has been calibrated too low in the 1:2 year RI region. For RIs above 1: 1 0 years, 
the SDF predicted higher values than the other deterministic methods for all stations and 
could be considered as predicting conservative values when compared with other 
deterministic methods. 
4.3 Comparison of statistical and empirical/deterministic 
methods 
While all of the stations in the preceding section were compared using empirical/deterministic 
methods, as previously discussed only the seven statistically reliable Stations (K4H003, 
K8H001, L2H003, L8H002, Q8H008, T3H009, T4H001) are considered for determining 
trends in this final comparison between the statistical and empirical/deterministic methods. In 
Section 4.1, it was found that overall the LP31MM distribution fitted the data the best. As a 
result, only the LP31MM distribution was compared with the empirical/deterministic methods 
in the discussion below, although all the statistical distributions were plotted on the individual 
station plots for illustration. Figures 4.35 to 4.41 illustrate the comparison between all the 
statistical distributions and the empirical/deterministic methods for these seven stations. 
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Figure 4.38 Typical comparison plot between empirical/deterministic melhods 
and statistic,ll distributions for Station L8IJ002 lIaarlcm Spruit. 
De,ign flood peok d<rerminOlion in 111< runll catchment, of the Eastern Cope. South Afi"ka 
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Figure 4.39 TYl'ical comparison plot between e mpirieal /d etc rmini~lie methods 
and statislicaJ distributions for Station Q8HOOH LiUle Fi~h. 
Uesign flood peak determination in tbe rural catohTTK-'1l1>; oftlle Fastern Cape. South Afiica 
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It should however be home in mind, in Section 4.1.2 it was fOlllld that the trends idl'lltified 
from the statistical analyses of the statistically less reliable stations were vcry similar to those 
of the statistically reliable stations (the LP31MM dbiribution fitted the flood peak data the 
best), except with a greater dcgree of scal\er in th", TI.'Sults. To reduce the amount of scatter 
(noise) in this final analysis these statistically less reliable stations have not included in this 
fUlal comparison. Similar trends were found from these stations. except for tk anomalies 
already discussed (Q9HO 19. Q9H030, T5HOO4 and R2HOI2). 
No clear trends were visible in figure 4.42 when the ratio of dcterministic method I 
LP3/MM (as a %) was pJoUed against the RI for all the deterministic methods. On the 
contnlry. results are very scal\ered. Howev~r, whl'll the station:> were plotted separately in 
Figures 4.43 to 4.45 for the small (area -:: lOOkm' ), medium (IOOkm' -:: area -:: lOOOkm') and 
large (area > 1 OOOkm' ) S)Zl'<.i catchmt:11ts respectively, trends can more easily be identified. 
Figure 4.43 revealed the following: 
• Small sized catchments (K4HOO3, K8HOOl & L8HOO2): Three stations fell into this 
category, ranging in size from 26km' to 72km'. Contrary to expectations, both 
variations of the Rational Method. did not pI:donn partiL"lllarly well for these smaller 
sized catchments, l'Xcept possibly at the 1:2 and 1;5 R! rang~. The Alternative 
variation predicted more conservative values and was Icss variable than the DW AF 
variation in the 1:10 to I: 100 year RI range. At its worst, the Rational - DW A F 
predicted only about 20% of the LP3/MM value. This is a matter for concern. as many 
desi!,,'11ers in practice only nsc this Rational-DW AF deterministic method to estimate 
flood peaks. Catchmcnt size did not playa role in these smaller sized catchments. 
The UH method performed ewn poorer than t~ Rational Method. At its worst, 
the UH method, (both variations) predicted only approximately 100/0 of the i ,P3/MM 
value. Th", remaining two stations compared bener with the LP31MM distrihution. 
especially at the lowcr RIs, but overall they still llilder-predicted flood peak values. 
Catchment size did not playa role in these smaller sized catchments. The SCS method 
significantly underestimated the !lood peak, especially at the lower Rfs. At its worst, 
this method pn.'<.iicted only approximately 100/0 of the i.P3/MM value. 
n.,i~n flood peak dctmnimdi,," iTI tbe rurat calchm.nt. "f(he Easkm Cape. Souto Africa 
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FigLlre .J.42 Ratio of tm piricallde1L-rminiSfic melhmh anti LPJ/M~ I ~flltistical 
d~lribLLlion (Js -.4) .gainst RI for u 111 h..- 8111Ii5Ii ... I1)· rt>li.bJt stalion." 
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For two stations. the RMF method predk'tcd values above the LP3fMM distribution as 
expected (K8HOOI: 158-225'Yo & LRHOO2: 135- 129"10), while the remaining Station 
K4JJ003 predicted lower val lies. A study of the comparison plot for K4IIOO3 as given 
in Figure 4.35 revealed the RI of the RMF for this slati<.>l1. to be in the order of 1:200 
years. A further shldy of the other stations in this region (KJHOO1, K6HOOL K7HOOI 
& K8IIOO2) although classified as statistically less reliable, revealed a similar trend. 
At three ofth::se other stations (using the patched data as a better repr.osenlation of the 
record as recommended by AleX!!llder (2001». K6HOOI, K7I1001 & KRH001, the 
LPJ/.MM distribution "'";IS either higher or similar to the RMF eurvc. At the fourth 
Station KJHOOL the RMF was significantly higher than the LP3/MM distriblltion. 
This anomaly requires further investigation. All these additional stations fcll in the 
waditionally small catchment cIassif1eatiorr. as the larb>est catchment size was 
K6H{)(1l: I 65km'. SANRJ\L (2006) and Alexander (1990) have concluded that the 
RMF is reliablc in mcdirnn and large sized catchments. The reSlilts of this study 
suggest the RMF is not reliable in small sized catchments (transitional mne)_ Previous 
discnssions highlighted the fact that the SDF was calibrated too low in the 1:2 and 1:5 
year RJ range. giving rise to very low values in this range. At the other end of the 
scale. the SDF-RMF was calibrated on Kovacs' RMF method. and therefore 
performed th:: same or similar to tlr RMF. Tbe discussion of the comparison between 
the SOP and the LP3IMM distribution is therefore <:<.>I1.cenlrated in th:: RI range 1: 10 to 
I :1{)() year. In this range. the SOP was the most conservative and consistent of al l the 
deterministic methods, estimating flood peak valllCs above or below the I.PJfMM 
distributi(1[] (77-180"10). The calibration of this method at the 1:100 year RJ was 
evident. Cat<:hment size did not playa role in th.lse smaller si~ed catchments. 
• Medium sized catchments (T3HOO9 & T4HOOI) Figure 4.44: Two stations fell into 
this category. sized 307km' and 715km' respectfully_ Roth variations of the Rational 
Meth(1li significantly lmder-estimated nood peaks, except for Station T4lIOOI where 
the Alternative variation estimated higher values at lower Rls. At its worst, the 
Rational - DWAI' predi<.1:cd only about 10"10 of the LPJIMM value. while the 
Alternative variation was marginal ly beuer at 40%. Again. overall the Alternative 
variation estimated higher values than the [)W Ai-' variation. Size possihly played a 
role. with the smaller sized catchments estimating the lower % values. 
Both variations of the UH method. fared marb';nally better than the Rational 
Me!h(1li in these catchments but were more variable. At its worst. the UII-DW AF 
predicted only 35% of the LP3/MM value. which was the same as the AI!emative 
variation. In the range above 1:10 year RJ, the Alternative variation again estimated 
slightly higher values than the DW AF variation~ alth(lllgh still lower than the LP3/MM 
value. At the 1:1 year RJ the results were variable, with the Alternative variation 
estimating values higber than the LP3n.1M value at one of the two stations. Size may 
have played a small role. with the smaller si:red catchment gener.uly estimating the 
lower val lIeS. 
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Figure 4.44 Ratio of empiriealltlctcrmill istic methods alld LP J!:VIM ,tali,tiul 
t1istributiOll (a~ %) agaillst RT for all the medium sizfd, stathlicall.y reliablf 
stations. 
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• At one of the stations, the RMF method estimated values significantly above the 
LP3IMM distribution values (up to 313%), as cXJ>Ccu:d. Station T411001 (715km,,) was 
an obvious anomaly. For this stalion. the RioI' the RMF was about 1 :300 years while 
at the I :1000 year RI, the RMF was only 840/. of the LP3IMM value. This anomaly 
n:quires r urtber investigation. as it did not fom} part of Ihis investigation. 
• In the RI range 1:] 0 to I :200 year, the SDP was the most conservative and reliable of 
all the detenninistic methods, estimating flood peak values above or below the 
LP3/MM distribution (75-200"10). The calibration of this method at the I: 100 to 1 :200 
year RI was evident. At the M1F level, it V{lIS noted that at both stations tbe SDF-
RMF was different (one larger, one smaller) than Kovacs' RMF estimate. 'Ihis 
resulted from the SDF draiullb'l' basin boundaries being different from the RMF region 
boundaries. Catclnnl-'Ilt size did not playa role in these medium sized catchments. 
• Large sized catchments (L211003 & Q811008) Figure 4.45: Only two stations fell into 
this category, sized 1145km' and 1512km' respectively. Overall the Rational-DW AF 
method did not perfonn particularly well for these large sized catchmenL~ when 
compared ",ith the LP3/MM distribution. At its worst, the Rational- DWAF predicted. 
only about 31% of the LP3/MM value. Thc Alternative variation predicted. more 
conservative values in the 1:10 to 1:100 year RI range (44-142"10). Like the DWAF 
variation. overall the Alternative variation perfonns equally poorly over the range of 
catchment sizes in this study. 
The illl method performed about the same as the Rational Method, exe~ptthat 
it was IIlOrc variable. At the "'"OTst station, L211003, the UH-DW AF variation 
estimated only 24% of the LP3/MM value. "Jbe UH-Alternative variation tared 
marginally better. At its worst, the UH-Alternative variation estimated only 430/. of 
the LP3/MM value. The results from Station Q8H008 were more encounlging. \Vhile 
the DW AF variation still under-predicted the flood peak, the Alternative variation 
estimated valoes higher than the LP3fMM distribution. Catcbment si7.e may have 
played a role in these larger sized catchments, as Station Q8HOO8 was the larger of the 
two. Like the Rational Method. at the lo,",,,,r RIs. the UH method estimated bigher 
values. 
For both these station.~ the converted. RMF estimated significantly higher flood 
peaks, as expected. confinning the conclusions of SANRAL (2006) and Alexander 
(1990). 
Once again the SDF mcthod 'was the most rdiable of aU the deterministic 
methods, estimating flood peak value~ ju~t above or below the LP3/MM distribution 
(70-158%). In contrast to the UII method, Station Q8H008 estimated smalier values 
than I2H003. Th", calibration ofthc SDF method at the 1:2 and 1:100 year RIs wa~ 
not obvioll.~ in these stations. 
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Figure 4.45 Ratio of empiricaUdetermini~tic methods and LP3/MM statistical 
distribution (as %) against RI for all the large sized, statistically reliable stations. 
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In sllrnrnary. in the final comparison between the LP)IMM distribution of the statistically 
reliable stations and all the empiriculldetennini51ie method5, thi~ ~rudy ha~ shown tha\ in 
general the empiricalldetenninistic method5 under·predict flood peaks when compared ",<jth 
the statistical analyses of gauged catchments. In the 1:2 and 1:5 year R[ range. for all ~i/ed 
catchments, the Rational Method-Alternative variatiou ~stimated higher value~ than the other 
detenrunistic methods and wus generally. but not always. high~r than the LPJIMM 
distribution. At higher Rls, like the D\VAF variation. it too 5ignificant[y under-estimated the 
flood peak, (as low as 20% of the LP3/MM vallJe). The degree of und~r·estimation was not 
affected by the siye of the catchment. The ill I method perfonned in a very similar manner to 
the Rational method, except with a greater variation. Generally. for all sized catchments the 
UH method significantly under-e~timated the flood peak. (us low as 10% of the LP)/MM 
value). The degree of under-estimation was affected by the size of the catchment, where the 
catchments sized > 1 OOOkm' gave a better correlation with the LP3/MM distribution. Lik~ the 
Ra\ional Method, at the lower RJs. the UH method estimated relatively higher ValllC~. When 
the modified Hen,hlield equation was IJsed to detennille rainfwl intensity instead of the well 
kn(l\\ll HRU DDF ClJrves, both the Rational and UH methods estimated high~r flood peak 
values. The SCS method significantly underestimated the peak flood peak. especially at the 
lower RJs, (as low as 10% of the LP3/MM value). [n the I: 10 \0 1 :200 year Rl range. the SDF 
wa~ the most eonsist~nt of all the detcnninistic method~, and estimated flood peak values just 
above or below the LP3/MM distribution. Coutrary to views expressed in the literature, thi s 
method wa~ not generally overly con'll;lrvativ~ when compared with the results of sta\is\ical 
analyses of annual flood peaks. This method urgently needs to be recalibr .. ted in the 1:2 and 
1:5 year Rl range to estimate values at least a high a~ the s(a[istical analysis. The RMf 
generally appeared to have a Rl about IO[)() y~ars, although it wa~ a~ Iowa 1 :200 years at 
some stations. In the smaller sized catchments, the RMF did not always estimate values aoove 
the LP3 distribution, while for catchments sized aoove lOOOkm', the RMF IN.Jal1y estimated 
values aoove the LP) distributioo. TillS anomaly requires further investib'3tion. 
4.4 2006 Floods 
Th~ severe rainfall and flooding experienced during July / August 2006 in the coastal regions 
of SA from Mossel Bay to Port Elizabeth was reflected in the rainfall and flood peak records 
of six of the selected stations. As the flood peak records in this study were analysed until the 
end of the 200412005 hydrological year, thi5 flood event provid~d an independent opporlunily 
to test the range ofRJs that the statistical and del.erministic methods would have predicted for 
this flood. 
The approximate Rl of the 20(}6 recorded flood peak was estimated using the 
LI'3/MM distribution. Rational. illl and the SDF methods as reflected in Table 4.R. Th~ R[s 
from the different detenuinistic methods W\.-'Te then compared with the LPJ distribution Rl for 
the variOIJS stations as shov.TI in Figure 4.46. 
As the raintill1 event was widespread and these station, are located in a relatively 
similar area and recorded the same flood producing event, a ~imilar statistically derived RI tllr 
the different statiOn> may have been expected. However, the statistically derived Rl of this 
2006 flood varied between a 1:6 and I :45 years, highlighted the variability of rainJall and 
flood peak with location. "Jbe two stations clas5ified as statistically reliable, K4II003 and 
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K811001. recorded RJs of 1:15 and 1:6 respertive1}, indicating that the floods In these 
~atchments were not rare events. 
Table 4,8 ApprOJlimate RI of the 2006 flood peak 3., estimated using the LP3/1\1l\f 
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There was a large variation between the RIs predicted by the LP3/MM distribution and the 
different deterministic methods. figure 4.46 illustrates the signHicant scatleT in results. The 
SDF g<lve the most consistent results of the deterministic methods. with the e~;tima(ed Rl 
varying between 1:7 and 1:30 }ears for these stations. All these catchments fell in the SDF 
drainage basin No. 20 and catchment size did not affect the results. The UR method 
performed the poorest and the Rational Method only marginally klter_ The significant under-
t'stim;!tion oflhe UH method in gent'ral, was highlighted in this comparison of the 2006 flood 
event. 
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Photograph 4.9 Gauging Station lJIonkrans K7HUUI during low now conditions. 
Photograph 4.10 Gauging Station B10ukraus K7110Ul flood peak during the 2006 
floods. (Photo b~' J.J.C Smit) 
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Photograph 4.11 Flood debris in !)jep River downslr~arn of gauge K41J00J after 
the 24106 noods. 
Photograph 4.12 Flood debris in Touws River downstream of gauge K3H005 
after the 2006 Iloods. This gauge which lit'S hetw~cn gaug~'S K3HOOI and K4HOU3 
was not selected for this study hceause of poor recorded data. 
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Figure 4.46 Comparison of LP3fl\1J\.1 shltist;ea' distribution and dt"termmistie 
methods for statiolls recording tbt" 2006 flood. 
4.5 Summar} 
The overall result of this study is that the SDF method proved to bt: the most consistently 
perfonning deterministic method for all sized catchmenL~ in the Rls above 1: I 0 years. when 
compared v.ith the statistical analyses of recorded annual peak flood peW;:. In th<: range of Rls 
bt:low \:\0 yew.;. th~ Rational Method using the modified Hershfield equatioo 10 detm-nine 
rainl!t11 int~nsily , proved to be the mosl consisknU} performing determlnistic method for all 
sized catchments. The RMF generally appeared to have a Rl aboul 1000 years. although it 
was as low as 1:200 y~ars at limes. In the smaller sized catchments. the RMF did not always 
<-slimate values above the LP] distribution, while for catchments sized above J(X)Okm', the 
metbod performed as expected. The SCS, UH and Rational Method-DWAF variation under-
predicted flood peaks significantly. 
Statistically the 2006 flood had a Rl varying between 1:6 and 1:45 years for the six 
stations thai recorili."<.! this 1l00d event, highlighting the variability of rainfull and flood pe;lk 
with location. "Jbe two stations classified a.~ statistically reliable. K4HOO3 and K81l00L 
recorded statistical RIs of 1 :15 and 1:6 respectively. indicating that the flood in these 
catchments was not a T""dTe event. The SDF gave the most consistent results of the 
deterministic methods. with the Rl 1:7 and 1 :.10 years respective!} for both these stations. The 
Ull method (both variations) performed the poorest and the Rational M<.>thod marginally 
i:><.>tter. with the UH method estimating the RI > J 00 years at fOUT out oflhe six statioos. 
The sUIJlllUlJ)" of the lindings and the conclusions arising from this study are presel1led 
in the next Chapter. 
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This chapter comprises a summary of the findings and the conclusions arising from this study_ 
5.1 Statistical methods 
Worldwide, statistical methods are commonly used in analyses of hydrological data sets. The 
choice of statistical distribution used in the analysis can significantly influence the estimated 
flood peak, especially at higher RIs. It should always be borne in mind that statistical 
distributions are mathematically defined equations, where the assumption is that the data are 
similarly distributed. Nearly 30 years ago, Adamson (1978) recommended the LNIMM and 
the LP31MM distribution as best describing SA hydrological data sets. The earlier widely 
recommended LNIMM distribution has been replaced by other distributions, such as the 
GEV IPWM or the GLILM distributions recommended in the UK while in the USA the 
W AKlPWM distribution was recently introduced. Alexander (2001) stated that the GLILM 
and W AKlPWM distributions were not suitable for South African condition. This has been 
partly verified by the authors of UPFLOOD User's Manual (2005), who determined that the 
five parameter W AKlPWM distribution was a disappointment and did not fit "awkward" SA 
data sets. Instead Alexander (2002) recommended designers to replace all statistical analyses 
with the single statistically calibrated SDF method but should a statistical analysis be 
undertaken, then the robust LP31MM distribution remained the preferred statistical analysis 
method for SA. Researchers have now recommended that regional statistical analyses be 
performed instead of single site analyses. 
DW AF maintain more than 2000 river flow gauges throughout SA. Out of the 
approximately 125 stations that DW AF maintain in the Eastern Cape in tertiary catchments K 
to T, only 18 stations were initially selected as suitable for this study. The reasons for not 
selecting stations included short records at newly constructed gauges, the construction of large 
dams upstream, measurement error at gauges leading to poor data with periods of missing 
record, catchment size too small (area < 15km2), missing rating table and at a number of the 
stations, and recorded peaks above the rating of the gauge. During the course of this study, of 
the 18 initially selected stations, a further 11 were later classified as less reliable for reasons 
such as: the larger recorded peaks above the rating of the gauge although the water level was 
recorded, missing rating tables, recorded data lower than expected for the catchment size for 
no apparent reason, the possible impact of numerous small dams upstream of the gauge and 
finally a large scatter in the data for no apparent reason. The reliable recording of this data is 
of national importance in a country such as SA, which is regularly subject to both droughts 
and floods. It is vitally important that DW AF be allocated sufficient resources to physically 
maintain these river gauges and to patch missing data using appropriate methods, where 
possible. Lost data can never be replaced. 
In evaluating a statistical analysis, note should also be taken of whether the runoff 
record is in a wet or dry period of the rainfall record. This is especially important in short 
records. A study of the longer rainfall records could assist in assessing this bias as well as 
identifying potential catchment changes with time and errors in gauge readings. While there is 
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not a direct relationship between the rainfall event and recorded flood peak, due to the many 
factors affecting runoff, trends in the data can be identified. The controversy surrounding the 
effects of global wanning on rainfall adds to the uncertainty inherent in all statistical analyses. 
In the comparison of the statistical distributions for all stations, the LP31MM 
distribution performed the best, generally fitting the recorded data well. The GEV IPWM 
distribution fitted the recorded data at the lower RIs (1: 10 and smaller) while at the higher 
RIs the recorded data were more scattered. The EVIIMM distribution performed poorly for 
all stations. The LNIMM distribution was similar to the LP31MM distribution at RIs about 
1 : 1 0 or less in that it fitted the plotted data well. At RIs above this, the LNIMM distribution 
was more variable than the LP31MM distribution. Contrary to the findings of 
Adamson (1978), in most cases the LNIMM distribution estimated values larger than the 
LP31MM distribution, (significantly above at some stations), while at other stations it 
predicted values either below or the same as the LP3IMM distribution. Neither the catchment 
size, nor the location seemed to influence the trends in these statistical distributions. There 
was no noticeable difference in the performance of the LP31MM distribution with variation in 
record length, while the GEVIPWM distribution had a noticeable increase in poorer fit at 
higher RIs for the stations with shorter record length. 
The conclusion of this statistical study is that the LP31MM distribution performed the 
best while the other distributions did not fit the data as wen. This confirms the findings of 
Alexander (2002). 
5.2 Empirical I deterministic methods 
The Rational Method is one of the most commonly used flood peak deterministic methods for 
small sized catchments (area < 15km2), used throughout the world and in particular in SA. 
The UH method is also commonly used worldwide for larger sized catchments (area> 15km2) 
and is the basis for many computer programmes used in the USA. In SA, both the commonly 
used Rational and UH methods use the DDF curves proposed by the HRU in the 1970s (now 
outdated) to determine the rainfall intensity and hence the flood peak from the catchment. 
Alexander has recently proposed an alternative method for determining this rainfall intensity, 
(the modified Hershfield equation, utilizing the 2-year RI daily rainfall from Adamson (1981), 
(also now outdated» which can be used with either the Rational or UH methods. This modified 
Hershfield equation could be re-calibrated on the recent rainfall analyses of Smithers & Schultz 
(2003) which could also be used as the basis for updating the HRU DDF curves. The 
performance of this modified Hershfield equation has not been evaluated in the literature. The 
SCS method is extensively used in very small sized catchments (area < 8km2) in the USA, but 
is less commonly used in SA. The RMF gives reliable empirically derived envelopes of floods 
that could be expected at medium to large sized catchments in Southern Africa. The newly 
proposed SDF method is based on the Rational Method calibrated to SA conditions at the 1:2 
and 1: 1 00 year R1, and can be used in any sized catchment in SA. This method uses the 
modified Hershfield equation, utilizing the 2-year RI daily rainfall from Adamson (1981) to 
determine the rainfall intensity. The overall performance of this new method has not been 
evaluated in the literature, although some authors have expressed concern about its subjective 
calibration. 
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All of the empirical/deterministic methods currently in use are subjective and subject 
to uncertainty to some extent. In the literature, the Rational Method is usually considered the 
most sUbjective deterministic method, leading some researchers to labelling it an approximate 
method only. However, the level of uncertainty in the other deterministic methods is equally 
high. In the literature, the determination of the runoff coefficient is usually considered to be 
the most subjective or uncertain component of the Rational Method. This study has illustrated 
that the determination of the rainfall intensity is also uncertain. Firstly, there are many 
different formulas for determining the Time of Concentration T c, and the flood peak could be 
seriously under-estimated if the design engineer uses the T c equations recommended by 
SANRAL (2006). Secondly, both the HRU DDF curves and the recently proposed modified 
Hershfield equation are based on the statistical analysis of rainfall records that are more than 20 
years out of date. The recent rainfall analyses of Smithers & Schultz (2003) could be used as the 
basis of updating the rainfall intensity calculations used in both methods. Each of these three key 
aspects contributes uncertainty to the determination of the flood peak. The determination of the 
flood peak using the UH method is equally uncertain. The regional coefficients and the zone 
boundaries derived for each region have not been updated with time and the storm rainfall 
intensity is subject to a similar degree of uncertainty as with the Rational Method, as it uses 
the same relationships. 
The SCS method claims to be less subjective than the Rational Method because it 
takes into account many more factors that affect runoff. In reality the Curve Number could be 
classified as a more complexly derived runoff coefficient. In SA the SCS method is generally 
solved using charts and nomograms, which are subject to user measurement error and have 
not been updated with time. The recently proposed SDF method is basically a statistical 
calibration of the Rational Method for SA conditions. It is subject to errors in the various 
regional coefficients, the positions of zone boundaries derived for each region and the 
uncertainty of using the outdated rainfall analyses of Adamson (1981). The empirical RMF 
method has not been updated since 1988, even although Kovacs conceded that this method 
and the positions of the regional boundaries would need a higher degree of revision than other 
methods. The design engineer in the workplace is cautioned to determine all aspects of these 
methods with equal due care, to reduce this degree of uncertainty. Researchers in this field are 
needed to update aspects of these methods, such as the determination of rainfall intensity on 
recent data, recalibration of regional coefficients and the confirmation of the positions of 
these regional boundaries. 
In this study, all of the selected stations were analysed using the 
empirical/deterministic methods as if they were un-gauged stations. It was found that the 
Rational Method-DW AF variation generally estimated values below the other deterministic 
methods. The Rational Method-Alternative variation estimated higher values than the DW AF 
variation. In the 1:2 and 1 :5year RI range it was generally the most conservative deterministic 
method, while in the 1: 10 to 1: 100 year RI range this method estimated values similar to the 
other deterministic methods. Contrary to expectations, catchment size did not affect the 
performance of either of these Rational Method variations. The UH method performed 
similarly to the Rational Method, where the UH-Altemative variation estimated higher values 
than the UH-DW AF variation. The UH method had a similar profile to the Rational method, 
(for both variations), because both of these methods use the same method to determine the 
rainfall intensity. Catchment size did not affect the performance of either of the UH method 
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variations. In both the catchments that were analysed using the SCS method, this method 
estimated significantly lower values than the other deterministic methods. The SDF method 
has been calibrated too low in the 1:2 year RI region giving rise to lower than expected values 
at these RIs. At all stations, for RIs above 1: 10 years, the SDF predicted the highest values of 
the deterministic methods and could be considered as predicting conservative values when 
compared with the other deterministic methods. The empirical RMF method generally 
estimated values above the other deterministic methods, as expected. 
The conclusion of the comparison of deterministic methods was that the SDF method 
had been calibrated too low in the 1:2 year RI region giving rise to lower than expected values 
in this range. In the range of RIs 1:2 and 1:5 years, the Rational Method-Alternative was the 
most conservative method. The SDF method was however the most conservative deterministic 
method in RIs above 1: 1 0 years. In the 1: 1 0 to 1 :200 year RI range, the other deterministic 
methods generally estimated values sometimes as low as 10%, but generally 30-60% below the 
SDF method. The empirical RMF method and the derived 1 :50 to 1 :200 year RI conversions 
were generally more conservative than the deterministic methods, generally estimating values 
100 to 200% higher than that estimated by the SDF method. 
5.3 Comparison of statistical and empirical/deterministic 
methods 
In the final comparison between the LP3IMM distribution and the empirical and deterministic 
methods, this study has shown that in general the deterministic methods severely under-
predict flood peaks when compared with the statistical analysis of gauged catchments, (at 
times as low as 10 % of the LP3IMM value). If Alexander (2002) is correct in his statement 
"Severe floods are caused by widespread rainfall events and that all statistical analysis 
methods severely underestimate the frequency of occurrence, especially for floods of R1 
greater than 50 years. ", then for the protection of the general public, designers should look to 
follow the structural design codes by working in a design factor of safety or using higher RIs 
in their designs when using deterministic flood peak methods. 
In the 1: 10 to 1 :200 year RI range, the SDF was found to be the most consistent of all 
the deterministic methods, estimating flood peak values similar to the LP3 distribution. 
Contrary to views expressed in the literature, this method was generally found to be not 
overly conservative when compared with the statistical analyses of recorded annual flood 
peaks, although compared with the other deterministic methods, it could be classified as 
conservative. This investigation highlighted the need to urgently recalibrate this method in the 
1:2 and 1:5 year RI range to estimate values at least as high as that estimated by the statistical 
analyses. Despite the strong warning from Alexander (2002) that the SDF method should not 
be directly compared with recorded flood peak from a specific site as it is a regional method, 
and that the method should not be compared with any other deterministic or statistical 
analysis for the same reason, the method has performed the most reliably in this study. 
In the 1:2 and 1:5 year RI range, for all sized catchments, the Rational Method-
Alternative variation estimated higher values than the other deterministic methods and was 
generally but not always higher than the LP3IMM distribution. When the modified Hershfield 
equation was used to determine rainfall intensity instead of the well known HRU DDF curves, 
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higher flood peak values were estimated by both the Rational and UH methods, although for the 
higher RIs both variations of both methods still seriously under-estimated flood peaks when 
compared with the LP31MM statistical analysis. The SCS method significantly underestimated 
the flood peaks, especially at lower RIs. 
Generally, the RMF appeared to have a RI about 1:1000 years, although it was as low 
as 1 :200 years at some stations. In the smaller sized catchments, Kovac's RMF converted to 
1 :50, 1: 1 00 and 1 :200 RI flood peaks did not always estimate values above the LP3 
distribution, while for catchments sized above 1000km2, the method was reliable. This 
investigation highlights the need for the RMF to be updated and possibly recalibrated in some 
regions and/or sized catchments. 
The conclusion of this section of the study is that the SDF method perfonned the best 
when compared with the LP3IMM distribution in the 1: 1 0 to 1 :200 year RI range. Similarly, 
in the 1:2 and 1:5 year RI range, for all sized catchments, the Rational Method-Alternative 
variation perfonned the best. 
5.4 2006 Floods 
Statistically the 2006 flood in the Southern Cape region was not a rare event although it 
caused severe strain on the regional infrastructure and resulted in loss of life. The statistically 
derived RI, (based on the statistically reliable stations), varied from 1:6 to 1: 15 years. When 
based on all of the selected stations in the region, the variation in the statistically derived RI 
(1:6 to 1 :45 years), highlighted the variability of rainfall and runoff with location. The SDF 
gave the most consistent results of the detenninistic methods (estimated RI varying between 
1:7 and 1:30 years), while the UH method perfonned the poorest (estimated RI varying 
between 1:6 and 1 :3000 (est) years) and the Rational Method perfonned only marginally 
better. 
5.5 Effect of farm dams 
The influence of the increasing number of small farm dams in rural catchments needs to be 
taken into account when assessing river flow gauging records. This investigation highlighted 
the large overall decrease in flood peaks as well as the increase in variation of flood peaks in 
catchments containing a large number of small dams. Following drought condition, and 
depending on the number of dams and the percentage volume of water detained in these dams, 
during a particular flood event this decrease may be significant even for medium to large 
floods. This will introduce a bias into the statistical data of these stations and could account 
for the reduction in runoff over time found by Alexander (2006) in his discussion on global 
warming. A record of catchment change with time could accompany the DW AF runoff 
records to alert the user of potential bias in the record. An update of the Surface Water 
Resources of South Africa series would also assist the designer in the workplace in assessing 
these catchment changes with time. 
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5.6 Veld Type zones and regional boundaries 
1bis study highlighted the significant error that occurs when the incorrect Veld Type zone 
number is selected for use in the UH method, or alternatively if the Veld Type zone 
boundaries were initially incorrectly drawn. Due to the small scale of the maps depicting the 
Veld Type zones, wrong zones can easily be deduced. Where a catchment falls on the border 
of two zones, the designer must use the higher of the two values. It should always be 
remembered by the designer that there are no Veld Type zone boundaries in reality and the 
Veld Type zone maps should be treated as guidelines for dominant vegetation and soil types 
only. Further, these zone boundaries have not been updated since they were first published by 
Pullen (1969). Likewise the regional coefficients should be revised as this investigation 
highlighted that the regional coefficient for Veld Type zone 1 is too low. Updated larger scale 
maps should be produced. A Geographic Infonnation System (GIS) would be ideally suited to 
this. 
Like the UH method, the RMF and SDF methods are also subject to a potential error 
in estimating flood peaks if the designer selects the incorrect region or if the region 
boundaries were initially drawn incorrectly. The poor perfonnance of the SDF method at 
Stations Q8hO 19 and Q8h030 highlights this need to constantly revise and update catchment 
boundaries. 
5.7 . Final conclusion 
The overall conclusion of this study is that in general the detenninistic methods under-
predicted flood peaks when compared with the statistical analysis of gauged catchments. Of 
all the statistical distributions, the LP3/MM distribution gave the best fit with the data. The 
SDF method was the most conservative detenninistic method for all sized catchments in RIs 
above 1: 10 years, estimating flood peak values similar to the LP3/MM distribution. However, 
it needs to be recalibrated in the 1:2 year RI range. For all sized catchments, in the 1:2 and 1:5 
year RI range the Rational Method using the modified Hershfield equation to determine 
rainfall intensity, was the most consistently performing detenninistic method, generally 
estimating values above the LP3/MM statistical distribution. In the larger sized catchments 
the RMF appeared to have a RI of about 1: 1000 years, while in the smaller sized catchments 
the RMF did not always estimate values above the LP3/MM distribution. 
The last Chapter lists recommendations on data collection, statistical distributions and 
deterministic flood prediction methods recommended for use by Eastern Cape design 
engineers in the workplace and highlights future research needs. 
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This chapter lists recommendation on data collection, statistical distributions and 
detenninistic flood prediction methods recommended for use by Eastern Cape design 
engineers in the workplace and highlights future research needs. 
6.1 Data collection 
The following recommendations on flood peak data collection have been identified from this 
study: 
• The collection of flood peak data should be considered a national asset for the future 
protection of its people. Lost data can never be recovered. DW AF should be allocated 
sufficient resources to physically maintain these river flow gauges and to provide 
personnel to patch missing data using water surface profile computer models of the 
channel, where necessary. 
D WAF personnel should be tasked with recording significant changes in the 
catchment with time, e.g. the construction of farm dams, clearing of forests for 
agriculture, the periodic felling of commercial forests, fires and the clearing of alien 
vegetation in riverbeds as a result of the Working for Water programme, (with time 
this infonnation win otherwise be lost). This log of catchment changes should be 
available to designers requesting flood peak data. 
6.2 Statistical distributions and empirical/deterministic methods 
for use by design engineers in the workplace 
The following recommendations for use by Eastern Cape design engineers in the workplace, 
have been identified from this study: 
• In gauged catchments, the annual flood peak record should firstly be plotted against 
time to identifY obvious anomalies or trends in the data with time, such as significant 
catchment changes or possible measurement errors in the runoff record. 
s Longer rainfall records from a nearby representative rain station should then be plotted 
to establish if the runoff record is in a wet or dry cycle. Care should be taken to ensure 
that the rainfall record is accurate and representative for the catchment. 
• Records longer than 20 years should preferably be used. 
• The annual flood peak record should be analysed using all the statistical distributions 
and the fit with the recorded data should be visually examined. A greater reliance 
should be placed on the results obtained by the LP31MM distribution. 
In gauged catchments where statistical analyses are perfonned, the empirical and all 
deterministic methods should also be detennined and the results plotted on the 
statistical analysis plot. 
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For all sizes of gauged and un-gauged catchments, all the deterministic methods 
should be used to estimate the flood peak. Thereafter, in the RI range 1: 1 0 to 1 :200 
years, a greater reliance should be placed on the results obtained from the SDF 
method. In the RI range 1:2 and 1:5 years, the greater emphasis should be placed on 
the Rational Method-Alternative variation, which uses the modified Hershfield 
equation to determine rainfall intensity. Generally, as the deterministic methods under-
estimate the flood peak when compared with statistical analyses in gauged catchments, 
in all instances, the most conservative estimate from the deterministic methods should 
be used. 
• If it is required that the estimate be very conservative, or the risk of failure is very 
high, such as for the design of a dam spillway, then in larger sized catchments 
(area> 1000km2) it is recommended that the 1 :50 to 1 :200 year RI adjusted RMF 
values be used. The RMF appears to have a RI about 1: 1000 years, although it was as 
low as 1 :200 years at some stations. In the smaller sized catchments, the RMF did not 
always estimate values above the LP3 distribution, while for catchments sized above 
1000km2, the method was reliable. The RMF needs to be updated and possibly 
recalibrated in some regions and/or sized catchments. These limitations should be 
remembered when using this method. 
AU of the empirical/deterministic methods currently in use are subjective, subject to 
limitations and uncertainty to some extent. The design engineer in the workplace is 
cautioned to determine all aspects of these methods with equal due care, in an attempt 
to reduce this degree of uncertainty. Particular note should be taken of the limitations 
of the different methods, including the uncertain positions of the Veld Type zones and 
other regional boundaries. 
• The modified Hershfield equation to determine rainfall intensity should be used with 
both the Rational and UH methods in preference to the wen known HRU DDF curves. 
The more recent rainfall analy es of Smithers & Schultz (2003) should be used instead of 
the outdated record of Adamson (1981). 
When the SDF method has been recalibrated at the lower RIs to estimate values at 
least a high as the statistical analyses estimates, then this method may be used in all 
size catchments, for all RIs, as recommended by Alexander (2002). 
6.3 Future research 
The following future research needs have been identified from the current study: 
• A study similar to the one undertaken here should be performed on catchments in 
other provinces to determine if the statistical and empirical/deterministic methods 
perform in a similar manner throughout SA. 
• Researchers in the hydrological field are needed to update aspects of the 
empirical/deterministic methods, such as the determination of rainfall intensity based 
on the recent analyses of Smithers & Schultz (2003), recalibration of regional 
coefficients and the confirmation of the positions of these regional boundaries. 
• The SDF should urgently be recalibrated in the 1:2 RI range. 
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The Veld Type zone 1 regional coefficient used in the DH method should be 
recalibrated as it is too low. 
• The RMF should be updated and possibly recalibrated in some regions and/or sized 
catchments. 
The positions of the zone or region boundaries used in the DH, RMF and SDF 
methods should be updated on an on going basis. 
• The commonly known and used HRD DDF rainfall curves should be updated, as they 
are already more than 25 years old. Likewise, Alexander's modified Hershfield 
equation should be calibrated on more recent rainfall data, as the rainfall records of 
Adamson (1981) are already more than 25 years old. The rainfall analyses for 
Smithers and Schultz (2003) are already available for these recalibrations. 
In general the deterministic methods under-predict flood peaks when compared with 
the statistical analysis of gauged catchments. If Alexander (2002) is correct in his 
statement "Severe floods are caused by widespread rainfall events and that all 
statistical analysis methods severely underestimate the frequency of occurrence, 
especially for floods of Rl greater than 50 years. ", then for the protection of the 
general public, researchers and designers should look to either follow the structural 
design codes by building in a design factor of safety or to design to a higher RI. This 
research should be considered of the highest importance. 
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Appendix A: DWAF River Flow Stations in drainage regions K to T, 
from DWAF website. 
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Design flood peak determinOlioo ill the rural catchments of!be E"'tern Cape. s<mth Africa 












De';gn 11<><><.1 peak dotenninati<m in th o rural catchment' ofthe Eastern C<ljle. Soutb Africa 
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Table A2 River flow Stations in draillage regioll L. 
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Diep Riv.:r @ WoodviIIe ForestRes 
Kcurbooms River @m'Ko11la 
Blouhans Rhcr @ Lott~'rings ror. Res. 
KrUi8 River @ Parm 508 
Elands RiwI @ Kwani Br"nd For. Res. 
Buffels River @murrJy~burg 
Heuningllip River (4) Camphc:~poort 
I laarlem Spruic @ WclgcJcgcn 
Kowic River @ Raij)utS! 
LiUIe Fi.,." Ri,,:'r @ DovmKraaI 
Balrou:r Rivc:r @ GreyKirl:: 
Koonap Ri~'Cr @ Fri"w (i.:"aagd 
Yellowwoods RiH"@ FQrt1l1urray 
Mgqakwdx: Rj,-.:r ~ Jefta's Loc 29 
Mooi River @mocJcar 
Mtamvuna Riv~ ... @Ciundrill 
Mzi11lkulu River (41 Fr 1609030 
Desij,:n flood peal< dotmninalioo in lbe runtl C.tclI""",b of th< F...tem Cape. SOlI)), Alrit~ 































CI. toHOOl Kaaimans @ Upper Barbiersknml: Input uata for IJPJiloou. 
Name of River: Kaaimans K31J00I 
De,cripli"" of Site: Koaimon, K31100 I 
Computer Program: Calculated u,ing Detflood 4.0.2 
lJate: 2(~~~1 18 
'"JNPUTlJATA''' 
Catchment cnaracteristic, 
Area of catch mer(: 
1 ,eni:\n of lon~""{ wa,erCouriie: 
Equal area Might difference: 






B .. i1120 
Distance to ca{ch"""" ocn{wio± 
SDf Drai"a~e basin num/xr-
RMf K·f.lctor. , 
l .ightning WWnd na,n donsi{y: 1 
Veld type nHI<" Zone 2 
Rationalmetbod catchment c""n"'",n{. 
Category OITncan annu.1 coeff"'''m.:more thon 'IOOmm 
Category ofaverage catchm""t 'lope: Leos than J % 
Category or."i l p""""ability: Semi-permeable (most wil,) 
Category of average ,egetal 00,01' Den.., bush. forest 
••• RAJNFALl.lJATA"· 
CatcbmentmAP (ex HRU qu .. ernary): more than 900mm 
Re~~oo Coastal 
I.igbt:nin!! ground n .. ,h den,ity' 
The rainfull data in the table below are <ieri""d from three source,. 
Themodif"'d He ... hf",ld equation is \JSed for durntion, up to four hourn. 
The daily rain full is from the Deportment of Wa{er Affair, publication TR I 02 
adjuSled '0 {hal TIt! 02mAP - catchmentmAP. 
WIlere the equatioo val,.,,, exceed !be I-day rainfal~ they "'" redllccd to equal 
the l-day rainf.tU, 
The PMP value, are eilherthe defuuk niue, from Figure C4 in HRU In2 and 
represent the upperenvelope ofmaximum recorded rainfall. in Sooth Africa prio.-
lO 1 %9. or the data {hat you 'P""ificd_ 
me.., ..,nu.1 rainfall : 850mm 
Weather Bureau Srotioo: 28838 @ GEORGE 
mean annual percipitarion (TR I 02): 32%lm 
Return Period (RP) 
Duration I 2 5 10 20 50 100 2()() i>MP 
1·····-·-···-·-·-····--····-·--·------------------
0.25 hours 22 29 34 40 47 53 58 130 
O.50!tours 30 39 47 54 M 71 79 2()() 
LOOhours 395261 71 84 94 104 250 
2_00 hours SO 66 79 91 108 120 133 360 
4,OOhour, I 63 84 100 115 136 152 168 450 
I days I 72 109 140 177 235 2M 292 650 
2 days I 90 139 180 228 302 370 447 720 
3 day. I 97 151 196 246 326 397 479 800 
7day_. I 117 174 219 270 346 411 485 1000 
lJesign nood peak determination ill the rural catchment. oflhe Easlern Cape, South Africa 











K3HOOl Knaimam@Uppt'rBarbief';knl<!l: Summary output Ii-om UPF1ood. 
Area -- 47km' Peak recorded runoff: 135m'/s (e'>t) 
3 Patch~d data in H 
~"""kd,..k ,~noff( .. 'I.) 
M .. ~ .. "" U, lIlI "" Rot;""'l Rotioul """A<' '"' 
DWA~ _ AU.,. ""' Ak .. ". LP~i G[VI DWA~ Ak ..... RM~ v.1>I . \<ld t- \'.w. ". M\1 MM 
" •• DO 2 UN' -, .... J 
, , 
, 
" M I~ 11 " 
, , 
" " , 34 "" " " " 
, , 
" 
'" " illS M " " 
, 
" " ,,' 
21! ,,' '" '" N M 
n " '" " 
" W, 1~1 .11'! '"' '" I II! 
211 " '" 107 
'00 15) '''' ~2X 23 I In 121 " " 1.1Z 1"5 
'00 In m m n, H W) '" 
'"' '" 171! 
Wil l '" 190:1 
m~KI m "" 
'M' - M' 3% 116 218 '" slQrm 




3 Missin~ dam in 44 
[,lir .. l,d I""~ ,",,,II (,.'/q 
, 
M<I~,~I "" CD 1111 Ull r- Kat .... ) Rat, ... 1 ",.. ... '"' ~  Ak .... O"'Af ,\U., •. Lr.Ji . (;H'/ 1)WA~ Alkr •. RMr ¥ri' ". Void ¥ri' MM \1 \1 
" --, wool .... 1 .... 1 f-, ,- .-.... 
" M " H " 
, , 




W " HIS " " n 
, 
" " " 
'" M '" '" " M " " "" " 
;;11 11l~ '" m '" '" 1111 " " " " 
](~I 'n '" '" 231 122 '" " '" 00 " 
21Xj In 517 m UK .1.1 "" "" 
;;00 ". "' 
lIX, j '" "' 
11..00 I"~ '"' 
eM' "" !1M ,% 416 '" ,W ,~ 
,,""','" ,., , '" W !II '" " ",,,;'li,,1 
dot. r. 
Dc,i~1l flood p"a~ de!enniRltion in the noral catchment< "I' tDc Ea"'cm Cal"', S<>uth Africa 
Appcn.lix C: Resul!, frum analyses 
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K3HOOI Kaaimans@UpperBarbil'TSkrual: Statistical plot: combined LN-LP3 from 
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KJHOOI Kaaimans@ Upper Barbierskraal: Statistical plot: combinl..;i LN-LP3 from 
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KJHOOI Kaaimans@Upper Barbierskraal: Statistical plot: combined GEV /PWM-EVI 
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Kaaimans@Upper13arbicf:'Ikraal: Statistical plot: combined GEVIPWM-EVI 
from lJPFlood: no patched l1l<;oru, -missing data . 
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Kaaimans@ Upper Barbif-rskraal: Rating curvc. Note: The 1961 rating can not 
be seen in the plot below. as it is identical to the 1985 curve. 
I 
• 1961 
"' " , " , 
., , 
Kaaimans@UpperBrn:bierskrnal: Log-Log plot Rating curve. Note: The 





Design nood peak determination in It.. JU".1 catchment, of the Ea,rern C""e.. Soulh t\1ric~ 











K3HOOI Kaaimans @ Upp~r Barbicrskraal: Comparison of sta.tistical analyses. 
- lPJlM"'"" 1'0"'" 
- - GEV/MM 00 ",tell 
- GEV!P\\'),t"" .... 1clI 
_ LNIM",." !""ott "'1~~ II - LJ'J.·MM",lclIcd 
'" ," R! Iy .... , ) 
- - GEVIMMp",1><J 
-GEVIPIH' p>lo!;eJ 
_ loNI"'''' I"'I<h<d 
,~ 
~ign flood peak detenninatioo in the rural catchments of {he Eastern Cape. South Africa 
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Monthly rainfall for rmnlldl Stalion 28838 George and annual peak nmolT for Stalion 
KJHOOI Kaaimans against lime. The runoffreconl is shorter that the typically longer rainfalJ 
record. Good correlation between rainlldl and nmoll"reconls. 
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Dc .. ign n,xld pc-ak <ktonninalion in the rumt cOIchmems of !he Eastern Cape, South Amca 












0. K4H003 Diep River @ Woodville Forest Res:lnpnt d,lta for ll PFlood. 
NameofRiwr: Di"PTivi .. 
o.",eription of Sit., Dieprivier 
Comput .. PrOgnlm: C.lculot.d using Dcttlood 4.0.2 




Length of Iongesl walercolllM: 
Equal area heig~1 differL'TlC<: 
10"4 - 85% height diffe",,,,,e: 
Dista"". to catchmem centroid: 
SDF Drainage basin numb." 
RMF K-faclor: 







Veld type '<J",e: Z...,. I 
Rocionalmetbod C'lc~nt coeflkients 
COIcg",}, of mean ",,"ual co.mden\.<: Rot"""n MOmm and 900mm 
Category of aver"l\e c ... chmont .dope: Les< Ih"" 3% 
Caregory of -,.oil p"rrnoabilily: Scmi_permoobl. (m"'t soils) 
Category of av.ra~ ve~lal COVC'r Dc",. bush. forest 
••• RAIN FALl. DATA ••• 
COlchmelltmAP (ex HRU quotemory): Between 600mm and 900mm 
Re~ioo: CO"stal 
Lighming ground flash density: 
Ihe rainfall data in Ihe lobi. belo" are deriwd from lnree ,ourees. 
Tliemodifled I lorshf .. JJ equ:ltioo i, {lot<! for durations up to four ~ou"'. 
The daily rainfall is from the Depart"",nl of Water Affair'. j>Ublicalion TR 1 02 
fI<ljllS1ed "" that j RI02mAP - cocchmentmAP. 
Where !be equati"" value.' exteed the I-day rainfall. Ihey arc ",duted to equal 
the l-day rainfall. 
The PMP values are .ithertlJe default values from Figure C4 in HRlJ In2 .... d 
represent the uPP"",uvelope otiuaximlllll ",corded roiofalls in South Africa pl'ior 
to 1969. or II", dot:\ thot you Sp<ciljed. 
mean annual rainfall: 814mm 
Wralher Bureau Station, 29294 @ IlERGPI ,AA TS (FOREST 
mean annual percipitali(lfl (TR 102): 812mm 
Return Period (RP) 
Dunttion I 2 5 10 20 50 100 200 PMP , ,----------------------------------------------
0.25 hours , " " " '" " " " "" 0.50 hours " " " " "' n '" '00 1.00 hour<; " " " n " 0; '"' "" 2.00 hours ,~ "' '" " '"' '" m '"" 4.00 /iour.' " " " '" m 151 '" 450 1 day' ! n '"' m n" '" '"' "" "'" 2 day.' "' no '"' n" '"' 373 452 n" ] days % "" 195 '" m '"' 4~5 .00 7 d")s '" '" '00 ". m '"' '" WOO 
Design f100d peak determination in Ihe rural catchmcnL' ofln. Ea.stem Cape. South Africa 












K<lHOOJ Dit-p rivkr (Q' WOl"hill .. Fn"'st Rt'S: Swnma!)' output from L""PFlood. 
An.:I1- 72km' P~a~ ro'Corded runnff: ~6nn,'/s 
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Diep River@ Woodville FO""~l R~s: St"tisticul plot: combin~d r ,N-LP3 from 
UPI'lood 
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Diep River,s) Woodville FOn:~l R~~: Stati~tica! plo!: combint:d CiF.VIPWM-
EV 1 from UPFlood . 
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[)c,i!!1' f1md peal dotonnination in the nlml catchments of the E"SlOm C"I'". South Africa 
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Monthly rainfall for rainfall Station 29294 Bergplaats Forestry and annual JX'ak runoff for 
Station K411003 Diep against time. The runoff rtXord is shorter that the typically longer 
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~ign flood peak det.rrniuatioo in the rural catchm~nt, "fllle EOSlern Cop<. Soulh Africa 











C3. K6HOOI Kcurhooms Rivcr :t;i)m'Kama: Input data fOlr UPFIoud, 
Name of Kive,' Keurbooms 
U."",iption of Site, Keur!J.o.."",,@m'Kama 
Comp"Mr rr''I.""m: Calculate<! u,ing DettJood 4.0.2 
Date; lIX)6/119119 
••• INPUT DII 1'/\ ••• 
Catchm~rK ch:uacteristic, 
Area of calchme .. , 
Length of longest watercour,e, 
Equal area height difference: 
11,./0 - 85% heigh! difference: 





SlJF Drainage ba.,in numb.:" Ba.,in 2U 
RMF K·facto" 5 
Uglltnini: ground flash density: 
Veld type ",m~: Z'lIl~ 2 
Ratio""lmethod catchment coeff,dents 
Category ofmean .nnn.l coefficients: !letw""n 600mm . nd 90Umm 
Category of .verage c.tchmen! "I""", Le.;s than 3". 
Category of soil poe,meabiJity' s.;mi'p<rm""ble (ffi\)st ' o;ls) 
Catel.<ory of average veg~la l CO .. ,r: Cultivated land, spa"", hu,h 
••• RMNFIILL DATA ••• 
C1IIchmentmAP (ex IIRU quateJlliU)'); Bm.een 600mm and 900rnm 
Rq:i"n: C" .. W 
Lightning grI>llnd n",h den,ity: 
111e raiIlfull d",~ in the table below are derived from three SOUtoe.,. 
Themoditl~d II..-shfield equo/i"n i, ">ed for dumtious up to four hoors. 
TIle daily minfhll i, from the Department ofW"ter Affair', publication TR 1 02 
adju'ted ,otJmITRt02mAP - catchme .. mAP. 
Where the «Iuation v"lue, exceed the 1-day rainfall, they are reduced to «Iual 
the I-day rainfoll. 
The PMP values are oither th. defilull V" lue, from Figure C4 in HRU In 2 and 
repre'lent the upperenve lopo: ofmaximum rocord~d minfalls;n South Afiica pri",-
to 1969, or the dam that you 'f'OCified. 
meJll "nnual rainfall: 800mrn 
Weather fiureau Station, 29805 @ GOUlJYELIYt (FORESfR 
meau "nnual p<rcipitation (TRI02), 800mm 
R<;lurn P..,-iod(RP) 
lJuration I , , '" '" " ". l 1X) 'M' 1--------------------------------------------------·-
0.25 hour, I " 
,. 
'" " " " " 130 0.50 boor, I " " " " " " '" "" I .UU hours I " " " " '" "' " "" 1.UO hooro I " " '" "' " '''' '" "" 4.UO ""oro I " " "" 'm 120 '" ''" "" 1 days " " '" '" '" "" '" "" 2 day; "" "" '" "" m '" '" n" Jd:ty; "' '" 'M 
,,, 
'" J18 379 000 7 days '"' '" '" no 175 m 379 WOO 
De. ign flood reak dotermi""tio<1 in the rural catchments ofthe Eastern Cap<. South Africa 













K6HOOI K~l1rbooms River@m'K<ll11il;Sl1l11l11ilT),outputfromlJPF1<X>d. 
Area - 1 65km2 Peak rccord~d runofr: 600111'1~ (~st) 
2 P,tched d'la in 44 
[,nmo .. d p"~ F ... ff(.'I,j 
'l ot~oo "" tlll "" Rononol Ko(ionol Kovo,," 
'" 
DWAf AU.Fn l.PJ! GF.YI GF.V! 1 .~! DW.o.F 
D"'AF AMorn K\l F ",1<1 V,I<I MM ,\1M ,"M ,\1'1 wl<l 
'" ZOIl' t ~., .0Dd 
, 
'" 
,., n , , , I" " " " , 
" 'n 1_1, '" " '" « -'X "' 
1':' '" 'M 241 " " "' 1111 '" "' '"' 
lil 1~3 '", -,,0 " " '" "~7 139 I(d m 
'" '" '" 01 J _112 W " ," '" 280 'W m 
'" )~& 40) "~I M. "" " '" ¥,' 467 ,~ '19 
m _145 ~% ," " IPI l~" 702 ." ,00 39)2 77,1 14n 10-16 
,~ O~37 ~411 24~~ 24_", 
IIKXXI .11961 1698 12(;Q2 789~ 
11M~ IZ85 1(,~2 4111 m ''', 
So",,, r aid;L "",:It"" 
W '" 
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K6HOOI Keurbooms River @m'Kama:Statisticalplot:combinedLN-LP3 from 
UPFloo.:l: patched record . 
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Design flood pe<lk detel1llimltion in the rural emdu""'<lts oftbe £a' tem ("are. Sooth Afrie. 















K6HOOI KClJrbooms River@ru 'Kama: Statistical plot: combined 
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Keurbooms Rivcr @m'Kama: Statistical plot: combined GLY..'PWM-EY I from 
IJPFlood: no patched record -mis~ing data. 
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Keurbooms River@m'Kama: Rating curvc. 
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Keurbooms River@m'Kama:Comparisonofstatistical analyses. 
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Monthly rainfall for rainfall Station 29805 Gouvcld Forestry and annual peak runoff for 
Station K611001 Kcurbooms @m'Karua against time. The runoff record is shoner that the 
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Uesign flood peak determination in the rural carohment' of [oc ElI'tern ("-"P". Sooth Afi"k. 













Rluukrans Rher ,'u;, Lottcrings For. Res.: Input data for 
Nan>< of River. Rloolmms 
D=.Tiption of Site: Bloukrnn, K7lIOO j 
Complner Program: Calcolated using Detflood 4.0.2 
o.te; 2006/09/21 
... INPUT DATA'" 
Catchment charocteri<lio, 
Area of catchment; 
Lengl~ of Iong<&I warercour .. ; 
Equal area n.i~1n dilreretx:e: 
10'", - 85% height differeJlCe: 
Distance to catchment centroid: 







RMf K_factOl: " Lightning gro1llld flash density: 
Veld tyl'" zone: Zrme 1 
RationaJm~tt..>d calch,,,,,,nl cnetLlCienL, 
Cateb~}ry ,,(mean ..,nual coerricients;moro than mmm 
CaLeb~>ry of average calohment slope: L"ss than 30/0 
Caregory of ",il l"'="bility: Semi-penneahle (most soils) 
Category of average -vegetal cover: Dense bush, forest 
••• RAINFALL DATA'" 
CatchmentmAP (ex HRU quaternary): more rhan 90IImrn 
Region: CO",llil 
Lightning ground flash ""nsity: 
T he TaiT1fail dOla in the l~hlo bolow are d ... i""d /Tom three 'OOTce,. 
The nk>dified Herxhr",1d equ"'-"'" Is used fOT dural;"n, up to tOOT OOIU • . 
The daily rainfall i, /Tom lhe l)epartment ofWa\eT A/fu;r'. publication TR102 
aJju,Led "" lnat TR I 02mAP - catchmentmAP. 
Where rhe equali(Kl value .• exceed the I_day rainfall. they aTe reduced t() eq=1 
the j -day roinmll. 
The PMP value, aTe either the default value, from Figure C4 in HRU 1.'72 and 
repre""ntlho IIp!>erenvelope ofinaximum reco<deJ rainfall ' in South Africa prior 
~} 1969. or l~e dala lh"'- you «peeilied 
meon annual rainfull: 977mm 
Weather Bureau Station: 31237 rQ) IlLDUKII.ANS (l"ORE~-rR 
mean aTInual p"rcipitalion (Th I 02): 96Smm 
Return Period (RPj 
I)",alion I , , '" '" 50 '00 200 "M" 1----·-·--··-·--·-------·--··-·- .... ,.._--------_. 
0.25 hours I " " " " " 
,. 
"' '" 0.50 holI"l! I " " " " n '" .. "'" 1.00 hours I .. " ® " "' W, '" "" 2.00 oours I " ;; '" 10' '" m '" "" 4.!XI hOUr"> I " " In DO 153 '" 'M 450 1 days " H" '" '" NO m '" 650 2 days 10' '" n" '" "" '" n. no 3 day, '"' 159 "" '" '" m .. , .00 7 day, m ,~ m m m '" '" WOO 
llesij,'lJ nood p"ak doreTmination in the ruml catchment, of the Eastern C"P", South Africa 
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K7I1001 Bloukrans River@LotteringsFor.Res.:Statimiealplot:combined 
GEVfPWM-EVl from UPFIood: patched record. ---._-- ;.-~." .... ,-_ .. -
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K7I1001 Bloukrans River@ Lotterings For. Res: Statistical plot: combined GEVfPWM-
... " .... , 
EVI from UPFlood' 1\0 patched record -mi~sing data. - -
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[)e,ign n(~><ll"'ok detl'Tll\inat;"n in the rural catchment, "r the Eostem Cape.. Sooth Africa 
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Bloukrans River@LotteringsFor. Res: Rating curve. Note: The 1961 fIlting 
can oot be seen in the plot below, as it is identical to the 1986 and 1995 curves. 
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Bloukrans Riwr@Lo\leringsFor.Res: Log-Log plot Rating 'UIVe. Note: The 
I %1 rating can not be seen in the plot below, as it is identi~al to the 1986 and 
1995 curves. 
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Bloukrans River@Lotkrings For. Res: Compari,ol1 pioi - flO piltehcd record-
mi~sing data. 
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Monthly rainfall for rainfall Station 31237 Flloukrans Forestry and annual peak nmoff for 
Station K7HOO I Bloukmns against time. The runoff record is shorter that the typically longer 
rainfall record. Some correlation hetwoon rainfall and runoff records . 
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[)c,ign flood peak detmninatiOll in the ",ral co:tchmenls ofthe E"'lo:rn Cape. South Africa 











C5. «SHOO! Kruis Riwr ':Il': Farm 50S: Input data for rI'I<'jood. 
Name of Ri'er; I(ru" River 
De""riptioo of Site: Krui, Ri""r 
Con')lI'ter Progrnm: C"lculated ,,",ing l!etn " .J 4.IU 
Date; 2006/09/22 
"'INPUTDATA'" 
Area of eMclln1<'nt 
1.",,~'1h of Ionge" water<ou,",,: 
Equal area neighl dilreren",,; 
10"1 • • 85'4 neight diffen'n .. ; 
Dislallce to <>l!chmelll centroid: 
SDr Drainage basin number: 
25.MI.Jn' 
""" "'"" 295m 
6.5 I.Jn 
B",in 20 
RMr K·f1OClor: 5.2 
Liglmring grolllld flash don,ity: 
Veld ty)lC' zone: Zone 1 
Categt><y ofm.,., .,mllal CC"'ff",ient,,,nore than 'XlOmm 
Category of avecage cotcbment 'lope: Between 3% and 10"/. 
C>l!Cgory of soil pormeability: Senri·p<'TTTI<able (moo.! ""i l,) 
Category of """'"ge veg<:tol <over: Dense hllsh, foreSl 
••• RAtNPALLDATA ~ •• 
Ca!dllllerltmAP (ex HRU qmrtemary): more Th .. , 900mm 
Region: Coastal 
Lighlning grOOM flash densil),: 
Tile rainfall dala in the lable below are d.ri,~d f"Hn (ilree 'OLl'WS. 
111omodifled Henhfield "'IIlatioo is used for duration, up to four hours. 
rbe daily rainfall is frornllle tJepanment of W ... er Affair', pLlhlica{ion TR 102 
adi ""Led s<, (hal 0 1 R I 02mAP - CaIclnllemmAP. 
Wilere the eql13lion ,a l"", exceed the I·day rainfall , (hey an' reduoed lo equal 
thO' I·day rainfal l. 
1110 PMP volue, are either the defau lL values from Figure C4 in HRlJ l in and 
repreS<lll the "PI"'''' 'I>elope of maximum recorded rah'fall' in South Africa prior 
To 1%9. or rl .. d:ua that yoo ,!",ciftedo 
'''''''' annllal rainfall: 1086 mm 
Weailier BLJfeau S(a1i",,, 3220'l @ WlTELSBOS (FORESTR 
mean annuol percipitation (TR 102): 1086 mm 
Return Period (RP) 
Dunllk", I , , '" '" " ' 00 "" 'M' 1-·-······-····_···_· _·_·_······_·_·_···_·_· __ · _ · -
0.25 hours , " " 
,. 
" " '" '" ''" 0.50 hOUTS " " " " " " " '00 1.00 hours '" " n " .. " " 250 2.00 hooT>' ,. 35 " '" " " " "" 4.00 hOll" " .. " W " "" .. 450 I day, , n " "' "" '" m 153 650 2 d,,)-~ , ,m "' m '" '" , .. '" n" ; '"', , '" 105 '" , .. n" ''''' "" . 00 ''''" , 133 '" '" m 215 '" '" "'00 
Design flood peak detennim"ioo in the rural cMcJlJ1lent, of (he Eastern Cape. Sonrl' Africa 
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Kruis Ri\"Cr (ii l·ann 508: Summary OUIPIl1 from t.: PFlood. 
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Kmis Ri,,,r iil} Fann 508,' Statistical plot: eomhin"d 1 ,N-LP3 from UP1·looJ 
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Monthly rainfall for rainfall Station 32209 Witddbos Forestry and annual peak nUloff for 
Station K8HOOI Krub agaimt time. The runoff record is shorter thai the typically longer 
rainfall record. Poor correlation between ra infall and nmoff records. 
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C6. K8H002 [lauds River @ Kwaai Brand For. Res.: Inputolata for 
llPFIood. 
:-lam~ of Rj""" Eland, 
[):seription of Site: Eland, K8HOO2 
Computer Progmm: CalculalM u,in~ Dctflood 4.0.2 
Date: 2006/09121 
···INPlJTDATA'·· 
Aru of calchmonl: 
I''''gth oflo<1go,t w"'","cour..:: 
Eq "" l.,.." hoi~t difference: 
10"10· 8SS hei!:ht differen<e: 
DistallCl: W c",cbmem centroid: 
SlJr lJr.moge basin llumrer: 
II.Mr K"i'a<wr: 







Veld ty"" zone: Zono I 
Rai;'malmoih"d cOIch"",m """fftdent, 
Cakg"'")" orm~,," aM",,1 coeflkien15:m"re tha" 900mrn 
Calog"ry "r a'orag. ca(dunem ,I"",,: Bern'"",,, 3'10 and W"Io 
Ca," .. ~",y "r ""i I p<rmeabilily: Semi-p<rmeab'" (mos! wils) 
Care .. ""y ofa'omgr v~g~(al cov~r: !kn," bu'h. rorest 
••• Rt\lNFALt. lJA rA ••• 
Calohm.n(mAP (ex H RlJ quOl.mary): more (h.n <)()()mm 
Rogi",,: C"asral 
Lightning ground fl""h den,i(y: 
The rainfall dato in (ho Labl~ below are derivrd from (~"",,,,,es. 
Th<lIl<><Iilied I1ershfL.ld ~ua!jon js u",d for dur:ttion, up to four ho"". 
The daily rainrall is from (be !kp.mnent of Water AflOiT's pltblication TR I 02 
adju,t.cd ,,, (ha! Til. I01mAP - catcmr.,lltmAP. 
Wbel't (he «[uarlo" value s exceed the J -<lay rainfall. thoy .,.e reduc<d 10 equal 
(he I-day rainfall. 
Tk PMP val"", are~ith<rthe defawl vah)C, rTom Figure C4 in HRlJ In 2 ""d 
represern the uPP'T,,"velnp. "rnoa~imum recorded rainfalls in Somh Africa prior 
to 1969> ,,,. the dOla ihal i"U 'p«ifLcd. 
~an annual rninrall: 1086 mm 
WeaiMr Bureau Station: 32209 @ 
1086mm llI<an annual percipitation (TR 1 02): 
WlTELSBOS (FORESTR 
Roturn r.,rit><l (RP) 
Dllrntion I , ; '" '" ~ '"' "" 'M' ~--------.-----------------------------------
0.25 """" " " " " " " '" "" 0.50 hour, " " " " " " " '00 LOO hours " " n ;; " '" " "0 2.00 I\OI.U'S " " " '" " " '" ,"0 4.00 houn " .. " "' " "" "" ,~ J d~y' I " '" " w, '" m '" "" 2 day' I 103 0; '" ,,. '" '" '" TIll 3 day' I '" 1tl~ '" '" "" '''' '" "" 7 day, I m '"' "" m '" "" '" '"" 
[)c,ign fl",><1 peak determination in the rural c",chmrms of (iIr Eostern Cape. Somh Africa 













1011 W!12 Hands R i~-cr @ Kwa.1.; Ur.11'1d I'o r. Res: Summary outpu t from tJl'n ood. 
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Elands River@KwaaiBrandFor. Res: Stati~tical plot: combined LN-LP3 
from UPFiood' patched record 
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Elands River@KwuaiBnmdFor.Res: Sl3.tiMical plot: combined LN-LP3 
from UPFiood: no patched record-missing data 
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Eland.~ River@Kwaai Brwxl For. Res: Statistical plot: combined 
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Elands Rher@KwaalBroodFor. Res: Statistical plot: combined GlOV!PWM· 
EVI from UPHood: no patched record-missing data . 
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De, ign flood peak determinoli(l" in the rural _oIohm . nts (lfthe Eastern Cape. South Africa 











K8HOO2 EJands River @ KwaaiBrandFor. Res: Rating curve. 
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Elands River@Kwaai Brand For, Res: Comparison or statistical analyses. 
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o..ign flOC<! JIOok determination in the rural c"c~ment, "fthe Eastern C.p". South Africa 
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Monthly rainfall for rainfall Station 32209 Witeldbos Forestry and annual peak runofi' for 
Stmion K8HOO2 Elands against time_ Th~ runoff record is shoner that the typically longer 
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O"sib'll flood 1"'." determin.ti"" in the rurnl catchmenl' of!he EMtern Cape. South Afric. 











C7. L2H003 Bllffels River@mllrraysburg: Input dlllll for UPFlood. 
Name of River: Buffel, River@murray,burg 
De5CriptiOll of Site: ButTels Kiver@murray_'>burg 
Computer Program: Colculated u,ing Dclflood 4_0 .2 
Uate: 2(~)6/1tlltl4 
... tNPUT UATA ••• 
Arca of catchment 
t .ell~'1h of Ionb",,1 watercourse, 
F.qual anoa be;gilt difference: 
10"1. - 85% height diHere.nce, 
Distance to catchment centroid: 
SDr Drainage basin number: 






Ligntning grtlLllld fla,h de-n,i\y' 2 
Veld typc lilT .. " Zone 7 
RotiOllalmclhod catchment coeffICients 
Category o/mean annual coelllcicnt" I.e,," th:IJ1 cJ.OOmm 
Category of average calcnmL.."t 'klPC: t "os" In"" 3% 
Category of ,,'il permeabi lity: PCTITlCab le (li~~t wil) 
Category of average vq."-'t:I1 cOver: Cu ltivated land, """n;" bu,h 
••• RAINFALL OATA ••• 
CalchrrtcrltmAP (exHRU quaternary): Le" tJllm 600mm 
Re!.<io<l: Inland 
1.i~btniTI~ !:,ound na,h <k..",ity: 2 
The rainfall data in the table below arc deriVL'd from three ,oor<o', 
Themoditled Hen.hf,dd equatiOO1 i, u,,-'d te.- duration, up to foor hoo"" 
The daily raint.11 i, rnlm tile Ikpartnx.."l ofWaler A fTair'. publicatiol1 TR I 02 
acijLJSlc<i ..., thal TR I Il2mAP - <;alchmeTIlmAP. 
Wher" the equalio11 vol"", exceed l~" l.,jay r.iTII" II , It..')' are reduced to equal 
tk I_day minfall. 
Tile PMP .akJes are either lbe deljmh value, fnlm I'igure C4 in HRU lin and 
repre,entltle uppererlvelore ofinaximum recorded roinl;'l!.; in SOllth Artica prior 
to I %9, or !be data that you specified , 
mean annual minfall: 320mm 
Wealfx"T Rurclm Stati01': 9457K @ OF. KRUIS 
mean 0,,,,,,.1 p'-"TcipiLati"" (TR I 1l2), 318mm 
Rerurn Period (RP) 
Duration I , , " " '" '00 '00 'M' 1--------------------------------------·------------
0.25 ~OIJ'" " " 22 " " " " ]30 050 hOI'''' " H, .'Il " " " " '00 UKI h0l1'" " " '" " " 
., ., 250 
2JKI hour. " " " 
., 
'" " " '" 4.00 bOIlrs " l5 ., " " '" "" "" 1 days I " " " M W, m "' 650 2 day, I .. '" " W, '" '''' II. m 3 daY" I " H, % II. '" 'N '''' .00 7 day_' " "' II. '" '" "" 260 ltMMI 
[k,igT1 flood pc"" JekrmiMti"" in tOe TU11I1 cotc~m.nt' of the Eastern Cape. SoU!h Africa 












L2H003 Huffels River@murrayshurg: Summar)' oulpul Irom C"PFlood . 
Are~ -1145km' Peak recorded nmotT: 516m'is 
hli .,.ll.'d pooh ron"ff( Ol'I,) 
Roli" nol I R~ti"n~1 
, ; 
Mcrh"d K,,, ac, '" CH LI'JI (;~VI (;H'I nw,.u Altom RM' MW I)\\' A.' AIr~rn MM MM I'W'VI 
" I -, " "" 
, 65 "' 17.1 " W 54 -, n 2.13 , 205 103 I 295 130 '" I-W w, m 33.1 '" , 396 on 210 '" 
'" "" 355 '"" '" .I0~ __ 3:>8 "" Hi2 , 
;0 m m 1570 731 '" 677 m '" '" ,., '" m 1930 '" '" '" 733 47.1 .121 









1389 no '" 1769 '" 1237 -, 3587 1407 2779 





'" " "' I I 
Ik,ign tiood peak det.rmin3liOll in the rural catchment' "fthe EaSICm Cape, Smith AlTica 
App"ndix C: Rc,ull, fwon analy;.c, 
C-4CJ 



























Llll003 BufTcls River@murraysburg: Statistical plot: combined LN-LP3 from 
IJPF100d' patched rt;:conl. 
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Buffels River@murraysburg:Statlstlcalplot:comhinedGEViPWM-EVl from 
UPPJood: patched record. 
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o.5ign flood po"" determinatioo in the rural cotchment, of the E"'tern Cap", Sooth AITIca 
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Monthly rainfall for rainfall Station 94578murraysburg FOT<:stry and annu~l peak runoff for 
Station L2H0(]3 BulTels against time. The runoff record is sborU.'r that tbe typically longer 
rainfall record. Some correlation between rainfall and runofrrecords. 
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[)c,ign 11<><><.1 r<ak <ielemlinali"" ill the roral catchments "ftl'" Ea'lern C:Cl'<. Sooth Africa 











CS. l6HOOI Heuningklip Rinr@Campherspoort: Itlput data for 
UPFlood. 
Namo ofRi~er. Heuningklip@Di.pkloof 
Descriptioo of Sito, He~niogk]jp @ Dicpkloof 
Cotup"'''' Program, C.kuiated using Ud.nood 4,0.2 
Date, 2006110104 
"'INPUTDATA ••• 
Area of oatohmeni: 1290l<m' 
LenlOlh ofJonge.t wal<>rcoursc: 
Equo! area heighl differ","e: 
10% - 85% height dilfereao:;e: 
Uistartce to cal<>hmeTJt centtoid: 
SUF Drainage basin number: 





Bas .. 19 
Liglllning ground n~sh den,ity: 2 
Veld lype zooc: ZOtit 6 
Ra\ionalmNhod c""ollmeni """mdenis 
Catego<y otm.an annual coefficients, Lo"" than f>OOmm 
C<IIegO/)' oh~erage ca\cl\mer( slope; Retween 3% and 10% 
Cat_gO/)' of wil permeability: Permeable (ligb! soil) 
Calegr.ry of average vegml cover; Grassland 
••• RAINFALL UA fA ••• 
CalohmenrmAP (ex HRU qualCmaf): Less Ihoo 600mm 
Region: Inlond 
Lightning ~'TOund nash d""ity: 2 
The rainfall data in lhe loblt below art dcri.cd from three 'OUfoe •. 
ThtmodifLcd HershfLckl e'll">!i",, is usoo k>r duratio"" up to four hOlJl'O, 
Tht daily rainfall is from tile Ikp.nment of Water A fTai". publioation TR 102 
adjusted so that TR 1 02mAP - c",chmcmmA P. 
Where the equali"" value, exceed !he I-day rainfall. !hey ore reduced to equaJ 
lhe I-day rainf.ll. 
l'he PMP val"", are either the defunlt valnes from Figure C4 .. H RU In2 ond 
represe'" {he upperen~elope oImaximum reco.-ded TlIi,fulb in South Aliica prio.-
lo 1 %9. 0.- Ihe data lhal you specified 
meon annnal rainf"li: 23llmm 
Weather IJllrcOO Station: 52571 @ KU?PLAA'! 
mean J/lflual percipitation (TRI 02): 232mm 
Re1um Period (RP) 
Dur-..ion 1 2 5 10 20 50 100 200 PMP 
1-------·-·---·-------·-----·--·-------·-----------· 
0.25 hou~ 1 13 17 20 23 28 31 34 UO 
050hou,-,; 1 17 23 27 32 37 42 46 200 
l.00hou,-,; 1 23 30 36 42 49 55 61 250 
2.00 boors 1 29 39 46 53 63 70 78 360 
4.00 hours I 34 49 58 68 80 89 98 450 
34 52 61 74 94 III 130 650 
40 59 74 91 117 U~ 1 ~2 720 
43 64 82 101 BO 156 183 800 
49 74 96 119 153 182 216 1000 
Dcsign flood ptak determination in {he rural catchm<nts of{tle Ea.-rem Cope, South Africa 
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L6HOOI I-Ieuningklip River @ Campherspoort: Statistical plot: combined LN-LP3 
from l)PF100<i: patched record 
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L6HOOI IIcunmgklip RIver @ Camph~rspoort: Slal1~l1cal plot: combmed LN-LP3 
from UPFIood: no-palch~d record - missing data. 
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De, ign flood peak determination in tbe rural calchment.' of tile &stem Cape. Sooth Afr ica 
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lle\Ulingklip River @ Camphcrspr>Ot1: Stati~tical plot: comhined 
GEV/PWM-EVI from UPFlO<Xi: patched record 
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HeuningkJip Riwr@Camphcrspoori:Statisticalplot:combinedGFVIPWM_ 
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[)esign 11000 peak de{onninao:ion in {h~ rural ca tchments ,,/"the Eastern Cape. South Africa 























HeuningkEp River@Campherspoorl: Rating curve. 
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Heuningklip River@Camphcrspoort: Log-I ,og plot Rating curve. 
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Heuningklip River @Campherspoort: Comparison of statistical results. 
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Dc.ign flood peak dctcnnination in tbe rural oalCbmc'llts oftOC Ea>lCTn Cape, Sooth Afi"icJ 
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Monthly rainfall for rainfall Station 52590 Steytlerville and unnoal peak nmolf for Station 
L611001 lIeuningklip against time. The moolT record is shorter tb.at the typically longer 
rainfall record. Poor correlation between rainfall and runolfrecords after about 1952. Some 
error in nmoffrccords . 
.. 
Design flood peak deteJTllinmion in the rural ""lehmen!. oflhe Eostern Cape. SoUln Afric. 











C9. L8H002 Haarlem Spruh @ Wclgclcgcn: Input d,lla for UPFlood. 
r-"anJe of River: 
Description of Site H.",-lem @welgelegen L8HlI02 
Compl11Of Program: Cokutate<i using DeI!lo<,d 4.11.2 
Date: 2006109129 
••• INPUT DATA ••• 
Catchment charoclCtiS!ics 
Arffi nf cOlchm.nt: 
Length of longe,( wa(e,,,ourse: 
Equal area height diffe",nce: 
111"/ . - KW. height difference, 
Distance (0 catchment ce<lwid, 






RMF K-foc(or' " Ligl1lni"!: gTlKll'Id na,11 d.."ily: 
Veld type 'One, 7011< 2 
futtionalm<thod c:uchmem ce>efficielJ!s 
Category oline.n annl1lll coefficient" L.,;s than 600mm 
CaIOgory of average catchment slop'" Ltss than 3% 
Ca!<gory of soji permeabiHty: Semi-permeahk: (moS! soils) 
Category of av.rage vegetal cove~ Cultivated land spars. bUbh 
... RAINFALL DATA ••• 
CatchmelllmAP (e" HRU qualemary): Le" lhan 600mm 
Regioo: Coastal 
Lightning groond flasb dens~y, 
'The r:unfull data in the (able below are derived from throe ~,. 
Themooirted Hershfield equation " used for dllta(ion, up (0 four 1KIur,. 
lbe daily minfull i, from the Department of Water Affai~, publication TR 1 02 
ooj LISted '10 !hal TRI 02mAP - calchmentmAP. 
Where !he eqnatioo value, ."""ed lile l-<iay rainfall, tbey are ",d.o:;ed 10 <qual 
the I-day rainlall. 
Tile PMP .al= aro eitilerlhe default val .. , fin", Figure C4 in JIRU 1.I72 aoo 
represent lh. upperen.elop<" ormaximum ""ordrNi ,ainf.i), in 5,,,,,11 AlTica pri,,, 
to 1969, or!k data th ... you 'pecined. 
mean annual rainfuU, 
Weam.rRurtauStalion; 30283 @ AVONTUUR 
mean annual percipitati,," (TR 102): 3'12rnm 
Retwn Peri.,<1 (RP) 
Duta!i,)/\ I , , '" '" '" '"' '"' PMP 1--------------------------------------·------------
0.25 hot .. , I " n " " '" " " DO 0.50 hot .. , I " " ;< " " " M '00 1.00 II,,,,,, I " " 91 " "' '" '" '" LIXII1<"", I '" " M " "' "' 'm '"' 4.1iO 00ut, I '" " '" "' 110 13J 135 "" '''~ '" '" w m m m 2111 "" ,,,,. " '"' '" ,., '" '" 'M n" '''~ n '"' "" m '" '" m 'oo 7 days " In 153 '" "" '" 334 WOO 
o.sign tJood peak determinalion in !he rural cfl(chmen(, of (be [""lorn Cap<. s.oUlh Africa 












L81l002 H<>arlem Spru;t (tl) \Vclgclcgcn: Summary output from VPl'lood. 
Area 52km' Peak recorded runol"l': 224m'i~ 
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Monthly I"Jinrall lor \'"Jinrall Sl..ution 30493 De Hoop and annual peak runoff ror Station 
L8H002 Haarlem Spruit against time. The runoff record is shorter that the typically longer 
rainrall record. Some correlation between rainfall and runoff records ror this short record. 
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Design flood peak dotonninali(lll in the rural c",chmem, of the Eoslem Cape. South Afric. 












Monthly rainfall for rainfall Station 30323 Rooimuur and annual peak ruDoff for Station 
L8H002 ! !aarlem Spruit against tim~. The runoff record is shorter tlmt the typical!y longer 
rainfall record. Some correlation between rainfall and funofI !"C\:ords for this short !"C\:ord. 
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"--'-== o.sign flood real< deteJminaiiOil in the rural catchment, ortbe EastJ:m Care. Somh Afrka 











CiO_ P411001 Ko,~it' Rivt'r (ij; Bathurst: Input data fur l.IPFlood_ 
Name of River: Kowic@Bathurst 
Oc<cription of Sile: Kowio@ Bathl1f>! 
Com~ler Program· Calculatod using De{flood 4.02 
Oa{.: 2006110/02 
···INPlJfDAfA··· 
Arc. of eatclrrnent: 
L.nlj!h of l""lleS! watercourse: 
Equal area height dilT",enc", 
10% - 85~. h.ig~t dilTe"'nee: 
Distance to catchment centroid: 
SDf Drainage basm !lUmber: 
RMf K-foctor: 







Veld type zone: Zone 8 
Rotiooalmethod catchment coefficiellls 
Category of mean annual coefficients: Bl1ween 6()()mm aoo 900mm 
OIIt'gory of average catchm""t 'lope: L"" {han 3% 
Category of soil p"TTIlcabi lity: Semi-penn.ab1e (m>,t NOHi) 
Category of avoTll~,'e vegetal cover: Cultivatod lond. 'parSe bush 
... RAINFALL DATA ••• 
CatchmennnAP (ex /lRU qC1atel1laJY): Between 600mm and 9(l(lmm 
Region: loland 
Lightning ground flash density 
Th. rainfall data in the table helow are d.rived from three ,ourees. 
Th.modifkd H."hfield equat ion is uscti for durntions up to four Itours. 
The daily rainfall i, from the Department of Water Affair's publieJtiOll TR 102 
adill,{ed so {hat TR 1 02mAP - catcJunentmAP. 
Where tho equation val"'" exceed {~e I-day rainfalL they ore reduced to equal 
the f -day rainfall. 
The PMP value, are eithor tlle detaull valLIe.' from figure C4 i~ fl RlJ Ifl2 and 
represent tile UlJperenvelope of maximum recorded rainfall., in South Africa prior 
to 1969. or the data {hat you .'p"cified. 
"",on annual rainfall; 670lllm 
Weather Bureau Station: 57048 @ GR IIHA MSTOWN 
meon anIlual pcreipitation (TR I 02): 666mm 
Return Period (RP) 
Duration I , , '" '" " '00 '00 'M' 1·------·------------------------------------------
0.25 hours I " " " " " " " '''' 0.50 hours I " " " " '" "' .. "" 1.00 hour, I " " " " " " " '" 2.00 hour, I " '" "' "" " '"' ". '"' 4.00 hour, I " " "' '"' '" m '" '" I day, I " " '" '" '"' m '" .,,, 2 days I '" '" '" 195 m m 376 no 3 day. I .. '" HI '" m "" ". .00 7 days I '"' 150 '" m 297 m m ,,.,, 
Oe,i&n jloo<1 peak determination i~ {he rural catch11'l<nt< of the F.ast.m OIpe. South A ITica 
Appendix C: Re,ult ' ITorn analy ... , 
C-6X 
University of  Cape Town
'><Ar'lL~ mOll '11""'11 :'.) ,,[W:>ddy 
""!'JY lllllOS -::...t".) IU<llS"::J '~l JO 'IU'U<II"I"' Ill'''' 'ljl U! 1"'!Il!U!UlJ»"I' ~~od roou ujh,O(] 
- -, momp 
1""f15!I13t' 
l~j •. , •. , "' '" • ~,' -")0,) , .100,) I , 1"'lI"",,,P , , U<JOIS 
I 6Ssr , t61 £ >OM ,90£ ,~'11 
~bt£c 
. , 
H9t~ lUI 9S0N£ 0000' 
O>09t ffl( I £II UHI ""' O,()9Zrj,~[~ tSOI 9L~~ , ""' ! ,'>UI ! , ()6PI (~)~ VlT> W Llil !'lOl , £P;: 00, 
a1>9 hOI m 8((( "IC LPZ ". ,1>91 , 6H m ""' -- - . Stl [ ,u 'M ,%, ,", W .w [On ". g,Z 0> 
,~, '" '" 6~S "" '" Mt -. U£ j ~, II, , m 9SZ "" ." 9fl ,. "" t9Z ] '" "' 0,1 <;L I 0<; I M " ~H l m '" ,
" " " "' " " 9, "" % 
, 
" i\l~ K~.-1 W" I0Il,111 'DUllY jVA\1l '" 
,W. ·""11'0' .~VM(\ 
,," IA3~ IAJ~ Ifdl "n "n .... '0)f r~""!I.H r~n"!I~H 
L poql'W - . 
«I,m) JJOyftJ ~8od P'18U1!I'J -
Sj,WS:L9 JjOUTU p~PJO~~l ltr.~J ,Ul19L~ - u;uy 
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Kowic River@Bathurst: Statistical plot: comhinC'd GHVIPWM-EVJ lrom 
UPFJood. 
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Desi&ll flood peak determhlatioo in th. rural catchments of u,e [a,lem Cape. South Africa 
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Monthly rainfall for rainfall Station 57048 Grah~mstown and annual peak runoff for Station 
P4HOOI Kowie against time. The ftltloff record is shorter tiKlt tiIe typically longer rainfall 
record. Poor comparison hctwecn rainfall and runoff records. 
o.,ign fl<><Jd pe"" determination in the ruml CaTclunelllS "fthe [a,lern Cape. Soolh Afrka 











CII. Q8H008 Little Fish River @ J)oorn Kraal: Inpul dala for UPF1ood. 
Name of River' [,iU1e Fi,h 
Ikoeriplion ofSile: Q8HOO8 LiUle Fish 
Complier Program: Cakul;>ted ",ing Dedl{l(l(j 4.0.2 
llale: 2(l(l6/ 10/17 
"'INPUT DATA'" 
Catchment characteristic, 
Area of calehmen!: 
Length of longest walercouf'<e: 
lJqual ... co heighl differ""".; 
I CW. - 85% heighl dinCrence: 
Distance 10 ealonment een(roid; 








Lightning ground nash densily: 2 
Veld type zone: Zone 7 
Ralionaimcthod catchment eoel1ieients 
Catcgoryofmean annual coeffieionl>: u." Ihan 600mm 
Calegoty ofaverage catchment ,lop": Les, Ih"" 3% 
Ca(egOfy of !l(Ii[ permcai:>ili(y: Pemloable (li!Oht soill 
Category of av",age veb<etal cov"" Gras, land: 60 % 
••• RA(NFAU. DATA ••• 
Catchmen(mAP (ox HRU quaternary): Le:o;, mall 600mrn 
Region: Inland 
Lighming grl>Und /lash <kn'ity: 2 
The rainfull data in the tabl e b<low "'" derived from three ,oure,,". 
1lIelllOditied Hershfield equation i. used for duratiOll' up to four hour" 
The d~ily raint .. n i. from {he Deportmell1 of Water Affair', pub lication TIl. 1 02 
IdjUS!ed so thai TRJ02mAP - catohmennnAP. 
Where the equ<uion values exceed the l-<1ay minfull. they ... e rcduwd {o "'lual 
[he 14>.y rainfall 
Tho PMP values arc eimer [he dcfauk ¥alue.' fTOm Figure C4 ill HRU JJ72 and 
repre, ent the uppcrcnvelope offtla~imum recorded "infal!' in South Aliic. prior 
to 1969. or the data thot you 'pocitiod. 
meall a~~uaJ r.,;~t'll, 480mm 
W~alhcrBurcauSlali"" 76215 @ OUKRAAL 
mean annua1 pcrcipila{ion (TR I 02): 534mm 
Return Period (IU') 
Duration I , , W '" " '00 '00 'M' 1---------------------------------- ----------------
0 .25 hours I " " " '" " 
., .. n, 
0.50 """" I n '" " " '" " " '00 1.00 """" I " " " " ,; " '" 150 2.00 hoors I " " '" .. " 01 '00 '" 4.00 hco", I " " " " '" '" n, "" J d",,"S I '" " .. w, m '" '" ,," 2 d",,"S I " "' 10' In W" ,,, m no Jda}'> I " " "" '" '" '" "" .00 7 day. I " In '" In '" '" '" 1000 
-- .~~~~~==~~ Design flood peak determinatiOll in the rural catchment. oflho Eastern Cope. SolJ{h Africa 












Q811008 Little fish RiY~r @Doorn Kraal: Summary output from UPflood. 
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De,ign ftood peak deterrninati'>!l in tl>< rur .. 1 calchm~nL' "r the Easl,-m Cape, S'>I.lth II mea 
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Design flood i>"ak ~t~rmjnali oo in tile rural calchmonts Oflhe I-'as[~rn Ca~. Soulh A lTica 
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Monthly rainfall for rainfall Station 76133 Somerset East Tnk and annual peak runoff for 
Station Q8HOO8 Litlle Fi~h against time, The nmoffrecord is shorter that thc typically longer 
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Design fJood p""t detenninalion in {ho rura l catchm~m, oftn~ [a'tern CaP<. Sooth Africa 











C 12. Q9HO 19 Balfour River@ Grey Kirk: Input data (or UPFlood. 
Name of Rivcr; Balfour@(]Tey Kirk 
iJe5Criptinll nfSito, Balli,,,,@Gr"yKirkforeM 
Cnmput.,. Program: C.kulatod u,inj; Dotflood 4,0.2 
Dato, 2006/10/05 
••• INPiJT DATA ••• 
Catcbment characteriMic. 
Area ofcalchmom: 
Lengl~ ofIongoO! waterc<>urs<l: 
Equal area height difference: 
10"4 - 85% I,.ighl diff .... nee: 
Di'lanC<l 10 calchn'en! controid: 







RMF K·fa<tm: 5.2 
I.ig~tning gmund ft.,.., den,ity: 3 
Void typ< znllO: Zo,," 5 
RotionalTJ><tOOd calChment coefficient' 
Category ofinean annual codfociell15: Between 600mm and 900mm 
Calegory ofaverag< catchmenl sl"",,; BdW!lffi 3 ~. and 10"/. 
Calegory of wH pormoabil;ly: Permoable (ligl\t .. ,il) 
Cat.gn,}' of av..-ago vege!lll c<.>v~r: lIen,e bush, Ii,,,,,t 
••• RAINFALL DATA ••• 
CatchmentmAP (ex HRU quatemary); Between 600mm and 900mm 
Regi<.>n: Inlaoo 
LightniJll: ground flash dr nsity: 3 
The rointilll data in tbo table below are derived fr<.>rn. three source" 
ThemodifJed ll. "hfield . quatioo is used for durali<.>ns up to four ~OUr5_ 
Thr daily rainfall is from l~e Depamnem of Water Affair. publkation Til. 1 02 
adju'led so thm TR 102mAP - calchmernmAP, 
Wbere II>< equalion value, excoed the I-day rainfall, Ihey are reducod 10 "'Iual 
tll< I -day rainfall. 
Tho PMP v.lu"" or. eilh..- Ill< default valu"s frum Fil.'lJI"o C4 in llRU ln2 and 
"'P'",ent the uppo""welopo ofillaxinllflll Te"nrdod rainfall' in South AfrKa prior 
to 1969. or the data !hal you &pocifi<cl 
mean annual rainfall: 900mm 
Woath..- Hur<au Smion: 78153 @ BUXTON (fORESTRY) 




'" '" ~ '00 '00 "W :---------------------------------------------
0.25 II""" '" '" " '" " '" '" no 0.5(1 h'Kl" " '" " '" '" " n '00 I.(~I hour~ " " '" " " " "' 250 2.(XI hour, " ., n " " 'oo '" >H' 4. ()() IIO!B'S " '" " '"' '" m '" '" 1 days I " " "' m "" ro" '" "" 00"" I n 'm "" '" ,or '" '" no 3 daY' I " m ''" '"" m '" 303 '00 7 day' I n" "" "" '" m 291 330 1000 
Dosil;n flood peak detenninatioo in Ill< ruml catchmem, of the Eastern Capo, Sollih A!Tka 












Q9HOl9 Balfour Ri\'cr '113 Grey Kirk: Summary output from UPrJood. 
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Design flood peak <ictm'1inOlion in tho rura l cO!chmenr, of the Eastern Care. Sotlth 1\ fiico 




























Q9HOl9 Balfour River @ Gr~y Kirk: Statistical plot: combined LN-LP3 from 
UPFiood. 
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Q9H019 Balfour River@Grey Kirk Stalislical plot: combined GEYfI>Wr.l-EV I 
from VPFlood. 
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Design fkx>d peak detel1llination in the rural catchments of tOe Ea'lem Cape. South Africa 











Q9H0l9 Balfour Rivcr @ Orcy Kirk : C~lmpariwn plot. 
SI31islic91 ~naly!lc: b..-1o '" ~11 Jeknllin islk melhods. Possible error ill recorded runon'. 
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De~ign flood p~;M; dcIm1ljn~ loo in the rurol cotcnmonts of the E"'k:rn Cap<. Soutb Africa 













Monthly rainfall for rainfall Station 78153 Buxton Forestry and annual flt'ak runolf ror Slation 
Q9HOI9 Balfour against time. The runoff record is shorter that tho; typically longer rainfall 
record. Gencral correlation between rainfal l 3l1d runolTreeords. 
= o , 
(lUlU) Ill1.1U!111 AllJlUOW 
Design flood p.at dete11llina!ion in tho rural catchments of the Fa,t. rn Cap<, South Africa 











CI3. Q9H030 Koonap River @ Frisch Gel\ aagd: Input data flJr L;Pt'JOI"d. 
Na~ "f Rivor: KOOI1ap @Frischgevaagd 
O's<ription of Site: Koonap @ Fmc~ I:ov""gd leg I 
Comp"l~r Pro;:ram; Calculated ",ing DotfJood 4.0.2 
Date: 2006/10105 
••• INPUT OATA . ** 
C'alchm<m characteristics 
Area of catchment: 
Length of longeill watercourse: 
Equal area height difference: 
10% - 85'" height dine""",,, 
Dj'laneo to catchmenl controjd: 







Li~hlning gro~nd Ilash ,k;Tl!lily: 3 
Veld Iyl'" /{}TIe: Zooe 5 
Rat.ionalmcthOO catchmeTIt coefljci~nt' 
C'ale~o<y olincan annual coc1ficieTlts: Iktweon 600mm ""d 900mm 
C"'c~o<y ofaveTI\l:o cat"hment 'lope: ikm""'TI J~.;md [(lo/, 
Cillegory of ""il pmneability: Prnneabl~ (light soil) 
('atog"'", of a""mgo vegetal cover: Gras,land 
••• RAlNI' ALL DATA ••• 
CalclunenlmAP (ex HRlJ quatomaryr Ik{wecn 600mm and 900mm 
Regioo: Inland 
Lightning ground flash ocn,ity' J 
The rainfall <!ala in t11< lable below ore ocriwd from {h"" "","re'", 
Tbemodifiod He"hti.ld eqLllilkm i, used for du",,{ion.> ~p 10 four h(){j", 
The daily ,00nl,,11 i, from lhe l)..,parunent of W .. er AlTair". publicali"" TR 1 02 
adjuEJ.d '" that TR I 02rnAP - calChmentmAP 
Where the equalion values OXCC-ro the I-day Tainlhll, lhey ore rcdL>Cc-d 10 c'(jual 
the l-<iay rainfall. 
11>0 PMP value, ..., either the defuult valne, from Fig",e C4 in HRIJ rn2 aoo 
r<pre5<nt the U/lpcr<nvelope otrn""imnm ",c,.-dod min/ail' in SolI\h Africa prior 
to 1969.0.- th< data thaty"" specified, 
mean annual rainfuU' 625mm 
Weather Jlureau Station: 100025 @ FOUNTAIN HEAD 
mean ="al percipitation (TR I 02): 598mm 
Rc1uro Poriod (RP) 
Ouration I , , '" '" " ". ". 'M' 1-------------------------------------------------
0.25 hour' I " " '" ;; '" ,., " '.W 0.50 h",lfS I " " '" " " " " "" 1.00 h",lfS ! " " " " " n "' "" 2,00 hours I " " " " .. " '00 "" 4 ,1)) !too", I '" '" "" .. '" !I' no '''' I day, I '" '" ~ " '" !I' '" "" 2 day, I " " '"' m 153 m ''''' no 3 day. ! n " II. m '00 '00 m "" 7 day, I <>II m '" '" m ,,. '" WOO 
[)esign nood pcak de!crminati"n in the rUTal calChment' "f{he EaM"", Cap<. South Africa 











Q911030 Koonap Riv~r @ Fri~ch (jewaagd: Summary output from UPf lood. 
Area 246km' Peak recorded TlllloIY: 150m'/s 
I Patch«J data in n 
[S!imot~d poo k r .. off (rn'I.) 
Method lI.ationat Rotin .. 1 Ko,"o; 
, 
'" ! CH LPJ! CJ:.\'! ! C£\'! SI)F , 
" 
I.IWAt· ."lTen. R"' DWAr ' Altom. MM MM PWM 
, -, , -, , '" " ]]1 no .,0 .,4 " 
i , '"' m m '"' I 282 " " 
W '" .loW no 2~5 372 "' "' " _ .. _. 
'" '" 6~0 316 '"' n" ii" 10, t03 
" 5~9 m ''" 4~8 581 '" 
, 157 U5 m 
--
'00 '" '" 1051 578 ,", ,;; m m 157 -
2(~1 9~0 1310 ,M ,~ 'i< '" '" , 
~(~I ''" 210 ,," , 
"'" '"' '" 
,~ 
l(~~~ "" " , '" --"M' "037 2037 4~~9 874~ , , 
Sto<m hit: tit medium fLt 
d,mOi", "'. (.)1,,,, ,,. (! ,,, ... ,. , , ,,. , ~ 
".,ist .. ..! ""1<1,",,,,,~ i ,"",,"'''01 




Ratio .. 1 Rational Ko,ac. "H LH loP.)! Gr.V! GrVI , Silt· 
" 
I.IWAF .. ItH. II.MJ· I.IW ... F AlTer • MM "1M P\~M - -- - , , 131 351 .- UI no " 33 " , 195 m IJ~ 208 182 " " , --
10 '" 559 ''" 295 m " " " 
'" '" 650 '" , '"' ''" % " " 
'" 569 m "" 458 '" '" 111 "" "" 
' 00 82·1 m 1051 m "" ,;; '" "" 109 
100 930 1110 ,M 856 158 ... "" -
j{10 '''' no '" , 
WOO ,% 138 'M 
, ,-,' 
'0000 245 161 17.\ 
, 
RMF 2037 2037 4559 ~743 
~h",n 
, 
". fit 1"''''' , ... , 
dun>!i"" ""tQ ''''' ""tQlow 
I_i~ical I 
, , "- " '''''''''OJ'' "'tohoncnt 
"'" ""'" d .... tit 
[)c'ign flood pe"~ detelminaliOil ill the rur.1 catch=nt, oftM E"'torn Cal"'. S"lL!h Africa 











































Koonap River @ FrischGewaagd: Statistical plot: combined LN-LPJ jrom 
UPFlood: patched record . 
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Koonap River@Frisch Gewaagd: Statistical plot: combined GEVIPWM-EVI 
lrom UPFl00d: patched record. 
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Design flood peal <i<'terminal;n" in !he rLJfal calChmcna nf!he Iioslern Cal"'. South Africa 












Q9! 1030 Koooap River @ Frisch Gewaagd: Statistical plol: ~ombin~d LN-LP3 trom 
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Koonap River @ Fri~~h G~waagd: Stalislical plot wmbined GEVIPWM-EVI 
from UPFJood: no-patched re<: rd -mi~sing data. 
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Q9HOJO Koonap River @Frisch Gewaagd: Rating ClJrvc. 
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W. ",lnd( .. ) 
Q9H030 Knonap River @ Frisch Gewaagd: I.ng-I.ng pInt Rating ClJrvc. 
I ',O-I--L------_'.__ ~~~ L """' '',,1(_) 
o.sign f1oe<l p"ak det.mriualioo in the ruml catthm.ms ofth. Eastern CaP<'- S.'"-1Ih AfriCft 













Q9H030 Koonap River@FrischGev,aagd: Comparison of statistical analyses. 
- l.-P3IMM poWh,~ 
- - GEVIMM pll<cll<<l 
- GEVil'WMp>/ClI<o 
--<>-l-NIMM pll!(.-ho<i 
- lP3IMM no fl"cll 
- - GEVlMMoopo!dl 
- GEVIPWM nop..ru 
--<>-LNIM.'I1.., pile' , 
'" RI {Yun} 
o.sigu fJood peak detOTlTlinatj"" in !he rural catchment, of the E .. t.m Cop,. Sooth Africa 
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Monthly rainfall for rainfall Station 1000025 Fountain Bead and annual peak nmofT for 
Station Q9H030 Koonap against time. The nmoff r~ord is shaner that the typically longer 
rainfall record. Some correlation between rainfull and runoff data. 
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Design flood f>Mk determinalion in the T1Jr~1 catchmt"llrs of the Eas{ern Cape. South A fiic~ 












Cl4. R2HOll Y cllowwoods River @ Fortmurr:lY: Input data fo r Ul'Flood. 
Name of River: R2HOll Ycilowwood, 
Description of Site; R2HOll Yellowwoo,b 




IIrea of cOlehment 
l.e~'\ll of 10nge'l w",ercoo,""", 
F-Gual area h~igh{ differ""ee: 
100/, _ 85~. llcignl dirr~r~nce, 
Di't:m<e to cotohmen{ c~ntroid: 








Lightning ground flash density; 2 
Veld type zone: Zone 8 
Ratiooalmetbod catchment coefficients 
Categ<»y ofmeoo amma! coefficients: Less (han 600mtn 
Category ofaverage c.{chmeDt slop'" Less than 3% 
Category of soil pcrmeabili!)': Scmi-p"rmcahle (n,oot ""jJ,) 
Cat~gory of average wg!'{.1 cowr: Cul{ivOIed land, .'I' ... ,e buoh 
••• R/llNF ALl. DII Til ... 
CattluoennnAP (ex HRU quat..-nary), I.e,s than 600mm 
Regioo: Inland 
Lightniog ground fl.,h density; 2 
The rainfall data in the table below are derived from three sources. 
Tl>emoditied H. "h/ield «[uatioo is u""d for du,atiOll.' up to four hoors, 
The daily roinfall is from {l>e Department of Water Mfair'. publicatioo TR 102 
adjusted so {hat ffi 1 02mAP - catohmentmAP, 
Where "'" equation values exoeed th . I_day rainfall. they "'" reduced to eq ual 
the I-day rainfalL 
The PMP v.lue, are d{lIer 11", default value, from Figure CA in HRU Itl2..-.J 
rep'"'''''t tile upperenvel0p" oftnaximum recorded rainfall, in Soo{h Africa f"ior 
to 1969. or the data that you specifled. 
mean ~nnual minfull; "'"""" Woatber Ru,"a" Stalion: 80052 @ BlANEY 
"",an 3lUlual pcrcipita{;on (rR 1 02): ~36mm 
Return Period (RP) 
Durmion , , " " " '00 '00 'M' -"----------------------"-------"-----------
0,2500urs " ,. ;0 " " " " <;0 05000m .• " " " '" " " '" '00 1.00 oom .• " " '" " " " " "" 2.00 00",., .. " '" " " ". '" "" 4.00 hour, " " .. , "" '" ''" "" I day' I " eo '"' m '" ,., m '" 2 day. I " '" 0 '" '" '" '" no 3 day' I ., '" 150 '" '" 285 .1.16 .00 7 day, I " no m ,,, OM m '" WOO 
[bi,,'" flood peak determinolion in tbe rural catchment' oftfJe Eastern Cape, South Africa 












R2HOll Yellowwoods Riyer @Fortmurray:SummaryoutputfromUPl'lood. 
Area- 198km' Peak recorued runoff: 403m'18 
. ----
E.tiJlutod ~ak rUlloff (111'1.) 
M~thod Rationat Rational KovllO "" "" 1.1'31 GEVI GEVI lJ~i - IlWAF All~ru. RM' '"' llWAI' Ahoc •. MM MM 'WM 1\-1'1 R' I ~ , 
" " '" " % 
;1 " '" n , " " 135 30 W 
150 Ill) 140 , 
00 15 "' m " 00 237 '''' '"' '" . 
'" '" '"' 3:~ 
., 
"" 
DO '" 235 '''' 
'" " 125 no ~I~ "' '" '" 
323 343 I 77 I 
100 on ''" 934 68e 125 on 554 
3'11) "" 320~ 
"" 'M 1169 87g 
, 
'" 6n 462 569 5440 . 
~O() 72} 565 775 10267 
,~, 780 650 "". 16016 ----
"'''' m 985 1972 60784 'M' 1836 18}6 ""' ee56 Stonn , , , 
duralioo Modium MedlUm ,= , 
" " ,. " " " ,[ati.'-'(ic.1 I L dala fit 
[)e,;gn flood peak determination in the "raj calchment, ,,[lhe Easlern Cope_ ~lIth Afric. 














Yellowwoods River@Fot1murrayStatisticalplot:combinedLN-LP3 from 
UPFlood. 
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[Vi from UPFlood. 
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Design flood peak determination in the rural catchmcn" of the Eli'llITn Cape. Soolh Africa 
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Monthly rainfaH for rainraH Station 79809moWlt Coke and annual peak: runoff for Station 
R2HOli Yellowwoods against timtl. The runulT record is shorter that the typically longer 
rainfall record. Poor corrtllation with r-.linrall record in 1970. Possible error in runoff records. 
Station reconstructtld downstream after 1985. 
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!)c,ign n(~><l rcal< dliormin.tin., io the T"ral C1l\cnmeJll> of the E'5!.rn Cope. Sooth Arri<a 












Monthly r..linfaU for minfall Station 79712 King WiliiamstO'wTI and rumual peak runoff for 
Station R1HOII Yellowwoods against time. The runof}" record is shorter that the typically 
hmger minfall record. Poor correlation with rainfall record in 1970 and in general. Possible 






































Dc"i!!" flmJ ""ok deiermin",i"" in the TUral c"'dm ... "c' ofthe Eastern Cape. South Afrk. 












CIS. R2HOl2 Mgqakwche River @ Jefrn's Loc 29: Input d:lta for ll"'!ooll. 
Nome of Rive" mgqal wd'e@Jaft.', Lor29 
o.:""ript~}n of Sile' mgqakwd>t;@l.ft.', l<lC 29 
Com puler r.-o~""m: Calmlaled u, ing Delflood 4.0.2 
Dale: 2(X)6/10/()6 
• • • INPUT DATA ••• 
Ol1chmeJX ch:uacteristi cs 
Area of catclunent, 
Length of longest waler<ollr .. , 
Equal area height d ifference: 
10"/ , - 8~% height diffi:reTICe: 






Basin 22 SUI' Drainage basin m""l>eo': 
RMF K-factor: 5.2 
Lig/llninggrOlmd fJas.il density' 2 
Yekll}pe zone, Zooe 5 
Colegory of me on an"ual coeiTfCien",more lhon 'XKlmm 
Calegory of average oalOhment ,lope' leI.s lbon 3% 
Category of "'il p"rmeability S<;mi-perm",bk (m""l ""jI ,) 
Calegoo-y of av~-rago: vegelal ",wer: Den"" bu.'h. ton:f>\ 
••• RA [~fAT.L DA f A ••• 
CatehmentmAP (exllRU quatmwy): more than 900mm 
Region ' Inbnd 
Lightning groond flash density' 2 
The rainfall data in the table below are derived from three >Oll,"",,' 
Themodifiod Hm hfield equation is used for durations up to four hours. 
The daily rainfaU is from the DepamncTJt of W"t" r Affair', publicatioo TRI 02 
adjusted", iliat TR102mAP - catchmentmAP. 
Where the equation val,,,,, exceM the l -da}' ",;nfoll. the}' are reduct:<! to equal 
the I -day rainrnH. 
Tho: PMP va t"". are eilil<r l il< de/aull val",," from fi~uno C4 i" H RU 1.'12 and 
repre",,"l 'he ~wrenvdope of maximum r"oorded rai,tall, i~ Soulh Afiica priOO-
to 1%9, orthe data that you specir ... :L 
mean annuall'ainfull : 920mm 
Weather Bureau SllItion; 79524 @ PIRIE (FORESTRY) 
meon annual p"rcipitatioTI (TR I 02): 915mm 
Relurn Period (RP) 
Duration , , '" '" " '00 '00 ,~ 1---------------------------------------- ------ --------
0.25 !tour:; I " " " " " " 57 no 0.50 Ito"" I " " .. " 0; " " '00 I ,()() Ito"" I " " ., '" ~ " ,co "" 2.()() 1>011" I " M " 00 '"' "" '" ;., 4.1X) hour, I ., " "' '" '" 150 , .. 450 I days " " m '" no '"' "" "" 2 day. " m '" '" ,~ m m no 3 day, " no "" 205 m ;0; m .00 7 day. m m '" 252 m '" '" WOO 
Design flood peak determinalion in tbe rural catchmerts "f lhe E ... l"", Cap". Sou lh Africa 












R2lI012 Mgqakwebe River@Jeftu's Loc 29 : Summary output Irom ]lPFlood. 
Area 15km' Peak recorded runo ll' 53m'is 
Meth<Hl 
., 
R..ti" .. 1 
[)WAF 




E.tilllated ~ak ruooff ( ... '/oJ 























13 1 1Il7 : , .. 
--~--c:--t-C:-1 
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data li l I 
Medium I 
'" I -, 
I ' Medium 
_ -"-----' I -'-l " 
lJ<:<, ig" (1000 p<:Ilk dc{crminmi,., in [t>c ruml caOCIUlleJl{, of {he Los{crn Cap", ~\J{h AlTio" 
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Mgqakwcbe River@JeHu'sLac29Sl<Ilislkulplot: combined GEVIPWM-
EV I from UPFlood. 
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Design fJood peak detonnin"'iOil in the rom1 catchmeTll> ofthe F-""1em Cape. Sooth Africa 












R2HO 12 Mgqakwcbc Ril't'l' (a) Jdta'~ J.oc 29: C'ompwiwn plot. 
Stali~ticaJ anal~~ g~lleI" .. lly below all detcnninisticmethods. probably as a result ol"Slation 
ermn;. s...~ nunraU - fUno ll"retord bo:luw. 
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I ~ 1 ~ : i ~ 
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Desl~ flood puk determinaliQl1 i~ tho .moJ Calchrn.nt. of Ill. E05lm1 Cape. ~rth Af.;.,. 












Monthly rainfall for rainfall Station 79524 ririe Forcst Res. and arumal pcak runolT for 
Station R2110l2mgqakwebe agairu;t time. The nmoffrecord is shoncr that the typically longer 



























o.sign flood PO'"' de!erminoli"" in the rural catchTtl~"T\1> of the E.u!cm Cape, S<>u,h "friea 











C16. T3H009 l\1ooi River @maclear: [opnl data for UPl'Jood. 
Name of River: mooi@lIlIlCle", 
!)c"",iptioo of Sit.: mooi@mackar 
ComJlUlor Program: cak.-ulatod using Detflood 4.0.2 
Date: 2006110113 
••• INPUT DAI"A ••• 
cate~monl characlcri'llks 
Arca of catcnment: 
I..ngt~ of kmgcst walcrro .... c: 
Equal area height difkrcncc: 
10% • 85% height diff"",,,,,e: 
l)istance to calchmcnl centroid: 






RMF K·faclo<: , 
Lighminlt ~'Tol.md nas~ density: 4 
Veld type 700e: ZOllO 5 
Rationalmolhod calchm""t coomcil."llt, 
CateltO<)' ofIno"" anm ... 1 coofficil."lll-': Bl."lWoen 600mm ood 900rrun 
COIcgory of avcrage catehm""t ,lope: Lc;, tboo 3OY. 
COIogory of ooil P"'l"eobility: Sl."IlIi'JI<rmeabio (moM soit.) 
COI.gory of aver.oge vegetal COVcr: Culti~ated land, "1"'''''' hu.;h 
••• RAINFALL DATA .,. 
COIehmentmAP (ex HRU quatrm..-y): Betwe.n 600mm ;md 900mm 
Rogion: Inland 
Lighming g'oond flash density: 4 
The rainfall dab in the table below ore derived from Ike. ",,1.11"1"" . 
Themodified HershfJeld e'l",lIiOl1 is u.cd for dUraliOll, up to tour bou" 
The daily rainfall is from the Department ofWate, Affair'. publication TR I 02 
adjusted so that TRI 02mAP - catchmcntmA P. 
Wbrrr the equation value, exceed the l-day ralnfull. they arc reduced to equal 
Ihe 1 -day rainfall. 
1be PMP values are e ith.,-Iho default valLlC' fTom Figure C4:O, HRU ln2 and 
,opro,",nt the uj'lJltttnvdopo ofmmdmwn recorded ra.nall.<; in S()!Jih Amc" prior 
to I %9, or the data thot you 'pocified. 
m.an annual rainfall: ""'"m Weati1er Bureau Slalion: 151604 @mACLEAR ""';tIl annuall"'rcipilJ.tioo (TR 102), 693mm 
Return Period (RP) 
DtJratiOll I , , .0 " ~ '00 "'" 'M' --------"---------- --------------------------------
0.15 hours " 
,. " '" " " " "" 0.5000ur,; " " " " " M '" '" 1.00 hour,; " " " M " " " ,," 2.00 houn " " '" " % .0" '" "" 4.00 no"" " '" " " '" '" "" "" I day, I " " " " '" '" '" '" 2 dJy. I " "" '"' m '" '" '" no 3 day, I " W; '" , .. '" '"' '" ''''' 7 day. I ~ m '" '" '" m '"' .0"" 
o.sign flood peak determination in tbe rural catchmcnl' oftbe Eastern Cape. South Africa 













r3H009 Mooi River@madear: Sunmlary uutput from UPHood. 
Area - 307km' 
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l)esign flood peak det.nninati<ln in the rura l cal,-hmetlf, or the l",",m Cape. South Africa 


















:NIooi River@maciearStatistical plot: combined LN-LP3 rrorn UPFlu<J<l 
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[)c,ign flood peal dclcnninarion in tho "lral <01<hmellls of {he Eostern Cap", s..:,,~h Africa 
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Monthly rainfall for rainfall Station l5 1 604macl~ar and wmual peak runolI lor Station 
TJHOO9m<Xlj against time. 'Jbe runoff rccord is shorter that the typically longer rainfall 
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[)e,i&ll flood pe"" de!enuilllltioo iu tile ",,01 cotclrrnem, of the Ells/em Cape. Sootil Africa 











C 17. T4HOO I 
Name t>{ l!;i¥Cr. """""'uD,,@Oruodr,1I 
()c,criplion ofS.~ mtam .... ""@Gn ndrill 
Con..,., ... ('roj;ram CaIrulJlli:<! """'g O'1t1o..1d 4.0.2 
0;0I~: 2006/(Od 7 
... [NPU"[ DA '[ A ... 
A"'a ()f c&!c hmcm: 
1 .~'rl~h ()f [""lie", wOlerco\l<loC; 
IOqua( arc. Oclgllt dllk-r."oe: 
10'l • • 15% lIci¥h' dilk .. ,,,,,,,",, 
~rlC~ '0 c .. dImerJ cattroid. 




RMF K-(aclor. 5.4 
U&,nning ground ib llukm;iI).- 3 
Veld!)'''''"lOftt': z.,,,,, 1 
.. _--_._._---------------------_._-----------_._-
CllteK()I"Y or_ an nual rocff","'"",.roon: Ihan 900mm 
Cat~K()I"y or •• '~ calOhmcm ,I"",,· I "'. Ih l n .1% 
Catcg()l"Y "f",;1 permeability: Perm«l i>k:: (I '¥ht Kl; I) 
Category ofo .... age .. ~.ml C"ver: Don>c bu>~. fomt 
••• R.t.lNFALL DATA'" 
C&~unAr(n HRU qualemary l' m<Jl"e lhan9OOm!n 
R"""n, Illlmid 
Ughtnl"lllVO"nd " "'" dcm!!)~ 3 
Tbe mQlr,,1I dll:! In the 001. below ... deriw4 ftom 'h.~ )Oltl"Ce5. 
Themoditied I la.N i.1d ""I ..... ion ;,. u....:l for dOl:lll001 ~ to rOltr hOI ..... 
The dlUr minfall i~ fioo1 .... ])ep;oruDc-nt of w"' .. Affall'l publica!ion TRI02 
""JUlIed ... dill TR HIlmAI' - cO!cltmolllmAP. 
Vo'Mre tht ""IlIau"" nit"", exceed m. t-day rainfall. 1hey ..,.., • .oocod 10 "'lual 
mo I-dar ""n!ltll. 
The PMP v~ l...:s ... " "i~ .. [be defauil val""s frnm F;gUTC C4 in H RU 1/72 and 
,cpfcs. l\\ the lIpper~nv.1ope ofinaximuIll ,."",dod ral!lf~Jl 5 in &-mth Africa pri", 
(0 1969. 01' (M Ibm ilia: roo specified. 
mciIf\ i~n",,1 ","GllI. .W~ 
wCliher lJun:au Slal""": 1~142J @ (IORD!:.R (fORESTRY) 
"""'n aM""( pcrdpi .... i"" ( r R \02): S7.1mrn 
Return I'mOO(RP") 
D"'at'"'' , , " '" " '00 
,.. r~1r 
~----- ------_. 
o 25 (IOlllS I " N " " " " " ". OSO II<lIn I " ., " " •• " " 200 l.OOholA I '" " ., " " .. "" '" 2,00 l'IolU ,", I " " ~ " "" 12 1 '" '''' 4.00 1\00", I so '" '" ". , '" '" '" , ~" I 50 '" " 'I' ,., '" \S5 "0"'Y' I " Wl 124 '" ,., '"' 2.19 rn> 3 d~)IS I "' m m 'SO '" '" 249 ." ? dayl I '" , .. '" '" '" u.s m "''''' 
DaJsn flood peal:. dclcrmiomi"n hl l~ ... at (lIlohme"," M1~e """1m! Cape. ~ Mrica 












T4HOOI Mtmnvumi River eu; Gundrift: Summary output from lJPF1()",u. 
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, 
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" ------_. 
!)csign Ihwi peak &krminalioo in t'~ nLral cmchm"llls ofth" LOSlern Cape. Somh Africil 
Appendix C: Re,ult' rrool """lyse, 
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Mtamvuna River@GlUldrift:Statistical plot: combined LN-LP3 from 
UPFIood. 
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Mtamvuna River@Gundtift: Statistical plot: combined GEV/PWM-EVI 
from UPFlood . 
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Design fJood real< determiTIation in the rural c~lchment' onlle F. .. tern Cope. South Africa 
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Monthly "Iinral! for rainfall Station 181423 Boarder and annual peak runoff for Station 
T4HOOJ rntamvuna ;;gains! time. The runoff record is shorter that the typically longer rainfall 
record. Somc correlation between rainfull and runoff records. 
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o.. . ign nood peak dCkrminmicHl in the rural catchment, of the Eastern Cape. South Africa 











CIS. T5H004 I\himkulu River @ Fp 1609030: Inplll d"la fo r m'l' lood. 
Name of Rivor: T511004mzinkulu 
Descriptioo of Site: BHOO4mzinkulu @Fp 
Computer Program: Cakulm.d ,",ing Uc-tflood 4.0.2 
Dale: 2006/10/19 
••• INPIH DATA ••• 
Area of catchment: 
Lrngth of Ionge't walorcoorse: 
Equal orea height differeoc.· 
10010 . 85% Ilcigh( differeoce: 






Ba,in 25 SOF Drainage ba,i~ ~wnbcr: 
RMF K·jactor, , 
Lighming grou~d n.,h <len,ity: 10 
Vdd type zOlle: Zooo 5 
Ralio~altnelhod cmchm.m coefficient, 
Category of mean annual coofficicnts;more than 900lllDl 
Cat.b>OT)' of avorab"" calChmcnt 'lope: Less Wan 3% 
Cat.go,)' of ",-,il p<rmeability' Semi-permeabl. (most soils) 
Category of a'eTab'" ~ogetal eOvor: Cuitivalc-d land, ,parse bush 
'"RAINFALLDATA''' 
CatthmentmAP (ex IlRU quaternary): IJI()l'e tha~ 900mm 
Rc-gioo: In land 
Ughtning ground flash d.nsity: 10 
Tile rain fall data in the tab'" below are derived from thro. SOI",ce" 
Th<omodified Hcrsbfoeld .quation is u",d for duration, up to follr hour,_ 
Th<o daily rainfall is from the lkpartment of Water A flair's publication TR I 02 
adju"ed '0 (nm TRlO2mAP - cmchmeOOllAP. 
Whc'TC lhe equation valU<os exceed the J -day rainfull, tl><y .... ~d to equal 
tbe I-day rainthll. 
fhe P]l.-IP valuo,.,-e oither tit< default val"", From Figure ('4 in HRlJ 1172 and 
'"pre,. nt the uppcrcnwlopc ofmaximwn recorded rainfalls in South Africa prior 
to 1%9, 0.- the daLa that you specifi.d, 
mean annual minfull: 940mm 
Weath.r BuWlu Station: 26&441 @ FASTmESHLYN 
mean atlDual p<rcip~OIioo (TR 102).: 937mm 
Rdurn Period (RP) 
[)UT<llion I , , W '" " 1M ?M 'M' 1·------------------------------- -- ----------
0.25 hours I " " " .. " .. " no 0.50 hours I '" '" " M n " " "" 1.00 hours I " " " .. ,m m '" '" 2.00 hours " n ., "" '" '" '" ; " 4.00 hours " n ., "" '" '" '" "" 1 day, '" n '" "" '" '" , .. '" 2 day, " " m no 154 175 ,% no 3 day" "' '" 136 '" '" m no 000 'oo~ "" m '" 'M ,~ '" '''' ,~ 
'Do"',' .. '"",,",,, '~""-~-.-rmiMtion i~ the TUral catc~mcnts ofthc Eastern Cape. South Africa 
Appendix Co Resul!, from analyoc, 











TSIlOO4 Mzimkulu River@ Fp I 6I1'XI]O: Sllmmary llllipullrom UPFlood. 
Area - 545km2 Peak recorded lUIII)if: 44Im'is: 


















r."imOIW ""ak runoff (.,'I.) 
RlIlio ... 1 Ralio".1 Ko"'''' , I UH "" LPJI G[VI GEVI DWAF Ahen,. RM' i 'D' , DWAF Altorn. M VI MM PWItl 
'OO .,44 " ''" IXI> "' '00 " 252- -211 ~ m ~57 29] 'OO '" 
.no .514 431> m 376 
, 
no I 211 20K 
~55 en 612 N' m "" 292 De 
7.>1 w ~X~ ! 9~4 7~7 617 "" 177 402 
1081> 84., 12>4 1219 1055 '" 537 44() 527 -
9~9 I~O 1 1507 
, 
945 682 522 '" on m no 
~ 
1 1.50 ". ~ , 1262 .. __ . 
1311 1086 2973 
231.5 17~2 .5198 MU 
I i , I 20% 20'% 
J '"" gra"IaTId, gra"land, • • Fair fit 8~' 1m", , 80"/, Im,h i tit 
/)«ign !loud peal dc"tGrrnination in tlk: ruml caldunem, of the Eastern Cape, South Africo 



























Mzimkulu River@Fp 1609030: Statistical plot: combined I.N-LP3 from 
UPFlood. 
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Mzimkulu River@Fp 1609030: Statistical plot: combined GEV/PWM-
EVI from UPFlood. 
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De,ign flood pe.k determination in the rural catchments ofthc E .. ,rern Cope. South Africa 












T5HOO4 ~17iml;ul u Rhe.. @Fp 1609030: Compari!iOn ploL 
Swtis1icaJ an~ly~i ~ bo:low ~11 dl:l~rm iD isticmcthods. prohabl}' as a rc~n It offarm dalll5 in lhe 

















Monthly rainfall for rainfall Station 268199 Highmoor and annual peak runoff for Station 
T5H0(}4 M7.inkulu against time. The runolT record is shorter that th", typically longer rainfall 
record. Note prolxlhlc innucncc of dams on peak n mon·lt-om about 1960. poor correlation 
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Design flood peak determin>ltioo in {lie rurru cmdllnen~ of the E,mern Cope, Somll Africa 
Append;, C: Resu lt, lrom anal}">e' 
